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PROSPECTS FOR CREATING AN ECOLOGICAL CLUSTER IN THE REPUBLIC OF CRIMEA
Abstract.
The article discusses the prospects of creating an ecological cluster in the Republic of Crimea. Since environmental problems are getting worse every day, it is proposed to create an ecological cluster as a tool for preserving the environment. The author presents the successful foreign experience of the Peterborough ecocluster in
the UK and justifies the need to form a cluster in the region-describes the benefits of implementing an ecological
cluster in the Republic of Crimea.
Keywords: region, Republic of Crimea, cluster, ecological cluster, regional development.
Currently, the main factor influencing the socioeconomic development of the region is the implementation of cluster initiatives, technology parks and large
investment projects on its territory.
This study will focus on the cluster development
of the Republic of Crimea, as well as on the possibilities of the region in creating an ecological cluster.
Cluster policy is an integral part of the state's economic policy. Its goals are to support the development
of clusters in certain territories by creating additional
conditions for increasing competitiveness and effective
interaction of cluster participants [1].
It should be noted that neither federal nor regional
legislation contains definitions of the term "cluster".
The term itself in its economic sense is increasingly
found in federal and regional concepts and programs of
socio-economic development, conceptual and administrative acts. For example, it is used in the Strategy of
Socio-economic Development of the Republic of Crimea until 2030, which states that cluster policy should
become one of the main mechanisms for implementing
strategic priorities, ensuring economic growth and economic diversification [2].
The strategy of socio-economic development of
the Republic of Crimea assumes the creation of the following clusters on the territory of the peninsula by
2030: tourism, IT cluster, cluster of "creative industry",
clusters in the field of medical and biotechnology, agroindustrial food cluster, chemical and shipbuilding [2].
This list does not include an ecological cluster, for the
formation of which there is an urgent need and a necessary potential in the Republic of Crimea.
Ecoclusters, realizing their development through
the wide use of highly effective innovative technologies, form the basis of a new, promising branch of the
modern economy - the industry of eco-innovations. The
eco-innovation industry aims to optimize the use of natural resources, restore the polluted environment, increase efficiency in the use of various types of energy
and increase the quality of life in the region on this basis.

A striking example of the successful operation of
an ecocluster abroad is the English ecocluster Peterborough, which specializes in the use of technologies that
minimize CO2 emissions into the environment, and the
production of environmentally friendly goods and services. The main tasks of the center include the promotion of new technological knowledge from the scientific sector to the business sector for practical implementation. Currently, the Peterborough cluster includes
335 specialized companies and organizations that employ more than 5.8 thousand people. The annual production volume of the cluster in value terms is 589 million rubles. The Peterborough Eco-Innovation Center
was created within the cluster [3].
The Peterborough Ecocluster has 23 intracluster
environmental areas, including [3]: integrated water
treatment, soil restoration, recycling, renewable energy, green construction, and a number of other areas.
The cluster also has scientific organizations engaged in
research on environmental conservation and sustainable development.
In modern reality, the improvement of the ecological condition of the territory is becoming an important
part of regional policy. For example, in the Crimea
there is a huge problem of solid household waste and
garbage, as well as industrial waste and dirty
wastewater. According to approximate calculations, 85
% of municipal solid waste ends up in facilities that do
not provide environmental safety, 10% in landfills that
meet environmental requirements, and only 5% for recycling [4].
At the same time, in the Republic of Crimea there
are enterprises for recycling and sorting garbage (garbage processing and sorting plants in Simferopol, in the
Belogorsky district), various social movements (environmental movement "Eco-Fact", "Soczapros") and
scientific organizations (Department of Ecology at the
Crimean Federal University named after V. I. Vernadsky) dealing with environmental issues in the region,
and these capacities should certainly be included in the
ecocluster project.
The creation of an ecological cluster will eliminate
environmental damage, ensure the environmentally
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sustainable development of the Crimea and signifi- created in the regions will be sufficiently susceptible to
cantly replenish the budget of the Crimea. The coordi- global crises. In this regard, it should be remembered
nated interaction of enterprises, scientific organiza- that cluster policy is only one of the ways to increase
tions, educational institutions, business and govern- the competitiveness of the region's economy, and the
ment agencies to solve this problem will ensure the best effect from it can be achieved only in conjunction
effectiveness of managing the sustainable development with other measures. It is important that the cluster orof the region's economy for future generations.
ganization of the development of the Crimean region
It is important to understand that the implementa- can have an undeniable impact on improving the qualtion of the proposed cluster is essentially aimed at solv- ity of life and the level of well-being of the population
ing those problems that are currently central to the [5].
economy of the Crimea and require immediate soluReferences
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ECONOMETRIC MODELING OF POPULATION EMPLOYMENT INDICATORS IN UKRAINE
Abstract.
According to the statistical information of the advancement indicators of Ukraine, a multiple regression
model was developed for such a general indicator of employment as the number of employed people of Ukraine
(dependent variable). Factors (independent variables) that affect the value of this indicator have been identified.
A preliminary econometric analysis of the model was performed: correlation fields were developed and statistical
characteristics of the samples were determined, on the basis of which the data of statistical samples were checked
whether they keep in with the standard distribution law; paired correlation coefficients are calculated and the
closeness (density) of the bond between all model variables is estimated; independent variables that have the
greatest impact on the number of employed people in Ukraine have been identified. A multifactor regression model
was constructed, the significance of which was verified by Fisher’s F-statistics, and the parameters of the models
were verified by Student’s t-statistics with a confidence probability of p = 0.95. The model was verified for multicollinearity and autocorrelation. The model developed can be used to improve the planning and adjustment of the
employed population of Ukraine. The proposed methodology can also be used to develop appropriate models for
any region of Ukraine.
Keywords: employed population, value of gross output, consumer price index, fixed capital investment, econometric analysis, multifactor econometric model, autocorrelation, multicollinearity.
Provision of the sustainable socio-economic development of Ukraine is possible on the basis of developing a modern socially oriented economy. One of the
most important priorities is to achieve balanced development of the labor market, ensuring productive employment, which needs to be taken into account. Therefore, for the development and implementation of strategies for socio-economic development of the country

in general and its regions in particular, it is extremely
important to determine the factors of the main and indirect impact on employment.
After all, today the assessment of the results of
economic entities, including the number of employed
people, is based on the calculation and analysis of
standard ratios. Accordingly, in the conditions of innovative economy this method of analysis is not enough.
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The issue of introducing innovation into the meth- actually solves and what methods it uses. However, toodology of analysis of employment factors of the pop- day the range of tasks and methods related to econoulation of Ukraine is becoming relevant. Thus, along metrics has been almost completely formed. Compared
with traditional methods of analysis, it is advisable to with the approach inherent in mathematical statistics,
use methods of econometric modeling.
the actual econometric approach to the problems studIn general, the model, as a philosophical category, ied is not that examples and terminology are taken from
is the replacement of a real system with another system the economic field but primarily in the attention given
that to some extent reflects the real one. The modeling to the question of compliance of the model chosen to
is based on the intentional replacement of the processes the economic object. In particular, the point at issue is
and phenomena under study with their analogous mod- about formulating hypotheses among which it is necesels, which reflect the features of the original analogous sary to make a choice to further apply these or those
models [2].
methods of model parameters estimation.
The application of mathematical methods in ecoThe Article Is Devoted to the development of an
nomics makes it possible to identify and formally de- econometric model of dependencies and the influence
scribe the most important, essential relationships of of factors on the number of employed people of
economic variables and objects, as well as inductively Ukraine. The object of the study is the systemic stogain new knowledge about the object [6].
chastic connections that are formed during the forOne of the directions of economic-mathematical mation of employment. When writing the article, statismethods of analysis, which consists in statistical meas- tical data on the activities of enterprises of Ukraine of
urement (estimation) of parameters that characterize the State Statistics Service of Ukraine, regulations, scisome economic concept of the relationship and devel- entific works of domestic and foreign scientists, theoopment of objects is econometrics [8].
retical textbooks and manuals were used.
The main task of econometrics in a market econThe object of the study is the number of employed
omy is to carefully study the quantitative relationships people of Ukraine. The main factors that affect the perbetween indicators for a better understanding of eco- formance trait are identified. This is the gross profit of
nomic phenomena and processes, which, in turn, allows Ukraine, capital investment, consumer price index. The
more informed formulations of management decisions results of the assessment of the changes of these indiand forecasts for the future.
cators for 2008 – 2019 period are presented in Table 1.
Domestic and foreign literature has expressed different views concerning what problems econometrics
Table 1
Assessment of the Indicator Changes for 2008 – 2019
Investments in
Number of emGross profit of
fixed assets of
Consumer
No.
Evaluation class
ployed people,
Ukrainian enterUkraine, UAH
price index
thousand people
prises, UAH billion
billion
1
amount
222401.40
23864.20
3978.30
1356.80
2
average
18533.45
1988.68
331.53
113.07
average absolute incre3
-399.45
271.25
31.99
-1.65
mental value
4
average growth ratio
0.98
1.13
1.08
0.99
5
variance
3798859.42
954611.61
19228.27
137.77
6
mean square deviation
1949.07
977.04
138.67
11.74
7
coefficient of variation
10.52%
49.13%
41.83%
10.38%
According to [15] and the author's own calculations
According to these calculations (Table 1) in 2008
– 2019 period, the average expected value of the employed population of Ukraine was 18533.45 thousand
people. The average absolute increase [12] of this indicator showed that during this period the average annual
decrease was -399.45 thousand people and amounted to
98.0% growth. The average deviation from the average
expected value was 1949.07 thousand people, which is
equal to 10.5%. The coefficient of variation is 10.52%,
so the statistical data series is homogeneous and keepі
in with the normal distribution law.
The average expected value of the gross profit of
Ukrainian enterprises was UAH 1988.68 billion. The
average absolute increase of this indicator showed that
during this period the gross profit of Ukrainian enterprises increased by UAH 271.25 billion on average

every year or 1.13 as much and achieved 113% growth.
The average deviation of the indicator from the average
expected value is UAH 977.04 billion, which is equal
to 49%.
The results of the analysis of capital investment
changes in Ukraine are shown in Table 1. According to
these calculations in 2008 – 2019 period, the average
expected value of capital investment in Ukraine was
UAH 311.53 billion. The average absolute increase of
this indicator showed that for this period the average
annual increase is UAH 31.99 billion, which amounted
to 108% growth. The average deviation of the indicator
from the average expected value amounted to UAH
138.67 billion, which is equal to 44%.
The average expected value of the consumer price
index in Ukraine [13] was 113.07. The average absolute
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increase of this indicator showed that for this period the
In line with these trends, there is a transfer of proaverage annual decrease was -1.65 points and duction with a high level of material and energy costs,
amounted to 99% growth. The average deviation of the as well as environmental risks to the underdeveloped
indicator from the average expected value amounted to countries. At the same time, the highly developed counUAH 11.74 billion, which is equal to 10.4%.
tries encourage the import of intellectual capital. In
It should be noted that the coefficient of variation view of the foregoing, to organize jobs and increase
characterizes the level of risk of deviations within the employment, the main thing is the development of incritical norm of financial risks. In general, the growth dustry, which should be based on new technologies,
of the consumer price index is proportional to the taking into account the requirements of the time, and
growth of the employed population and the gross profit this needs capital investment. One such form of capital
of Ukraine, which is characterized by a close relation- placement is investment. Investment activity covers all
ship between these factors.
spheres of the national economy: both the sphere of maThus, according to the analysis, it should be noted terial production and social one. The role of the state in
that not all factors influencing the number of employees solving this problem is of fundamental importance.
in Ukraine had a general tendency to decrease in dyModel Specification
namics, the gross profit of Ukrainian enterprises and
Econometric models belong to functional models.
fixed capital investment were increasing slightly every They quantify the relationship between the initial indiyear.
cators X of the economic system and the performance
indicator Y. In general, the econometric model can be
Research Purpose Formation
According to the Law of Ukraine “On Employ- written as follows:
ment”, employment is the activities of persons not proY = f (X, u),
(1)
hibited by law and related to the satisfaction of their
where
personal and social needs in order to receive income
X is the initial economic indicators;
(wages) in cash or other form, as well as the activities
u is the random, or stochastic, component.
of family members who carry out economic activity or
Indicators X may be deterministic and stochastic.
work for business entities based on their property in- The additive component u is a random variable, and
cluding free of charge one [1]. To increase the level of therefore, given that the dependent variable Y depends
employment and taking into account the political and on u, it is also a stochastic one. This leads to the coneconomic situation in Ukraine, the main purpose should clusion that the econometric model is stochastic.
be to preserve the potential of working people and proDevelopment and research of econometric models
fessionals who are the drivers of the state’s economy.
have certain features. These features are due to the fact
Successful implementation of state employment that econometric models are stochastic. They describe
policy requires the development and adoption of a long- the correlation-regression relationship between ecoterm program aimed at developing a new socially ori- nomic indicators. This connection quantifies the existented model of labor market regulation based on a bal- ing patterns of economic processes and phenomena.
anced combination of tools of state and market regula- Therefore, to develop an econometric model, it is nection. Such a program should be aimed at gradually re- essary:
ducing tensions in the labor market by creating a legal,
1) have a sufficiently large set of observation data;
economic and institutional framework to improve the
2) ensure the homogeneity of the set of observaefficiency of employment. Decisions in the areas of tions;
structural policy, formation and implementation of in3) ensure the accuracy of the original data.
vestment programs, income policy, development of the
The econometric model contains a set of regreseducation system should be formed taking into account sion equations that describe the stochastic relationships
their expected impact on employment.
between the studied economic indicators, as well as cerThe economic factors that affect the employment tain identities that characterize the relationship between
include the following: the level of economic develop- economic indicators.
ment of the state (GDP per capita); degree of investThe most common mathematical type of relationment activity; tax-budgetary and monetary policy of the ships studied is a linear one (relative to parameters) and
state; inflation rate; proximity to state borders, which additive in form. At the same time, situations are posallows people, who cannot find employment on the sible when the same indicators in some equations play
terms favorable to them, migrate to other countries; the the role of the variables that should be explained, and
level of average monthly wages in the region, the level the others are the explanatory variables (such models
of income that determine the price of labor in the re- are called simultaneous equation systems).
gion. Also, the economic factors in the formation of
The main problems of econometric modeling inemployment are the productive activities of people clude:
aimed at creating gross domestic product of society. An
- identification of variables and hypothesis of
increase in the number of employees leads to an in- model specification;
crease in the production of goods, provision of services,
- specification of the econometric model;
creates the preconditions for meeting a wider range of
- methods for estimating model parameters;
needs and increasing the welfare of the population.
- model verification;
Economic factors should include the sectoral structure
- forecast of the variables that should be explained
of the economy, which ultimately determines the de- on the basis of the model.
mand for specialists in various professions.
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The solution to these problems is largely based on
As shown in Table 1, the resulting feature is the
mathematical and statistical tools. Much attention is number of employed people of Ukraine in thousands.
paid to the methods of multidimensional analysis and, The data sample is equal to 12 years, i.e. 2008 – 2019,
above all, to the methods of recognition of socio-eco- i.e., the estimated current period is equal to 1 year [14].
nomic characters, their typology.
The main data array was obtained from public inforWe will develop an econometric model of the de- mation of the State Statistics Service of Ukraine on
pendence of the number of employed people of Ukraine macroeconomic indicators and the consolidated budget
on gross profit, capital investment and consumer price of Ukraine.
index.
We specify variables: y is the number of the emThe Model Parameters Estimation
ployed population of Ukraine, thousand people (indeThe model is estimated on the basis of calculations
pendent variable); x1 is gross profit, UAH billion, x2 is of partial correlation coefficients and regression paramcapital investment, UAH billion, x3 is consumer price eters calculated by the least square method (LSM) [9].
index in Ukraine, %.
Partial correlation coefficients of the econometric
In such a manner:
model were obtained from the developed correlation
y = f (x1, x2, x3)
(2)
matrix (Table 2):
Table 2.
Correlation matrix
Number of employed people,
thousand people

Gross profit of
Ukrainian enterprises,
UAH billion

Number of employed peo1
ple, thousand people
Gross profit of Ukrainian
-0.83
enterprises, UAH billion
Investments in fixed assets
-0.68
of Ukraine, UAH billion
Consumer price index
-0.34
According to [15] and the author's own calculations
r (yx1) = -0.83, the relationship between the factors
is close, inverse direction.
r (yx2) = -0.68, the relationship between the factors
is medium, inverse direction.
r (yx3) = -0.34, the relationship between the factors
is medium, inverse direction.
r (x1x2) = 0.96, the relationship between the factors
is close, straight direction.
r (x1x3) = -0.10, the relationship between the factors is weak, inverse direction.
r (x2x3) = -0.23, the relationship between the factors is weak, inverse direction.
According to estimates of partial correlation coefficients, it can be seen that the model is dominated by
external connections, i.e. between the factors yx (i).
The internal relations between x (i + 1)x (i) have a
small correlation effect, except for the variables x1 and
x2, so the presence of multicollinearity can be predicted
between these variables.
Of course, multicollinearity is not a problem if the
sole purpose of regression analysis is prediction, because the higher the value of R2 (coefficient of determination), the more likely the prediction. If the purpose of
the study is not only prediction, but also analysis of the
model, which uses the values of parameters (parameter
estimates), then multicollinearity becomes a problem,
because its presence leads to large standard errors in
parameter estimation.
The external signs of multicollinearity are the
presence of a contradiction that arises from a combina-

Investments in
fixed assets of
Ukraine, UAH billion

Consumer
price index

1
0.96

1

-0.10

-0.23

1

tion of two factors, namely, the high value of the coefficient of determination R2 (which is evidence, according to Fisher’s test, of the absence of zero values of parameters) and insignificance of t-statistics (according to
Student’s criterion this means that one or more estimated parameters are statistically little different from
zero).
There is no single way to determine multicollinearity. The model was tested for multicollinearity by
Farrar-Glauber method [9,12]. This method most fully
investigates multicollinearity and uses three types of
statistical criteria and allows to detect multicollinearity:
- of the whole array of independent variables (criterion 2);
- of each independent variable with all others (Fcriterion);
- of each pair of independent variables (t-test).
To develop an econometric model, it is necessary
to be sure that there is no multicollinearity between the
selected factors. The task is to investigate the presence
of multicollinearity between these factors and, if its existence is confirmed, to draw conclusions about the options for its elimination and the possibility of using
LSM (least squares method) to estimate the parameters
of the model.
Using Farrar-Glauber algorithm, we find out
whether there is a close correlation between the factor
variables.
In the first step of this algorithm, we normalize the
factor variables X1, X2, X3 of this econometric model by
the formulas:
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δ2xk is the variance (standard deviation) of the kxik  xk
xik  xk
*
*
th
explanatory
variable Хk.
x ik 
or x ik 
(3)
2
Normalization
and standardization of data is car ik
 ik n
ried out in order to obtain the values of the statistical
sample, which would have the same ranges of change.
where
The difference between normalization and standardizan is the number of observations of the correspond- tion is that normalization transforms data that vary in
ing factor variables;
the range 0 to 1, and standardization makes it possible
m is the number of factor variables;
to obtain data whose distribution has an average value
x k is the arithmetic mean of the values of the of 0 and a standard deviation of 1.
Table 3 presents a matrix of standardized variables
factor Xk;
obtained in the electronic processor Excel
NORMALIZATION function.
Table 3
Standardized Variables Matrix
Gross profit of UkrainInvestments in fixed
Period
Number of employed
Consumer price
ian enterprises, UAH
assets of Ukraine,
number
people, thousand people
index
billion
UAH billion
1
1.251291455
-1.021330764
-0.428547596
0.786662033
2
0.850689381
-1.06615994
-0.999704005
-0.065318508
3
0.888912812
-0.888480832
-1.027107974
-0.337952282
4
0.918773263
-0.654509379
-0.51652876
-0.721343525
5
0.934216555
-0.542027041
-0.272777666
-1.130294185
6
0.959767251
-0.476932621
-0.460278508
-1.070655547
7
-0.236087403
-0.411224103
-0.808597378
1.008176974
8
-1.072436585
-0.000187641
-0.421336025
2.575821171
9
-1.15775949
0.40378669
0.199580223
-0.056798703
10
-1.219583965
1.017577941
0.843573497
0.053958768
11
-1.114661931
1.606907609
1.782520018
-0.278313644
12
-1.003121343
2.03258008
2.109204176
-0.763942552
The author's own calculations
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We calculate the correlation matrix by the following formula:
R = (X1*)Т X1
(4)
1 0.962050114 -0.10176895
R= 0.962050114
1 -0.227059977
-0.10176895

-0.227059977

1

Hence, the determinant of the correlation matrix
det R = 0,057007872 and the value of 2 -criterion will
be equal to:
2 =-(n-1-1/6* (2*m+5) ln  R
(5)
where n is the number of observations (n = 12), m
is the number of factor variables (m = 3).
2 =26.259.
Comparing the obtained value of 2 with the table
2
 tabl = 7.814728 at (1/2*m* (m-1) = 3 – degrees of freedom and a given level of significance α (α = 0.05), we
draw the following conclusion:
since 2> 2tabl, then in this array of factor variables there is a phenomenon of multicollinearity.
The next step of the study will be the calculation
of the F-criterion by the following formula:

Fk 

ckk

 1n  m 
,
m 1

(6)

where ckk are the diagonal elements of matrix C,
which is inverse to the correlation matrix R.
16.63706674 -16.47040013 -2.046631868
C= -16.47040013
17.35976192
2.265531822

-2.046631868

2.265531822

1.306128028

We find F1 = 70.37; F2 = 81.80; F3 = 1.53.
We compare the corresponding values with Ftabl =
19.35322 at 10 and 2 degrees of freedom and a given
level of significance α = 0.05.
We obtained that F1> Ftabl and F2> Ftabl. Thus,
there is a dependence of factor variables X1 and X2 on a
set of other variables.
We find the partial correlation coefficients that
characterize the relationship density between two variables provided that the other variables do not affect this
relationship:

rkj 

 ckj

ckk  c jj

,

(7)

where
ckj is the element of C matrix, located at the intersection of the k-th row and the j-th column, ckk and cjj
are the diagonal elements of C matrix.
-1
0.969156445
0.439044
r=
0.969156445
-1
-0.47578
0.439044437
-0.486002958
-1
We calculate the t-test by the formula:
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least square method (LSM). Models, in which multicolnm
linearity is observed become extremely sensitive to a
t kj  rkj 
(8) specific data set, and the estimates obtained by LSM are
2 ,
1  rkj
biased.
Let’s leave the variable x1 in the model, and ex2.917263253
1.374934
clude the variable x2.
thj=
2.917263253
1.487419
The model was tested for the presence of autocor1.374934089
1.518617413
relation of residues based on the Durbin-Watson test.
Comparing the obtained values of tkj with the tabThe statistics are calculated by the formula:
n
ular ttabl = 1,812 at 10 degrees of freedom and a given
level of significance α = 0,05, we draw the following
(et  et 1 ) 2
conclusion: since t12> ttabl, there is multicollinearity in
d  t 2 n
(9)
the pair of variables X1 and X2.
2
et
A multicollinearity study found that there was a
t 1
strong relationship between factor variables x1 and x2,
which could potentially be included in the econometric
where et is the residues of the econometric model.
model, both throughout the array of variables (2-criteCalculation of Durbin-Watson statistics (Table 5)
rion test result) and in pairs. This dependence can significantly affect the quality of estimates obtained using
Table 5.
Calculation of Durbin-Watson statistics (Table 5)
Residues
(e(i)-e(i-1))^2
e(i)-e(i-1)
e^2
1349.76
1821842.78
-214.71
46100.40
-1564.47
2447555.75
-63.45
4025.73
151.26
22880.01
75.59
5714.44
139.04
19332.84
-41.90
1755.83
-117.50
13805.44
168.43
28369.53
210.34
44240.90
-324.72
105440.80
-493.15
243196.00
47.54
2259.74
372.25
138572.45
-1614.96
2608098.30
-1662.50
2763897.93
-596.59
355914.00
1018.38
1037088.65
337.32
113785.68
933.91
872181.56
877.68
770326.99
540.36
291990.45
Amount
4041791.44
7894741.97
The author's own calculations





d = 1.95
According to the Durbin-Watson distribution ta-

from
0
0.81
1.58
2.42
3.42

to
0.81
1.58
2.42
3.42
4

bles, we determine the lower and upper limits of Durbin-Watson statistics: dl = 0.81, du = 1.58 [12] (table 6).
Table 6.
Critical values of Durbin-Watson statistics
Finding
autocorrelation is available
ambiguity area
autocorrelation is non-available
ambiguity area
autocorrelation is available

Therefore, the calculated value d of the statistics
fell into the zone that determines the absence of autocorrelation of residues.
The general type of the regression equation is described by the equation:

y  ŷ  e

(10)
where
y is the actual value of the employed population of
Ukraine,
ŷ is the theoretical (regression) value of the employed population of Ukraine,
e is the error of results.

The linear form of multifactor regression on the
set of 2 factors in general is as follows:
ŷ = b0 + b1 · x1 + b3 · x3
(11)
where
ŷ is the theoretical (regression) value of the employed population of Ukraine,
x1 is the gross profit, billion UAH
x3 is the consumer price index in Ukraine, %.
bi is the parameter of the regression equation calculated by the least square method (LSM).
The calculation of the equation of the multifactor
econometric model is performed using the Data Analysis application, which is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig.1. The results of the Data Analysis add-on – Regression.
The author's own calculations
The multifactor model of changes in the number
of employed people of Ukraine has the form:
ŷ = 30001.33 – 1.745x1 – 70.720x3 (12)
According to the model obtained we have the
characteristics of changes in the factor of the number of
employed population y:
- with an increase in gross profit of Ukraine (x1)
by UAH 1 million, the value of the employed population of Ukraine will decrease by 1,745 thousand people;
- with an increase in the consumer price index in
Ukraine (x3) by 1%, the value of the employed population of Ukraine will decrease by 70,720 thousand people.
Checking the quality of the model developed.
The model obtained is significant, which is confirmed by the value of the multiple coefficient of determination R2 = 0.8713. Factors x (i) have 87.13% of the
influence on the resulting y, and the other 12.87% of
the influence belongs to factors not taken into account
in the model.

The multiple correlation coefficient r (y, x1, x3) is
0.9335, which indicates a high level of closeness between the factors. The model is adequate, which is confirmed by the calculations of Fisher’s F-statistics [10].
Fcalc> = Ftheor ( = 0.05, df1 = 3, df2 = 10), i.e. 30.48>
= 4.76, and the significance of Fisher’s F-statistics is
close to zero.
The significance of the regression parameters is
confirmed by the evaluation of Student’s t-statistics at
degrees of freedom (n-2,  = 0.05) ttheor = 1.812. The
significance of the model parameters showed that they
are all significant:
- b0: tcalc=12,69; b1: tcalc =-7,28; b3: tcalc =3,54.
Thus, all parameters are significant.
Predictive assessment of factor influences.
Estimation of forecast fluctuations of theoretical
and actual values of the model of changes in the number
of the employed people is given in table 7.
Table 7

Period
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Period

Estimation of factor influences in econometric model
Number of
Regression value
Deviation of the
people emof the number of
actual regression
ployed, thoupeople employed,
value from the
sand people
thousand people
actual one
20972.3
19622.54
1349.76
20191.5
20406.21
-214.71
20266
20329.45
-63.45
20324.2
20248.61
75.59
20354.3
20396.20
-41.90
20404.1
20235.67
168.43
18073.3
18398.02
-324.72
16443.2
16395.66
47.54
16276.9
17891.86
-1614.96
16156.4
16752.99
-596.59
16360.9
16023.58
337.32
16578.3
15700.62
877.68

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
amount sum
The author's own calculations
As shown by the evaluation results, the range of
changes in parameter values is within the following
[19]:
Blower <bi< bupper
24652.20 <b0< 35350.46

Lower
data
range

Upper
data range

8215.18
9474.03
9447.58
9445.91
9750.59
9523.96
6550.02
3499.26
6176.31
4653.53
3787.92
3496.73

31029.90
31338.39
31211.32
31051.31
31041.82
30947.37
30246.01
29292.07
29607.41
28852.44
28259.24
27904.51

-2.29 <b1< -1.20
-115.86 <b3< -25.57
The graph of the range of changes of regression values of the econometric model of changes in the number of
the people employed is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Graph of the range of changes in the regression values of the econometric model of changes in the number of people employed in Ukraine
The author's own calculations
In general, for the period 2008 – 2019, the number
of people employed in Ukraine is characterized by a
gradual decrease with slight fluctuations.
CONCLUSIONS
Econometric analysis allows us to investigate the
economic system on the basis of stochastic equations,
the formal appearance of which is renewed on the basis
of the form and type of relationship between dependent
and independent factors.
Employment is one of the important indicators of
the macroeconomic characteristics of the state, on the
basis of which wages, gross income, etc are hereafter
studied. According to the previous hypothesis, it was
concluded that there is a relationship between employment, gross income, investment in fixed assets of
Ukraine and the consumer price index.
Employment was estimated on the basis of a multiple econometric model on a set of two independent
factors using the least squares method.
A multicollinearity study found that there was a
strong correlation between the factor variables x1 and
x2, which could potentially be part of the econometric
model, both throughout the array of variables (2 criterion test result) and in pairs. This dependence can significantly affect the quality of estimates obtained using
LSM. Models in which multicollinearity is observed
become extremely sensitive to a specific data set, and
the estimates obtained by LSM are biased. Let’s leave
the variable x1 in the model, and exclude the variable
x2. Checking the model for autocorrelation of residues
it was determined that the model residues are not autocorrelated.
The developed econometric model of changes in
the number of employed people in Ukraine has a high
level of multiple correlation and determination (about
87.1%), which indicates a sufficient quality of the
model. The estimation of the parameters is confirmed
by statistical significance based on Student’s t-statistics.
The adequacy of the model was assessed using

Fisher’s F-test at 0.05 significance levels, degrees of
freedom 3 and 8, respectively, according to the level of
variances. The model is adequate, which is confirmed
by comparing the actual and table values of the Fisher
test.
In general, for the period 2008 – 2019, the number
of people employed in Ukraine is characterized by a
gradual decrease with slight fluctuations.
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SОСIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ASSESMENT OF UKRAINE IN A PANDEMIC
Abstract.
Socio-economic development has many factors of influence, but in 2020 the main factor on which it depended
was the COVID-19 pandemic and the introduction of quarantine measures. Most foreign and international scientific publications and forums emphasize that the spread of the virus has a significant impact on the functioning of
states. Of course, the negative impact of COVID-19 did not escape the economy of Ukraine. That is why, the main
purpose of this article was to assess the economic situation in Ukraine during the pandemic.
Keywords: socio-economic development, COVID-19 pandemic, nominal GDP, unemployment rate
Socio-economic development of countries can be
described as a complex process of movement and interaction of economic phenomena or units and population.
It is an important component of the successful functioning of the state, as its main indicators indicate the current state of the national economy at the international
level.
Socio-economic development has many factors of
influence, but in 2020 the main factor on which it depended was the COVID-19 pandemic and the introduction of quarantine measures. Most foreign and international scientific publications and forums emphasize that
the spread of the virus has a significant impact on the
functioning of states. They claim that they are taking
measures to curb pandemics, have been effective and
slightly aimed at spreading it, but they have a negative
impact on the economy [2]. Of course, the negative impact of COVID-19 did not escape the economy of
Ukraine. That is why, the main purpose of this article
was to assess the economic situation in Ukraine during
the pandemic.
The special purposeful cooperation with Ukraine
due to the virus was caused by all production processes

and any other activity for several months during the allUkrainian quarantine that took place in 2020. This has
significantly affected the economy and socio-economic
development in general.
To better understand the impact of pandemics on
the state of countries, we will consider and analyze the
main socio-economic indicators using a data from State
Statistics Service of Ukraine.
One of the most important indicators is the country's nominal GDP, which in 2020 amounted to UAH
4,194.1 billion. Compared to 2019, it decreased (at constant 2016 prices) by 4.0%. Per capita, the nominal
GDP of Ukraine in 2020 amounted to UAH 100.47
thousand. As Ukraine's GDP decreased by 4%, this indicates a decrease in production and sales of goods. The
level of unemployment and the level of average wages
(nominal and real) have a direct impact on Ukraine's
GDP.
According to the State Statistics Service, the unemployment rate was 8.2% at the beginning of the year
and 9.3% at the end. Regarding the level of average
wages, the data are given in Table 1.
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Table 1

Average wages in Ukraine, 2019 - 2020
Salary
2019
2020
Average monthly salary of one employee, nominal UAH
10497
11591
in% to the corresponding month of the previous year
109,8
107,4
Wage arrears (end of period), UAH million
3034,4
3136,7
Source: [1]
From the Table can be seen a positive increase in increase in the average monthly wage does not guaranthe average monthly nominal wage, but with an in- tee real payments to the population.
crease in arrears of payments, which is a negative pheMore accurate data on the average monthly nominomenon for the population. Wage arrears increased by nal wage by month are given on Fig.1.
102.3 in 2020 compared to 2019, which means that the

12000
11000
10000
9000
8000

2020

2019

Fig. 1 The average monthly salary of one employee, nominal, UAH
Source: [3]
We analyzed the schedule and learned that there
was a decline in the average nominal wage in the period
from March to May. It will be recalled that at that time
there was a nationwide quarantine, during which neither large no small enterprises worked, only shops and
pharmacies were fully operational. According to the

schedule, the growth of the average nominal wage began in June 2020, when quarantine was suspended and
companies began to resume their work.
To assess the socio-economic activity of the country better, consider Table 2, which lists other key socioeconomic indicators.
Table 2
Basic socio-economic indicators of Ukraine
Indicator
2020
2019
Consumer price index
105,0
104,1
Industrial producer price index
114,5
92,6
Industrial production index
95,5
99,5
Index of agricultural products
88,5
101,5
Source: [3]
These table shows that during the pandemic, con- flation in the country. To assess the impact of the pansumer price indices and producer prices for industrial demic on the country's foreign economic activity, conproducts increased, resulting in a slight increase in in- sider the dynamics of imports and exports in recent
years (Table 3).
Table 3
Export and import of goods and services of Ukraine
Foreign trade
2020
2019
Exports of goods, billion dollars USA
49,2
50,1
in% to the corresponding period of the previous year
98,3
105,7
Imports of goods, billion dollars USA
54,1
60,8
in% to the corresponding period of the previous year
89,0
106,3
Exports of services, billion dollars USA
11,2
15,6
in% to the corresponding period of the previous year
71,5
34,3
Imports of services, billion dollars USA
5,2
6,9
in% to the corresponding period of the previous year
75,0
110,0
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These table shows that the indicators of 2020 compared to 2019 decreased significantly, especially with regard to imports of goods and services. To take a closer look at the change in growth rates of imports and exports
of goods, consider Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. Growth rate of imports of goods, %
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Fig. 3. Growth rate of exports of goods, %
After analyzing the above data and graphs, we can
conclude that imports of goods in 2020 began to decline
since March, especially low figures were obtained in
autumn, namely in October. With regard to exports, it
can be said that the indicators decreased significantly
compared to 2019, and the decrease occurred at the beginning of the pandemic in March. The lowest figures
were obtained in May, then the situation changed
slightly for the better, but the results of 2019 could not
be achieved.
The coronavirus has had a great impact on the
country's business, which is also an important component of the successful operation and development of socio-economic direction. The World Economic Forum
argues that businesses have had to deal with the dual
economic crisis and health crises during the pandemic,
which have created new challenges and measures to attract employees and customers, organize remote work

and large-scale production, reshape supply chains and
bankruptcy, consolidation and creative partnership [2].
It also turned out that most companies were forced
to innovate and adapt to rapid changes in circumstances
and remote work, while not everyone was able to maintain and capture market share. During such an unstable
situation in both the global and national economies,
they had to prepare for difficult period of recovery of
both the economy as a whole and the business itself. At
this time, companies will need to constantly adjust, improve their market strategies and constantly analyze the
global situation to reduce the risks of impact on work
and profits.
According to the US forum alone, 43% of micro,
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) closed between January and April - and many others still face the
possibility of permanent closure.
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Social factors also put a lot of pressure on the funcRegarding the already existing impact of the pantioning of industry. Businesses gain stronger public demic on the financial condition of enterprises, we can
scrutiny of their practices, especially with regard to en- analyze the data of the State Statistics Service on the
vironmental, social and management aspects of busi- financial results for large and medium-sized enterprises
ness and climate change.
before tax. They are shown in Table 4.
Table 4
Financial results of large and medium-sized enterprises of Ukraine, mln. UAH
Indicators
2020
2019
Profits
411,8
595,3
Losses
318,5
174,3
Regarding the data from 2020, it can be seen that
the country's enterprises worked almost at the limit of
their break-even point, which usually contributed to a
decrease in production and job losses. Because operating at full capacity has become unprofitable for some.
As a result, we obtain the above data on rising unemployment and declining consumer price indices and industrial indices.
Conclusions.
Therefore, analyzing the above data we can say
that:
- the socio-economic development of Ukraine
as a whole has been significantly affected by the pandemic, as its main indicators have decreased due to
quarantine measures;
- it was quite difficult for enterprises producing
industrial and agricultural products to work beyond
their means. As a result, jobs were reduced and output
was reduced so as not to obtain losses higher than
profit;
- in order to maximize profits during a pandemic, producers were forced to raise prices and, as a
result, increased the price index of industrial products;

- quarantine measures, which forced most productions to stop their work, significantly affected the
volume of production and as a result we have a decrease
in industrial production indices;
- the average monthly wage increased due to the
reduction of employees, but the average monthly arrears of payments increased. As a result, the solvency
of the majority of the population has also decreased;
- socio-economic development has slowed
down a bit, but now that the virus seems to be retreating, it is trying to regain its former position.
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LOANS TO AGRICULTURAL PRODUCERS UNDER MODERN ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Abstract.
The proposed publication examines, analyzes the current state of loans to the agro-industrial complex by
banking institutions, stimulating its development by the state, as well as proposals and recommendations for more
effective financing of the agricultural sector of Ukraine under modern economic conditions.
Анотація.
В запропонованій публікації проаналізовано й досліджено поточний стан позик банківськими установами агропромисловому комплексу, стимулювання його розвитку з боку держави, а також надані пропозиції та рекомендації щодо більш ефективного фінансування аграрного сектору України за сучасних
економічних умов.
Ключові слова: агропромисловий комплекс, банківський кредит, державна підтримка, банківські продукти, кредитні програми,програми аграрного розвитку.
Keywords: agro-industrial complex, bank credit, state support, banking products, credit programs, agricultural development programs.
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Introduction and statement of the problem The
For a stable functioning of the production process,
agricultural sector in the world is a priority and of vital agricultural enterprises must have certain stocks of maimportance in the sector of the economy, where gov- terial and financial resources. A natural phenomenon
ernment intervention is a regularity rather than an ex- for companies in the sector is the formation of reception. Specific reasons for state intervention in agri- sources, mainly from their own sources.
cultural production change over time, as do the nature
Under current conditions, the main Ukrainian
of the economic spheres in which agriculture operates, banks have updated the conditions of agricultural loans.
which forms food and, within limits, economic, envi- Four major Ukrainian banks - Raiffeisen Bank Aval,
ronmental and security. energy, ensures the develop- OTP Bank, ProCredit Bank and Alfa-Bank - offer fiment of technologically linked sectors of the national nancing to farmers for the purchase of credit products
economy and creates socio-economic conditions con- on more favorable terms. Each of the affiliate loan producive to rural development [1].
grams has its advantages.
So far, the national economy is mainly supported
Therefore, the agricultural producer can choose
by the agricultural sector. But agricultural enterprises the most relevant option for cooperation. The partnerneed funds to finance their current activities, the intro- ship program with Raiffeisen Bank Aval was launched
duction of new technologies, the insurance of existing recently and offers financing at special interest rates
risks, the development of trade and transport infrastruc- and without bank charges. Program conditions: loan
ture. To this end, own and new financial resources are amount of 300,000 hryvnias; interest rate: 0.01% per
used after all, in the presence of a significant number of year for the first 5 months and 11.5% per year for the
financial instruments on the Ukrainian market, the ag- following 6 to 12 months; collateral: equipment,
ricultural sector “feels uncomfortable” with extremely transport, real estate. In the direction of lower interest
limited access to these. instruments.
rates, the terms of the partnership programs for loans to
Today's realities prove that the dynamics of agri- farmers with OTP Bank, ProCredit Bank and Alfacultural credit are stable. However, the credit potential Bank have been updated.
in agriculture is still not realized, which is still enorThe partnership program with OTP Bank is implemous. One of the main constraints to the development mented with the support of the IFC (International Fiof the agrosector sector is the lack of cheap long-term nancial Corporation) within the framework of the Agro
loans. The reasons are known, in particular slow re- Factory project. Its characteristic is the speed of obtainforms, deep periodic devaluations with a new surge in ing financing for the public client of the agricultural
inflation, cataclysms in the banking system, problems sector. The bank offers the financing amount from 2 to
of protection of the rights of creditors.
15 million hryvnias, and the agricultural producer reAnalysis of recent research and publications. ceives the funds on the 9th day after submitting the reMany scientists, in particular O. Hudz, M. Demy- quest. For OTP Bank customers, two variants of partanenko, P. Laiko, R. Slavyuk, M. Malik, G. Kaletnik, nership modalities are offered: Reduced rate for the enL. Vdovenko, O. Radchenko, have devoted their work tire duration: 7 to 9% per year for a loan period of 1 to
to the study of the sketched problems of agriculture. 9 months; 0.01% per year for the first 5 months of the
Despite their titanic achievements and scientific explo- loan and another 13% -15% per year (depending on the
rations, the credit of agricultural producers, their fi- guarantee provided) with a loan term of up to 12
nancing and their provision on time and require more months. It should be noted that such a set of loans from
in-depth scientific reflection.
OTP Bank has worked successfully in the field of agriThe purpose of the scientific publication is to cultural loans for the fourth consecutive year.
describe the current state of loans to financial support
ProCredit Bank offers an individual approach for
of the agricultural sector, to stimulate its development buyers of agricultural products, with the option to defer
by the state and to provide suggestions and recommen- the first loan interest payment for up to 11 months. Agdations for more effective financing of enterprises in ricultural producers receive funds on the following conthe Ukrainian agricultural sector.
ditions: the loan amount can reach up to 2 million hryvSearch results. In Ukraine, the agricultural sector nias; interest rate: 0.01% per year for the first 6 months,
and, above all, its leading sector - agriculture has al- 3% per year for the 6th-9th month and 5% per year for
ways been among the priorities of agricultural eco- the 10-12th month the guarantees will be: agricultural
nomic development. Ukraine has a very high potential machinery, vehicles, equipment, real estate.
of natural agricultural resources.
The loan conditions with Alfa-Bank are loans to
Thus, Ukraine represents about 25% of the world's agricultural producers in the amount of up to 7.5 milChernozems and the area of agricultural land is 43 mil- lion UAH without collateral, with interest rates: 0.01%
lion hectares (72% of the total area of the country) [5].
per annum for the first 5 months , then 19.5% per anThe agricultural sector in Ukraine remains one of num for the 6th to 12 months collateral for a loan of
the key sectors of the economy, as it accounts for over more than 7.5 million hryvnia: real estate, vehicles,
20 percent of the country's gross domestic product. In equipment. The agricultural market of Ukraine is charmodern conditions, the operation of agricultural enter- acterized by constant dynamics, which leads to changes
prises is impossible without attracting credit resources, in agribusiness lending trends. That is why in recent
as agriculture is a credit intensive industry. Credit to years, banks are developing new types of financing of
farmers is one of the most important external sources of the agricultural sector, which are aimed at minimizing
farm business investment activities, along with budget risks and creating optimal conditions for cooperation.
funding.
16
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The main risks of banks financing the agricultural credit programs for agribusiness, which finance not
sector are, first of all,
only farmers but also traders, seed suppliers, fertilizers,
difficulties in agricultural enterprises forecasting plant protection products, machinery, fuel (credit limit
their money flows. Adjustments to their activities make from 25 thousand UAH to 30 UAH million with a rate
unpredictable weather conditions, change market situa- of 9.5–17%).
tions, logistics problems, etc. Statistics show that deRaiffeisen Bank Aval has four types of agriculspite the risks, banks want and lendagribusiness. Com- tural credit programs, which are financed mainly by
mercial banks now provide loans to farmers under the farmers who cultivate from 100 to 50,000 and more
programs lending. The main ones are: lending to re- hectares, as well as those engaged in animal husbandry
plenish working capital (on purchase of fertilizers and and poultry farming (credit limit from UAH 50,000 to
livestock, repair of equipment and wages to employ- UAH 10 million with a rate of 16%).
ees); loans for the purchase of agricultural machinery;
Privatbank provides loans for the entire range of
loans for investment projects (for the construction of agricultural activities, including purchase of machinery
fixed assets such as elevators, warehouses, etc. and to and materials for sowing (credit limit from 500 thoupurchase equipment for them). The bank's interest rates sand UAH. up to UAH 20 million with a rate of 19%
often depend on the conditions specific agreement per annum).According to the NBU, the balances of
(type of loan, its term, the currency in which the loan is loans in bank accounts as of end-December In 2019,
issued, as well as from the financial condition of the they amounted to UAH 743.38 billion, of which
borrower).
55.65% were loans provided in the national sector curKey domestic banks understand the prospects of rency, and 44.35% - in foreign currency. At the same
agriculture lending. Therefore, they already have spe- time, only UAH 57.05 billion of them. (7.6%) - loans
cial agribusiness lending programs, as wellloans to the to agricultural, forestry and fisheries enterprises (Table
agricultural sector in the total loan portfolio of these 1)
banks occupy 30–50%. OTP Bank offers four types of
Table 1.
Loans to non-financial institutions, by type of economic activity and maturity
(balances at end – December 2019)
Including
Including
Types of ecoTotal
In the national
In a foreign counUp to 1 From 1 to 5
Over 5
nomic activities
currency
try currency
year
years
years
Total
743 380
413 690
329 690
367 124
238 771
137 484
Rural, forest and
57 055
40 763
16 292
24 501
29 682
2 872
fisheries
Short-term bank loans are dominated by shortterm ones loans, and the share of long-term loans is
only 5%. This is, first of all, associated with political
instability, negative inflation expectations and low
level of public confidence in commercial banks.
Along with the dynamics of lending to the agricultural sector will be appropriate consider trends in the
level of profitability of agricultural enterprises and interest rates on loans The main conditions for granting
bank loans are a good financial condition of the borrower, a positive credit history, the availability of equity, the presence of a current account in the bank and
constant cash inflows, the availability of two or more
sources to repay the loan and insured mortgaged property. loans provided by the banking system of Ukraine
the largest share falls on loans to businesses (in 2019
this figure is 80.4%), the level of penetration of gross
loans to businesses to GDP is reduced from 51.7% in
2014 to 25.8%, and net loans - from 44.7% in 2014 to
13.3% in 2018.
The main deterrents to lending to agricultural enterprises, in my opinion, are the following: “by the
lender: high interest rates; unacceptable requirements
for collateral; reluctance of banks to lend to newly established enterprises and small and medium-sized businesses; increased requirements for financial reporting;
and on the part of the borrower - a negative image of
the company or a questionable credit history; discrep-

ancies in the information provided to the bank, including financial documents; little experience in running
agribusiness; creditworthiness of the enterprise and industry; problems with the received reimbursement of
part of the interest rate; dependence of borrowers' solvency on force majeure (weather conditions, depreciation of fixed assets, non-diversified business, lack of
long-term loans), low culture of borrowers with loans
and lack of necessary experience of borrowers on the
market of credit services in the field of small agribusiness specifics of the production process in agriculture
necessitates the implementation of the organization of
credit servicing agricultural producers of certain requirements regarding the procedure for repayment of
the loan and payment of interest for its use. Banks must
keep in mind that all credit payments obligations of agricultural producers should be carried out in moderation
receiving revenue from the sale of agricultural products, the timing of which varies depending on specialization farms.
Today, commercial banks have a head start in
terms of innovative approaches to financing agricultural producers and farmers, as well as state support.
Another factor hampering cooperation is the need
for banks to change their own regulations in order to
interact with the financial system.
In the event of an application to several banks,
they compete with each other: whoever first offers him
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the most favorable conditions, he concludes a loan con- mentation of costs related to the construction and retract with him. At the same time, an important point is construction of agricultural production facilities.
usually a complete and reliable set of accompanying fiCompensation for borrowers is provided by an aunancial documents, which allows you to consider your- thorized bank.
self a potential consumer of banking services.
To optimize the support program and ensure transIn addition, banking institutions prefer to finance parency, a limit on the amount of compensation has
large agricultural productions. For the following rea- been introduced:
sons:
- up to 15 million UAH for 1 subject in breeding,
- availability of organized financial statements for
- up to 5 million UAH for 1 entity with an annual
large companies;
turnover of 20 million UAH maximum.
- availability of sufficient and modern guarantees
Provide loans to farms.
for loans;
It is provided on a repayable basis in an amount
- diversification of the activities of large compa- not exceeding 500,000 UAH, with a commitment to renies, which can compensate for possible losses in one turn the budget for a maximum period of 5 years.
of the activities;
At the same time, in order to facilitate the access
- ignorance and lack of technologies for the finan- of micro and small enterprises to bank loans, at the inicial analysis of agricultural enterprises;
tiative of the President of Ukraine, the state credit pro- lack of specialists to work with small agricultural gram "Affordable loans 5-7-9%" was introduced.
enterprises (it is more profitable for banks to issue large
State aid takes the form of partial compensation
loans at relatively lower labor costs), etc.
for interest rates on loans.
Commercial banks are fairly loyal to the circumThe program has three interest rates (depending on
stances that some customers have found themselves in the date of establishment of the company and its annual
due to the drought, which allows for some late pay- turnover): 5% per annum - if the turnover reaches 50
ments. However, for 2021, commercial banks do not million hryvnia and creates at least 2 jobs during the
see a rate cut on these problematic issues. This is due to first quarter; 7% per annum - for companies with revethe difficult economic situation caused by many nega- nues not exceeding 50 million UAH; 9% per annum tive phenomena. The preferential credit programs of for companies with revenues of 50-100 million hryvrepresentatives of the agrarian branch are effective to- nias.
day.
The program provides funding for the following
Credit guarantees are provided on loans to micro purposes:
and small enterprises which do not have sufficient as- acquisition and / or modernization of fixed assets to transfer them as collateral for the loan or which sets;
are characterized by increased credit risks, such as start- carrying out of construction / reconstruction / reups.
pair works in the premises of the main economic activThanks to credit guarantees, the state covers part ity (with the exception of office premises);
of the credit risk through the Entrepreneurship Devel- financing of working capital.
opment Fund, creating the conditions to attract a bank
The Ukrainian agricultural sector is important for
loan.
the country's economy. Its main task is to guarantee
Government assistance in the form of credit guar- food independence. More, The agro-industrial complex
antees is only provided in combination with assistance provides jobs for most of the rural population reduces
in the form of interest compensation on loans that meet the unemployment rate. Analyzing the state of affairs
program requirements.
in the field of experts identified the main problems that
Financial support for measures in the agro-indus- slow down the development of the segment and require
trial complex by reducing the cost of loans.
reform. For several years, the complex agricultural
Support is provided to companies in the agro-in- share in gross domestic product. Its figure is on average
dustrial complex - legal and natural persons - entrepre- 22%, while in neighboring Belarus and Kazakhstan neurs who:
13%.
- carry out activities in the livestock industry and
Agricultural products are of great importance for
use credit funds to cover current costs and capital (in- export. On it the share accounts for most of the counvestment) costs associated with carrying out activities try's sales. Agricultural products are of great imin the livestock sector;
portance for export. On it the share represents most of
- have a net income (income) from last year's sales the country's sales. Volumes of shipments in the foreign
up to 20 million UAH, - for all types of agricultural ac- market is growing every year, which contributes signiftivities.
icantly to the economy of the country.
The state compensates these business entities up to
More than 50% of the total fund of consumer
1.5 of the NBU discount rate, but not more than the goods is represented national agricultural sector [10].
amounts stipulated in the loan agreements, reduced by However, the potential of the industry is not disclosed,
5 percentage points.
its economic potential is not utilized to maximum
Interest rates are compensated for:
power.
short-term loans to cover production costs;
More than 80% of the total production of fruit and
medium and long-term loans raised for the pur- vegetables products belong to small and medium-sized
chase of fixed agricultural production assets, the imple- farms and certain crops (cherries, apricots, cucumbers,
potatoes, green vegetables, garlic and others) - all
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100%. Therefore, it is important to create the optimal planned allocations in the direction of cheaper loans,
conditions for the development of agriculture Ukraine the Ministry of Economy, in accordance with the apwill meet the domestic consumer market and come out proved ordinances and submitted the registers of recipwith large volumes abroad.
ients of budgetary funds, effectively sent funds to auAnd that is why Ukrainian agriculture and food in- thorized banks in the amount of 1047.7 million UAH or
dustry play a very important role at national and inter- 99.9% of the planned, which were transferred to bornational level; 23% are employed here population and rowers in current accounts.
use 71% of large land areas - 42.8 million hectares. AgOver 4.2 thousand borrowers who applied to liriculture provides 18-25% of gross domestic product censed banks received targeted budget funds. The total
and 19% of export income; production is distributed amount of loans attracted by these entities amounted to
roughly evenly between private farmers (52.7%) and more than 143.5 billion UAH, of which 24.8 billion
corporate and public farms (47.3%).
UAH were indemnified at the expense of budgetary
Small farms and agriculture households provide funds, of which:
50% of all products of the agro-industrial complex of
a) by type of loan:
Ukraine.
- short term - 11.6 billion UAH (46.7%);
About a quarter of these farms are engaged in
- medium term - 6.1 billion UAH (24.7%);
commercial production (turnover exceeds $ 1000),
- long term - 7.1 billion UAH (28.6%);
40% of the products are focused on sale and domestic
b) by type of borrower activity:
consumption, and 35% - exclusively for domestic con- livestock industry - 4.5 billion UAH (18%);
sumption one of the important areas of state support is
- other industries - 20.3 billion UAH (82%) (see
cheaper agricultural loans.
tab.).
According to the results of the year, from the
Table 2
Attraction of preferential loans by economic entities of the agro-industrial complex of Ukraine in 2020
Attractiveness of subsidized loans
Number of compaAuthorized banks
Short urOn average
nies credited
total
Long urgent
gent
urgent
PrivatBank
2026
1 681 642,6 869 865,2
435 680,0
376 097,4
ProCreditBank
251
3 027 989,9 1 563 800,9 143 600,2
1 320 588,8
Crédit Agricole Bank
139
1 418 861,9 833 489,0
308 747,4
276 625,6
Raiffeisen Bank АVal
763
8 503 107,3 4 404 188,6 1 645 497,8
2 453 420,9
Oschadbank
560
2 484 841,4 274 389,5
1 897 179,3
313 272,7
The main leaders among the regions where the
most cleared loans are those of Odessa (91.6 million
UAH), Kharkiv (71 million UAH), Ternopil (68.9 million UAH), Vinnytsia (66.5 million UAH) and Cherkassy (65.4 million UAH).
If we analyze the agro-industrial loan market in
2020, the total amount of loans attracted by agricultural
entities was around 74 billion hryvnias. Of these, on
preferential terms (subject to compensation) - 17.6 billion hryvnia, of which:
by type of loan, UAH:
• short term - 8.1 billion (45.8%);
• medium term - 4.3 billion (24.5%);
• long term - 5.2 billion (29.7%);
Of the total number of approved banks that signed
a memorandum on general principles of cooperation
from the Ministry of the Economy (36 banks), 33 banks
participated in loan clearing.
Most of the loans were made by the following
banks: Raiffeisen Bank Aval (UAH 112.2 billion, of
which UAH 8.5 billion was repaid), Credit Agricole
Bank (UAH 8.9 billion, of which UAH 1.4 billion was
repaid) reimbursed), OTP Bank (5, UAH 2 billion, of
which 1.6 billion UAH were indemnified), ProCredit
Bank (3.9 billion UAH, of which 3 billion UAH were
indemnified), Oschadbank (2.6 billion UAH, of which
2.5 billion UAH have been indemnified), Privatbank
(1.7 billion UAH, all of which has been reimbursed)
and Ukreximbank (1.6 billion UAH, of which 1.4 billion UAH have been reimbursed).

For the period 2018 – 2020 the share of credit
funds in the resources of Ukrainian enterprises increased from 22.7% to 31.1% [15] (for comparison: the
share of credit funds in the capital of foreign enterprises
reaches 57.8% [1]).
These statistics are based on the fact that 2018 was
economical unstable due to the global economic crisis
and falling rates growth of China's economy, which is
the largest trade for Ukraine partner, so companies were
not able to generate the necessary profit to reinvest it.
2020 has become another test for business through the
COVID-19 pandemic, which further forced businesses
to turn to banks for lending capital needs.
Representatives of small and medium business in
Ukraine do not receive the necessary funding, which
limits its opportunities for development. It allows
to argue that it is the loan in such conditions - the
most flexible form of meeting the temporary needs of
the enterprise in cash costs. The average interest rates
of banks, to which agribusiness companies attracted
loans, were 18-22% per annum.
The average interest rates of the banks, to which
agricultural enterprises attracted loans, were 14-16%
per annum. We affirm that to date this rate is not significantly high compared to previous years, but this does
not stimulate the agro-industry to take out loans. In addition, it should be noted that the NBU's discount rate
today is only 6% per annum.
And the problem here is not only the large margin
that banks are forced to take for loans, but above all the
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high risk of the agro-industry, as well as the lack of ef- there 1.2 billion UAH were provided, but 125 million
fective business planning of projects that could offer UAH were disbursed.
loans. to financial institutions with much lower interest
Provided to legal persons and natural persons - enrates.
trepreneurs who:
Compensation is paid to beneficiaries for interest
• are engaged in animal husbandry activities and
accrued and paid for the use of loans in the current year have used credit funds to cover current and capital (inat the rate of 1.5 of the discount rate of the National vestment) costs associated with animal husbandry acBank, in force on the date of interest accrual. , but not tivities;
higher than the reduced loan agreement. by 1 percent• carry out activities of other types of agricultural
age point
activity (except breeding).
To receive compensation, you must:
Monthly for interest actually accrued and paid in
• Not to have filed for bankruptcy, not to be bank- the amount of 1.5 of the NBU discount rate. Volumes
rupt, not to be in the process of liquidation.
of support to borrowers engaged in livestock up to 15
• Not have overdue debts of more than 6 months million UAH, to other borrowers up to 5 million UAH.
towards the State budget, the Pension Fund and comIt is evident that today the banking system and
pulsory State social insurance funds.
government policy do not lend to family farms. We
• Do not seek compensation for loans entered into have 76% of farms up to 100 hectares. However, of all
on contracts whose use interest is reduced by funds pro- farms, even 1% do not take out loans. It is difficult to
vided for other government programs.
say that the program will help in any way, because it
Agro-compensation is provided to agro-industrial affects the prospects of up to 3% of farms, and the rest
entities (legal persons and natural persons - entrepre- - outside the program. We need a completely different
neurs) for all types of agricultural activities. The financial and credit policy, which would cover 90% of
amount of compensation is 1.5 of the discount rate of farms.
the National Bank, in force on the date of accrual of
The key innovation that laid preferential bases for
interest, but not higher than the amounts stipulated in lending to small businesses by Ukrainian banks - State
the loan agreements and reduced by 5 percentage Business Support Program "Affordable Loans 5-7-9 %
points.
", which was announced on 01.02.2020 with clear conFor a business entity provides a limit of 5 million ditions and rules for business participation. The purUAH.
pose of the program is to create effective lending conFinancial support for agricultural development
ditions for small and medium-sized businesses.
In 2020, 380 million UAH is provided. Mastered
The essence of the "compensatory" component of
0 UAH.
the Program, according to her authors, is to further reFunding areas:
duce the lending rate:
• budgetary subsidy for the breeding of cows
interest rate of 7% or 9% per annum for the term
(5,000 UAH, but not more than 250,000 UAH, belong- lending applied interest rate is reduced 0.5% each new
ing to 5 cows, identified and registered in accordance job created on the date of the latter day of the month of
with the law, for each cow available on July 1 of the the reporting (previous) quarter compared to the date
current year);
concluding a loan agreement, but in any case such the
• partial reimbursement of expenses related to ag- interest rate on the loan cannot be lower than 5% annual
ricultural advisory services provided (payment of 90%
After announcing the program, the main objecof the cost, but not more than UAH 10,000 for agricul- tives of lending
tural advisory services);
the purchase of:
• budgetary subsidy per unit of cultivated land (1
1) equipment was determined;
ha) - to the newly created FG (3,000 UAH per 1 ha, but
2) commercial motor transport;
not more than 60,000 UAH per FG);
3) commercial real estate.
• agricultural services cooperative, which includes
Uniform conditions for granting concessions have
one or more FGs, by reimbursing 70% of the cost of been introduced for all banks participating in the promachinery and household equipment purchased, at gram loans
their own expense and on credit (up to 3 million per
At the beginning of 2021, the program "5-7-9" incooperative).
cluded 24 banks fromtotal number - 74 [8]. Given that
According to the analysis of information from the the average number per year issued loans per bank is
Ministry of Economic Development, Trade and Agri- 315 pieces, can be done.
Consultations are underway to expand the state
culture of Ukraine dated October 26, 2020, the State
Support 2020 program has already sent around 762 mil- “Affordable Loans 5-7-9%” program, it is proposed to
lion hryvnias to farmers for partial compensation of in- create conditions such that the program could benefit
terest on loans. It was also approved to distribute UAH small businesses, not just new businesses. The agricul257.4 million to agro-industrial entities for partial com- tural activity for the banks is the most interesting. State
pensation of interest on loans. The funds will be re- Business Support Program "Affordable Loans 5-7-9%
ceived by more than 3.6 thousand borrowers who have "suggests that the effect of it will increase significantly
submitted the necessary applications to authorized subject to the implementation of the proposed changes
to it. It will cause increase in the number of potential
banks.
participants (minimum - up to1,000,000), an increase in
Regarding the financial support of measures in the
the total amount of loans grantedUAH 1,103 billion and
agro-industrial complex by reducing the cost of loans, in practice will lead to the creation of new ones jobs,
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national producer support and growth economy in gen- serve them and do it well, in a modern way, by offering
eral/
new successful products. Financial institutions must
The outcome of state support in 2020 should be in adhere to several principles. First of all, the bank must
the future to reduce the cost of loans and expand access accept that it is agricultural forever. To be successful in
to them, reduce imports and increase exports and other agricultural lending, agriculture must be part of the
indicators of plant production and livestock.
banking. He must understand all the agricultural proWe can say that the current situation in Ukraine duction processes, follow them in the current mode, be
requires new approaches to reforms and policy making able to foresee them, foresee them and, above all, know
in financial and economic activities.
the agro-industry better than its borrowers.
In the current difficult conditions caused by both
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Abstract.
The paper considers the motives of transport behavior of a person moving in a suburban connection, which
include cognitive, affective and conative components. Strategies for promoting and counteracting the involvement
of private cars and public transport in suburban travel are studied. Directions of management of consumer value
of suburban trips as a difference of aggregate "victims" and "preferences" of the client are offered. The criteria
are determined and the procedure of segmentation of suburban passenger traffic according to the directions of
human search of consumer value of travel and frequency of its use of a certain way of travel is developed.
Анотація.
У роботі розглянуто мотиви транспортної поведінки людини, яка переміщується в приміському сполученні, що включають когнітивний, афективний та конативний компоненти. Досліджено стратегії
сприяння та протидії залучення приватного автомобіля та громадського транспорту в приміських поїздках. Запропоновано напрями управління споживчої цінності приміських поїздок як різницю сукупних
«жертв» і «переваг» клієнта. Визначено критерії та розроблено процедуру сегментації приміського пасажиропотоку за напрямами пошуку людиною споживчої цінності поїздки та частотою використання
нею певного способу поїздки.
Keywords: consumer value; human transport behavior; suburban passenger traffic; ways to move in space;
transport system development strategy, segmentation.
Ключові слова: споживча цінність; транспортна поведінка людини; приміські пасажирські перевезення; способи переміщення в просторі; стратегія розвитку транспортної системи, сегментація.
Транспортна поведінка власників приватних
автомобілів, які використовують їх у приміському
сполученні, може бути змінена на користь громадського транспорту за допомогою двох управлінських впливів. По-перше, можна зменшувати споживчу цінність (далі - СЦ) поїздки приватним автомобілем шляхом уведення різного роду економічних
та заборонних заходів – плати за в’їзд до міста, заборони перетину певного периметру в центрі мегаполісу, примусу або заохочення до паркування на
паркінгу перехоплення автомобільного потоку
тощо. По-друге, можна збільшувати СЦ приміської
поїздки громадським транспортом за рахунок зменшення жертв пасажира та (або) збільшення його
переваг.
Беручи до уваги кількість можливих варіантів
при комбінації таких управлінських зусиль визначення їхніх параметрів має починатись з розуміння
мотивів транспортної поведінки людини, яка переміщується в приміському сполученні.
Структура атит’юдів людини складається з когнітивного, афективного та конативного компонентів. Розглянемо їхні особливості нижче.
Когнітивний компонент включає судження
оціночного характеру щодо об’єктів. На цьому ґрунті об’єктам людина приписує йому якості корис-

ності-шкідливості, бажання-небажання, прийнятності-неприйнятності тощо. Когнітивний компонент спирається на процес встановлення пізнавальних відносин, але в цьому випадку мають місце не
причинно-наслідкові відносини, а співвідношення
вимірних ознак об’єкта, як їх уявляє людина, з її цілями та потребами. Це характерно також для ціннісних суджень людини [1].
Емоційний компонент включає відчуття відносно об’єкта – задоволення-незадоволення, симпатія-антипатія, любов-ненависть. Частина авторів
вважає цей компонент серцевиною атит’юду та
пов’язують саме з ним мотивуючу функцію соціальної установки.
Конативний компонент – готовність до дії –
включає швидку готовність до певної дії, але вона
повною мірою не реалізується в реальну, тобто
таку, що можна спостерігати, поведінку.
Хоча важливість атит’юду в реальній поведінці підкреслюється дослідниками, проте вони звертають увагу на різницю між реальною поведінкою
та латентною її диспозицією. Отже реальна поведінка, крім установки, детермінується зовнішніми фізичними та соціальним чинниками [2, c.15; 3].
За аналогією атит’юди транспортної поведінки
також визначають когнітивні, конативні та афекти-
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вні складові, що працюють в колі дії зовнішніх соСтратегія протидії автомобілю складається з
ціальних, економічних, просторових та фізичних низки заходів, що зменшують привабливість авточинників.
мобільних поїздок: планування мережі доріг на коЧас на здійснення поїздки за маршрутом ви- ристь пішоходів; заборона доступу автомобілів;
значає один з найважливіших мотивів транспортної економіко-цінові (збільшення платежів за проїзд та
поведінки. У 1952 р. Джон Вордроп – математик і парковку). Застосування цих заходів зменшує сукутранспортний аналітик з Великої Британії – форму- пний пробіг автомобілів – люди використовують їх
лює два принципи, які формалізують різні уявлення спільно, уникають нетривалих поїздок, їхні переміпро рівновагу [4, 5]. Перший принцип Вордропа – щення в просторі пов’язуються з більшою кільківибору маршруту, – відомий як «рівновага користу- стю цілей, населення користується громадським
вача», «егоїстична рівновага Вордропа», «рівновага транспортом або велосипедом.
Вордропа». Оптимізована для користувача рівноСтратегія залучення на громадський транспорт
вага досягається тоді, коли жоден користувач не передбачає збільшення зручності користування та
може знизити свої транспортні витрати шляхом од- економічну вигоду користування ним. У коротконосторонньої дії. Другий принцип Вордропа, відо- строковій перспективі вона передбачає надання пемий як «оптимальна система» або «соціальна рівно- реваг у русі (смуга громадського транспорту), субвага Вордропа», стверджує, що при такій рівновазі сидування задля збільшення покриття собівартості
середній час подорожі є мінімальним. Це означає, перевезень, поліпшення інформування пасажирів,
що всі користувачі мають поводитись узгоджено заходи транспортного маркетингу. Довгострокова
при виборі своїх маршрутів, що забезпечує най- перспектива потребує значних інвестицій і полягає
більш ефективне використання всієї системи. На- в створенні систем рейкового транспорту, започатприклад, це могло б статися, якби орган влади міг куванні руху метробусів, створенні привабливого
наказати, якими шляхами слід рухатися, а наказ ви- образу транспорту загального користування та виконувався б усіма без виключення. Транспортні по- пуклого іміджу окремих перевізників.
токи, що задовольняють другий принцип Вордропа,
Стратегія протидії використанню громадсьвважаються оптимальними для системи. Потен- кого транспорту проявляється в ліквідації маршруційне падіння ефективності транспортної системи тів (особливо рейкового транспорту), зменшенні ківід соціальної до егоїстичної рівноваги є прикладом лькості рухомого складу, продовженні експлуатації
ціни (вартості) анархії. Зменшення вартості анархії застарілих морально і фізично транспортних засоє одним з цільових ефектів управлінського впливу бів. Така стратегія не завжди є раціональним рішенна СЦ приміських поїздок.
ням міської та регіональної влади, вона може бути
Згодом результати робіт Д. Вордропа було уза- наслідком бездіяльності і завжди є деструктивною.
гальнено на рівні інституційного управління трансНа рисунку 1 наведено базовий варіант, з якого
портною системою у вигляді стратегічних напрямів може починатись реалізація одної або комбінації кіз протидії та сприяння руху громадського транспо- лькох стратегій з огляду на поточну СЦ поїздок
рту і приватних автомобілів [6, с. 313-321].
приватним автомобілем і транспортом загального
В рамках стратегії сприяння автомобільні поїз- користування.
дки стають швидшими і зручнішими, паркування
більш доступним та дешевшим.

Рисунок 1 – Початок і напрями реалізації стратегій розвитку транспортної системи в приміському
сполученні з огляду на споживчу цінність поїздок різними способами
Джерело: адаптовано до споживчої цінності поїздок за [6, с. 315]
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Якщо брати до уваги сучасну концепцію СЦ як СЦ послуги (з восьми можливих варіантів зміни
різницю сукупних «жертв» і «переваг» клієнта, всі цінності), а саме:
можливі напрями управління СЦ, які адаптовано до
- збільшувати переваги при одночасному змеприміських подорожей, представлено на рис. 2.
ншенні жертв споживача;
Як бачимо (рис. 2), сервісна організація має в
своєму розпорядженні чотири способи збільшити
24

Рисунок 2 - Напрями управління СЦ приміських поїздок
Джерело: адаптовано до приміських поїздок за [7, c.102; 8]
- збільшувати переваги, що не викличе зміни
жертв споживача;
- збільшувати переваги швидшими темпами,
ніж зростають жертви споживача;
- зменшувати жертви споживача, але не змінювати його переваг [7, с. 102].
Отже, вищезгадані стратегії розвитку транспорту реалізуються шляхом регулювання СЦ поїздок
ним. Комбінація управлінських зусиль з такого регулювання СЦ (рис. 2) за чотирма стратегічними
напрямами (рис. 1), має давати очікуваний результат у вигляді зміни транспортної поведінки людини. Про складність управлінських рішень говорить загальна кількість їх варіантів: кожна СЦ двох
способів переміщення в просторі (автомобіль і громадський транспорт) може регулюватись у чотирьох основних напрямах [7], а кількість варіантів у
цих напрямах залежить від множини елементів

жертв і переваг. Це значить, що без поділу пасажиропотоку приміського сполучення на сегменти
прийняти управлінські рішення щодо поліпшень
обслуговування пасажирів та (або) залучення на
громадський транспорт власників приватних автомобілів неможливо. Такий поділ має здійснюватися
згідно засадничому принципу сегментації – члени
одного сегмента реагують на ринкову пропозицію
перевізника однаковим (схожим) чином, а в нашому випадку їхня реакція має проявлятись у схожій споживчій та транспортній поведінці.
Якщо раціональні (когнітивні) та поведінкові
(конативні) мотиви транспортної поведінки людини виглядають більш очевидними, то емоційні
(афективні) є менш зрозумілими досліднику. Лише
в останні десять років з’явились праці присвячені
афективним, часом латентним, мотивам користу-
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вання приватним автомобілем та громадським траВиходячи з викладеного, виникає другий кринспортом. Однак сьогодні вони стають основним терій сегментації – частота користування при придвигуном транспортних рішень, які є частиною тра- міських поїздках приватним автомобілем та (або)
нспортної поведінки [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Такі дослі- транспортом загального користування.
дження знаходяться на стику різних наук – соціолоТакож важливо зазначити, що сегментація на
гії, соціальної психології, психології особистості, основі напряму пошуку СЦ поїздки людиною (пермаркетингу, менеджменту організацій, управління ший критерій сегментації) та частоти користування
транспортними системами, екології та економіки.
певним способом здійснення поїздки – автівка або
Крім того, сегментація, підхід до якої обира- транспорт (другий критерій сегментації) даватиме
ємо тут, крім когнітивних та конативних має відби- повну інформацію щодо напрямів та параметрів
вати й афективні мотиви транспортної поведінки управлінського впливу на СЦ, який має призводити
людини. Очевидно, що з огляду на це, базою такої до збільшення частоти використання групових спосегментації не можуть бути соціо-демографічні, ге- собів переміщення в приміському сполученні.
ографічні та інші традиційні способи поділу. Такі
Через складність, яку викликає велика кільознаки є надто опосередкованими відбитками тран- кість можливих напрямів управлінського впливу на
спортної поведінки.
СЦ, наочно покажемо методичну схему процедури
Найбільш відповідним першим критерієм – ос- сегментації, що пропонується, на рис. 3.
новою сегментації при розв’язанні завдання дисерДамо необхідні пояснення до рис. 3. Насампетаційної роботи – має бути ідея поділу сукупності ред зауважимо, запропонована процедура сегменлюдей за тими напрямами, в яких вони шукають тації передбачає, що цілі приміської поїздки є зви(очікують) винайти СЦ. Така думка обґрунтована в чними (на роботу, навчання, за покупками), тобто
[7], з нею дисертант погоджується повною мірою.
переміщення в просторі заради екстрених випадків
Проте ситуація надання транспортної послуги, (лікування, незапланована важлива зустріч) вона не
з якою мав справу Бакалінський О. В., наприклад, в враховує. Виходимо з позиції, що при здійсненні
роботі [14], та нашим випадком співпадає лише ча- звичних поїздок вибір способу переміщення (автостково. Його роботи присвячено обслуговуванню мобіль або транспорт) буде зроблено на користь бікількох людей одночасно в одному просторі (тран- льшої очікуваної СЦ.
спортний засіб) – тут є повна аналогія з пасажирами
Усього виділено три способи приміської поїзприміського транспорту. Ним розв’язується за- дки – приватним автомобілем, громадським трансвдання створення передумов такої СЦ, зміст та ве- портом і почергове їх використання протягом тиличина якої задовольнили б певних клієнтів (усіх жня.
або частини).
Здається, що у випадках, коли людина вже коПроте, якщо брати до уваги водіїв приватних ристується громадським транспортом, СЦ таких
автомобілів, які переміщуються з передмістя до мі- поїздок вимірювати вже не потрібно. Проте оцінюста, границі простору, в якому реалізується їхня по- вати СЦ, яка утворюється при взаємодії перевізведінка, відрізняються від простору обслугову- ника з пасажиром, необхідно задля того, щоб заповання пасажирів. Вони простягаються від місця ви- бігти відтоку людей від групового способу перевеїзду транспортного засобу (гараж, подвір’я, зень, а також – з метою одержання інформації щодо
паркувальний майданчик), перебування в салоні ав- негараздів транспортного обслуговування насетомобіля, до місця-мети в мегаполісі (може вклю- лення та напрямів його поліпшення.
чати також місце паркування). Якщо власник приЧастота користування певним способом поїзватного автомобіля прямує до міста громадським док, що вимірюється в кількості днів на тиждень, в
транспортом, то він потрапляє в інший простір – мі- яких він використовується, свідчить про ступінь
сце очікування та салон транспортного засобу. Че- прихильності людини до нього.
рез це виникають нові завдання з вимірювання СЦ
Бажаними напрямами пошуку людиною СЦ
приміських поїздок. По-перше, потрібно усунути поїздок можуть стати: збільшення переваг з однозавади при вимірюванні СЦ поїздок автомобілем і часним більш повільним зростанням жертв (Ж+,
транспортом так, щоб зробити можливим їхнє порі- П+); зменшення жертв та збільшення переваг (Ж-,
вняння та обрахунок різниці. По-друге, слід знайти П+); зменшення жертв і більш повільне зменшення
таку різницю між СЦ поїздки громадським транс- переваг (Ж-, П-). Ситуація, коли жертви зростатипортом та приватним автомобілем, яка спонукає муть, а переваги зменшуються, є небажаною для
людину користуватись груповими способами пере- людини.
везень у приміському сполученні.
Загальна величина СЦ поїздки є різницею між
її перевагами та жертвами. Різниця СЦ поїздок різними способами може обраховуватись після нормування цих величин.
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Рисунок 3 - Процедура сегментації приміського пасажиропотоку за напрямами пошуку людиною СЦ поїздки та частотою використання нею певного способу поїздки
Джерело: розроблено автором
Остаточна кількість сегментів залежатиме від
завдань досліджень та величин критеріїв агрегування кількох сегментів в один.
Реакція людей на зміну СЦ приміської поїздки
у вигляді збільшення частоти користування громад-

ським транспортом не буде лінійною, вона підкорятиметься закону Вебера-Фехнера [15]. Тож функція
апроксимації такої фактичної залежності може
бути збудована за парами значень «частота користування – СЦ».
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Аннотация
В данной работе исследуется метод прогнозирования банкротства транснациональных энергетических компаний с применением logit-регрессии на основе одновременного использования финансовых и
нефинансовых показателей. В ходе работы была отобрана выборка из 251 энергетических компаний из
различных стран. Независимые переменные учитывают реальную стоимость активов и пассивов компаний путем дефлирования переменённых на цену на нефть и ключевую ставку, соответственно. Результаты модели показывают, что большинство выбранных финансовых и нефинансовых значимы, а также
одновременное использование двух групп переменных значительно повышает предиктивную точность
модели.
Abstract.
In this paper, we study a method for predicting the bankruptcy of multinational energy companies using logit
regression based on the simultaneous use of financial and non-financial indicators. In the course of the work, a
sample of 251 energy companies from various countries was selected. Independent variables take into account the
real value of the assets and liabilities of companies by deflating the variables for the oil price and the key rate,
respectively. The results of the model show that most of the selected financial and non-financial variables are
significant, and the simultaneous use of two groups of variables significantly increases the predictive accuracy of
the model.
Ключевые слова: транснациональные энергетические компании, прогнозирование банкротства, финансовая устойчивость, предиктивная модель, logit-регрессия, финансы предприятия, финансовая отчетность.
Keywords: multinational energy companies, bankruptcy forecasting, financial stability, predictive model,
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Введение
Современная экономическая система обретает
все более глобальный характер, а значит в мире
остаются все меньше обособленных систем, действие которых не влияет на окружающую среду.
Иными словами, различные сектора экономических
отношений становятся все более взаимосвязаны
между собой и любое изменение в одном, влечет изменение в другом. В таком взаимосвязанном мире
появляются огромное количество факторов, которые могут привести к самым различным последствиям, в том числе и к банкротству компании.
Именно поэтому, современные методы прогнозирования банкротства должны включать в себя не
только традиционные финансовые показатели, но и
дополнятся различными отраслевыми нефинансовыми показателями. Данная работа направлена на
изучение методологии прогнозирования банкротства компаний и проведение собственного анализа,
в ходе которого предлагается модель прогнозирования банкротства. Актуальность работы вызвана
рядом причин. Во-первых, в предыдущей академической литературе не уделялось много внимания

1

https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2020-usbankruptcies-coronavirus/

отраслевым эффектам, скорее всего, из-за ограниченного числа банкротств в ранее доступных базах
данных. С ростом количества доступных данных
современные исследователи сконцентрировались
на количественной составляющей данных, а не качественной. Методологическим обоснованиям, как
и особенностям отрасли, уделялось малое значение.
Во-вторых, нарастающее число банкротств среди
энергетических компаний свидетельствует об актуальности проблемы возникновения внешних и
внутренних факторов в компании, которые приводят к банкротству. Около 47 энергетических компаний с обязательствами на сумму не менее 50 миллионов долларов США обанкротились в прошлом
году, это максимальное количество, по крайней
мере, с 2008 года сообщает Bloomberg. 1 Предметом
исследования в данной статье выступает перечень
транснациональных энергетических компаний.
Объектом исследования являются влияние финансовых и нефинансовых показателей на вероятность
банкротства компаний.
Определение финансовой несостоятельности.
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Финансовая состоятельность компании, несо- кампания являются критичным фактором, опредемненно, является одним из первоочередных крите- ляющее будущее компании. Внешние факторы же
риев в выборе инвестора о покупке акции. Также те обстоятельства, которые влияют на деятельность
помимо инвесторов и акционеров способность ком- компании извне. Однако, окружение компании мопании обеспечивать свои обязательства во много жет как стимулировать, так и усугублять создание
привлекает и кредиторов. В любом случае, как для нового бизнеса, создавать благоприятные условия
инвесторов, так и для кредиторов банкротство ком- для расширения существующего бизнеса не только
пании является крайне негативным событием. внутри государства функционирования компании,
Здесь же стоит отметить, что банкротство можно но и за рубежом, и наоборот, препятствовать расинтерпретировать по-разному. Одной из проблем, ширению бизнеса или даже останавливать его.
которая должна быть рассмотрена в этом обзоре, Наиболее распространённый пример таких фактоявляется определение «банкротства», используе- ров можно найти в рыночных рисках и валютных.
мое в литературе. Как отмечают (Karels and Prakash, Зачастую продукт попросту становиться ненужным
2006) существует множество определений банкрот- на рынке, либо же его вытесняют с рынка конкуства, используемых для прогнозных исследований. ренты или новые технологии. В связи с этим, при
Многие исследования определяют неудачу как фак- прогнозировании банкротства необходимо учитытическую подачу заявления о банкротстве или лик- вать все эти факторы.
видации; другие определяют неудачу как финансоИстория развитие моделей.
вое напряжение или неспособность оплатить фиТема построения корректного прогноза финаннансовые обязательства. В Российской федерации совой деятельности компании достаточно давно инже понятие банкротства определяется ФЗ2 и форми- тересует как ученых теоретиков, так и инвестицируется следующим образом:
онных деятелей. Так, одним из первых модель проНесостоятельность (банкротство) (далее также гнозирования
на
основе
финансовых
- банкротство) - признанная арбитражным судом коэффициентов предложил Бивер (Beaver, 1966),
неспособность должника в полном объеме удовле- который основывал свой анализ на соотношении
творить требования кредиторов по денежным обя- финансовых коэффициентов. Бивер сравнил средзательствам, о выплате выходных пособий и (или) ние значения 30 коэффициентов для 79 неудачных
об оплате труда лиц, работающих или работавших и 79 успешных фирм в 38 отраслях. Тем не менее,
по трудовому договору, и (или) исполнить обязан- Бивер сделал свой шаг вперед и проверил прогноность по уплате обязательных платежей. Если рас- стические способности отдельных соотношений в
сматривать с финансовой точки зрения, несостоя- классификации несостоятельных и несостоятельтельность или банкротство есть не что иное, как не- ных фирм. Первое многомерное исследование было
возможность в полной мере удовлетворить заранее опубликовано Альтманом (Аltman,1968). Альтман
оговоренные запросы кредиторы.
использовал многофакторный дискриминантный
Причинами финансовой нестабильности могут анализ для разработки пятифакторной модели для
выступать совершенно разные факторы, которое за- прогнозирования банкротства производственных
ранее предсказать практически невозможно. Фак- предприятий. «Z-счет» Альтмана предсказывал
торы окружающей среды имеют большое влияние банкротство, если оценка фирмы попала в опредена финансовое положение и результаты деятельно- ленный диапазон. Модель Z-показателя Альтмана
сти компании. Поэтому идея прогнозирования имела высокий прогноз способность для исходного
банкротства заключается в отслеживании критиче- образца за год до отказа (точность 95%). Логит и
ских значений показателях деятельности компаний. пробит модели стали критически важными частями
Все факторы, которые влияют на финансовую не- аналитического арсенала исследователя в области
стабильность компании, можно разделить на две управления, быстро увеличиваясь от почти игноригруппы: внешние и внутренние.
рования в 1980-х годах до появления в 15% всех
Внутренние факторы прежде всего носят ха- статей, опубликованных в журнале Strategic
рактер корпоративного риск, то есть внутренняя Management Journal в 2005 году. Тем не менее, обоперационная деятельность компании, ее стейкхол- зор трех ведущих стратегических журналов выдеров, которое приводит к банкротству. Такие фак- явили многочисленные области в их использовании
торы различны в разных компаниях и во многом за- и интерпретации, где нынешняя практика не дала
висят от размера компании, сложности производ- идеала. В части прогнозирования финансовой
ства и предоставляемых услуг, масштаба устойчивости нефтегазовых компаний была продевыполняемых операций и других особенностей де- лана работа Platt, Platt and Pederson (1994). В работе
ятельности. Основными внутренними угрозами были выделены несколько основополагающих
компании могут выступать мошенничество сотруд- принципа отраслевого прогнозирования банкротников или несоблюдение своих обязанностей. С ства нефтегазовых компаний. Во-первых, авторы
другой стороны, во многом внутреннее банкрот- привнесли идею об различной степени эффективство происходит из-за неграмотного управления ности прогнозирования банкротства с помощью депредприятиям, несвоевременная реструктуризация флированных и не дефлированных финансовых пеили же плохая бизнес-модель, или маркетинговая ременных. В этом исследовании включатся две
Федеральный закон РФ «О несостоятельности (банкротстве)» от 26.10.2002 г. № 127-ФЗ.
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группы переменных: несколько дефляторов, кото- которые капитализируют только успешные скварые используют недолларовые переменные (из от- жины
чета о запасах углеводородов), так и долларовых
Методология
переменных из баланса и отчета о прибылях и
В этой работе методология прогнозирования
убытках фирмы. В результате стоимость активов, основывается на бинарном прогнозировании с поизмеряемая на балансах, занижает (завышает) ре- мощью logit-модели. В качестве зависимой переальную стоимость активов при высоких (низких) менной выступает факт банкротства компании.
ценах на нефть. Таким образом, в работе была сде- Если компания является банкротом, то переменная
лана поправка на то, что активы дефлируются с ис- bnk = 1, если же нет, то 0. Отбор энергетических
пользованием обратной цены на нефть. Точно так компаний происходил из критериев обязательной
же реальная стоимость запасов углеводородов международной деятельности, открытой торговли
выше, когда цены на нефть выше. Реальная стои- акциями на рынках и капитализации больше 1 милмость запасов углеводородов получается путем лиона долларов. Такие критерии были выбраны для
умножения количества барреля нефтяного эквива- упрощения сбора данных, удаление из выборки
лента на цену нефти. Во-вторых, авторы включают мелких несостоятельных компаний. Данные о
в модель метод учета затрат компаний. Помимо фи- факте банкротства и финансовых показателей были
нансовых переменных важно помнить, что нефтя- предоставлены hoovers. Данные для компаний соным и газовым компаниям доступны два метода бирались с 2015-2020 год. Для компаний банкротов
учета: полный учет затрат (FC) и успешных усилий было важно взять данные за год до банкротства, так
(SE). Наиболее важное различие между этими как компания публикует финансовые данные за
двумя методами заключается в том, что фирмы, ис- прошлый год, поэтому горизонт прогнозирования
пользующие учет FC, капитализируют расходы на данной модели 1-2года. Всего в выборку вошла 251
бурение и, таким образом, сообщают о более низ- компания, 25 из которых банкроты и 226 не банкких расходах, чем фирмы, использующие учет SE, роты. Разбивка компаний по странам представлена
в Таблице 4.
Таблица 1
Распределение выборки по странам.
РФ

Китай

США

7
11
107
Источник: собственные расчеты автора

Великобритания

Канада

Индия

Другие

17

25

15

69

Финансовые показатели в этой работе отобраны в результате анализа предыдущих исследований в области прогнозирования банкротства с поправкой на энергетическую отрасль компаний. Для
сбора финансовых и нефинансовых переменных
были использованы статистические сервисы
Bloomberg, Thomson Reuters, BD hoovers, а также

bnk
cashtodebt
currentratio
grossmargin
roa
roe
debttoebitda
DDebt
Dassets
Сurrchang
Rreserve
Accmethod
RES
_cons
Pseudo R2
Prob > chi2 =
LR chi2(6)

Coef.
-0.0005
-0.0037
-0.0016
-0.0025
-0.0098
0.0087
-0.1389
0.095
-0.0859
-0.0916
0.0437
-0.0229
0.2072

собственные расчеты и поиски информации через
регулярные отчеты компаний.
Таким образом, модель выглядит следующим
образом:
Формула 1. Прогнозная logit-модель.
P(bnk) = F(financial ratios, non-financial ratios)
Список независимых переменных приведен в
Таблице 4 в приложении.
Таблица 2
Результаты logit-регрессии
Std. Err.
P>t
Значимость
0.0007
40.10%
0.0016
1.90%
**
0.0005
0.40%
***
0.0003
0.00%
***
0.0021
0.00%
***
0.005
5.20%
*
0.0452
0.30%
***
0.0545
3.00%
**
0.159
60.40%
0.0219
0.08%
***
0.0185
2.30%
**
0.0088
1.20%
**
0.025
0
***
0.78
0.1%
101.8
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цательное значение, то увеличение процента исИсходя из результатов logit регрессии (таблица пользования возобновляемых источников энергии
2) можно сделать вывод о том, что почти все пере- уменьшает вероятность банкротства компании.
менные значимы. Cashtodebt и Сurrchang в резуль- Можно сделать вывод о том, что политика страны в
татах статистически неотличимы от 0. Возмож- области возобновляемых источников энергии стиными причинами этого могут служить разные по- мулирует компании к адаптации и диверсификации
литики компаний в удержании или же напротив источников энергии, что дает большую стабильвыплаты дивидендов наличных денег, в связи с чем ность компании. Для более точного анализа эффеких объем и не показывает реальной картины о пла- тивности одновременного исползтвоания сразу
тежеспособности компании. Что касается незначи- двух групп переменных ( финансовые и нефинансомости коэффициента стандартного отклонения вые), следует разделить модели на следующие:
национальной валюты страны и индекса доллара
Формула 2. Модели сравнения по группам пеможно сделать вывод о том, что компании доста- ременных.
точно успешно адаптируются на изменения валютI – модель P(bnk) = F(financial ratios)
ного курса в стране. Зачастую, падение или повыII – модель P(bnk) = F(non-financial ratios)
шение курса не всегда однозначно можно интерIII – модель P(bnk) = F(financial ratios ,non-fiпретировать как положительный или негативный nancial ratios)
эффект для компании. На примере Российских комОдновременное использование финансовых и
паний можно увидеть, что падение рубля сопро- нефинансовых переменных показал более точный
вождается понижением цен на топливо и в то же результат при тестировании модели на тестовую
время, повышением относительной цены, так как выборку. Для данного анализа выборка была подепроизводимый продукт продается за доллары.
лена на две части. В обучающую выборку, на котоВзаимосвязь между методом учета и чистым рой и оценивались коэффициенты независимых педенежным потоком в совокупных активах свиде- ременных, попала 150 компания. Далее проводился
тельствует о том, что компании, использующие тест на другой части выборке, куда попала 101 комучет SE, с большей вероятностью потерпят не- пания, из которых 10 банкротов и 91 не банкротов.
удачу, чем компании, использующие учет FC. Таким образом, модель тестировалась на соверПредположение о том, что адаптация страны к шенно
«незнакомых»
данных.
Результаты
внедрению возобновляемых источников влияет на Sensitivity ( доля правильно предсказанных банкровероятность банкротства оказалось статистически тов на тестовой выборке) и Specificity ( доля празначимым. Так как коэффициент RES имеет отри- вильно предсказанных не банкротов) представлены
в Таблице 3.
Таблица 3.
Анализ Sensitivity и Specificity на тестовой выборке трех моделей.
I
II
III
60.00%
30%
70.00%
Sensitivity
89.01%
59%
94.51%
Specificity
Источник: собственные расчеты автора
Наименьшую эффективность показала модель,
которая основана исключительно на нефинансовых
переменных. Логично предположить, что эти переменные являются комплиментарными и сами по
себе не могут являться достаточными для прогнозирования банкротства компаний. Наибольшую
прогнозную точность показывает совместная модель III, которая включает в себя финансовые и нефинансовые переменные.
Заключение
В данной работе демонстрируется один из методов прогнозирования банкротства применяя отраслевые особенности компаний в выборке. При отборе транснациональных энергетических компании
были учтены критерии операционной деятельности, а также общие индустриальные риски и возможные угрозы. Помимо этого, модель также учитывает современные академические аспекты анализа и привносит дополнительные особенности в
прогнозировании банкротства. Исходя из результатов можно сказать, что с помощью выбранных финансовых переменных возможно построение прогностических моделей. Регрессия в целом значима,
как и большинство переменных. Также анализ на

тестовой и обучающей выборке показал, что модель также достаточно точна для такого рода данных.
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Приложение:
Таблица 4
Независимые переменные модели.
Название переГруппа переменных
Пояснение
менной
Cashtodeb
Отношение денежного потока к долгу
Финансовые, показатели плаCurrentratio
Коэффициент текущей ликвидности
тёжеспособности
Debttoebitda
Долг / EBITDA
Дефлированный долг компании на процентную
DDebt
ставку
Дефлированные активы компании на цены на
Финансовые, показатели рен- DAssets
нефть
табельности
ROA
Рентабельность активов
ROE
Рентабельность собственного капитала
Grossmargin
Валовая прибыль
Стандартное отклонение национальной валюты
Сurrchange
относительно доллара. И доллара относительно
индекса доллара.
Нефинансовые показатели
Rreserve
Реальная стоимость доказанных запасов
Accmethod
Метод учета FC, SE. Где FC =0, SE=1.
RES
Процент возобновляемой энергии в стране
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USE OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES BY AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISES:
CURRENT TRENDS AND PROBLEMS
Abstract.
The main purpose of the study is to determine the benefits and functions of business information systems,
which are important support for management and decision-making in agricultural enterprises, using accounting
data. In the short and medium term, agriculture must respond to a number of challenges arising from the final
transformation economy, changes in the world economy and access to the common market of the European Union.
The agricultural sector belongs to the main sectors, mainly depending on natural resources. Although it is usually
less important, it plays an indispensable role in the economy. Reproduction processes are typical for duplicate
information systems and information technologies. The introduction of information systems that provide competitive advantages in domestic and foreign markets through the effective provision of information is becoming a
crucial factor for successful development and sustainable market position. Agricultural enterprises are also affected by the trend of computerization. ICTs have a clear positive impact on income growth in developing and
developed countries. Risk analysis for agricultural enterprises differs in some way from the same work for other
areas of economic activity. In addition to certain general macroeconomic risks, different clusters of other types of
risks are inherent in different sectors of the economy. Information technology and agriculture were considered
incompatible ten years ago, but now the scenario has changed. Today, the information system is widely integrated
with agriculture. Information technology has always been able to improve the quality of agriculture and agricultural products, but requires efficiency and information in every field of agriculture. Process virtualization with the
help of cloud computing creates a single modern and complex system of agricultural intelligent enterprises supported by ICT. Effective business software is becoming inevitable for agricultural enterprises. Agricultural management systems can process farm data in such a way that the results are organized to address individual decisions
for each agricultural enterprise. Agricultural enterprises are facing a growing trend of computerization in all
areas of crop, livestock and management. ICTs digitalize the following processes: seed selection, soil preparation,
sowing, harvesting, processing, storage and distribution.
Keywords: ICT, agrarian entities, risk analysis, agriculture, development, preconditions.
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Introduction. Implementation of information sys- government policy. To ensure a systematic and intetems that provide competitive advantages in domestic grated approach to the responsibilities associated with
and foreign markets through the effective provision of creating effective information systems, the Ministry
information, becomes a crucial factor for the successful has developed a set of documents which define the necdevelopment and sustainable market position. Agricul- essary tasks that should be implemented in the field of
tural enterprises are also affected by the computeriza- agriculture in accordance with the global development
tion trend. ICTs have a clear positive impact on income of the information society. Development and implegrowth both in developing and developed countries. In mentation of the Concept of Agrarian Policy and Comrural areas, ICTs can increase profits by raising agricul- puterization Program will be considered strategic both
tural productivity and introducing income channels from the point of view of public administration and creother than traditional farm work. Studies support the ation of the necessary information and communication
conclusion that ICTs improve incomes and quality of links. The documents present the sector concepts folife among rural people. The idea that wider access to cused on information systems and communication techand use of ICTs across the country will reduce income nologies in favor of building information systems and
and life standards inequalities between rural and urban other necessary tools. The structure and content of the
residents seems to be compelling. Thus, it was taken as projects were derived from the goals and priorities of
the basis for large-scale policy initiatives to ensure the sector, as well as from the tasks related to the EU
equal access to ICTs in all areas. Since late 1990s, an integration strategy. Management is a complex process,
information systems boom in the agricultural sector and the right decisions must be based on available obhave been observed, when the unified system of busi- jective and reliable data. At the same time, it is necesness and mid-level management was gradually supple- sary to differentiate operational, tactical and strategic
mented by a large number of new products provided by management. The best solution is to have data to meet
software companies. Today, software products of do- all the needs of managers and their provision in real
mestic and foreign companies show a tendency to qual- time. At first glance this is a difficult task. However,
itative improvement. The processes of globalization the introduction of appropriate information systems and
significantly affect the methods of practical manage- technologies makes it possible to store large amounts
ment as well. The need for relevant information and de- of data, process them in a short time and provide mantailed knowledge of the internal and external environ- agers with the results in the necessary formats (calculament of the enterprise come to the fore. Ukraine has tions, graphs, multidimensional analysis). The business
opened up new opportunities for positioning itself in information system that provides relevant data should
foreign markets within the European Union. This has take into account the nature of the enterprise business
led to the increased requirements for information secu- activities, information flows, implemented soft- and
rity. The information systems of agricultural entities hardware, and ensure implementation of modern tools
should also reflect the new conditions and demands of to support financial management [6-10].
the European Union [1-5].
The current governance and decision-making of
Information policy defines the measures to be im- senior management is influenced by a turbulent and
plemented in the field of information technologies in sometimes very unpredictable environment, which is
the entities and the reasons for their implementation.
associated with large-scale globalization and critical
Recent research and publications. L.N. Bol- factors in the financial and banking markets.
shev, V.P. Borovikov, B.V. Gnedenko, S.V. Dronov,
In addition to the previously mentioned effects of
A.M. Yerin, N.V. Smirnov, G.A. Kimble, A.I. Kobzar, globalization on the economy, we also face other probN.Sh. Kremer, A.T. Opria and others devoted their lems: rapid change, a huge increase in structured and
works to the research of the problems of introduction especially unstructured data, operativeness, etc. Top
the information technologies at the agricultural enter- managers who want to maintain the competitiveness of
prises.
their organization must deal with the reality by qualitaPurpose of the article. The main objects of the tively new ways; that is, use the latest management
study are the benefits and functions of information sys- technologies in combination with IT tools. First of all,
tems that give an important support for the process of they need to use the enterprise resource planning (ERP)
management and decision-making in agricultural enter- and business intelligence (BI) systems as inevitable
prises.
management tools. These problems are also closely
Presentation of the main material. In the short linked to agriculture. ERP systems automate and inteand medium term, agriculture is to respond to a number grate important business processes such as receiving
of challenges arising from the final transformation of orders, planning processes, registration of deliveries
the economy, changes in the world economy and access and financial data. ERP systems help increase business
to the European Union’s common market. Agriculture efficiency. The most important advantages of such sysdue to the natural conditions belongs to the main sec- tems are:
tors in Ukraine and plays a critical role in its economy.
– assistance in defining and ensuring business
Farm businesses are aware of the value of infor- processes throughout the supply chain,
mation; however their corporate information systems
– protection of important business data by the
do not meet the required level. In order to ensure steady appropriately defined access policy,
competitiveness, it is necessary to make changes to ex– planning of working hours on the basis of existing information systems and link them to the external
isting orders, as well as forecasts,
environment. Computerization is also the issue of the
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Business intelligence applications are useful for
– providing clients with tools at a high level of
improving
efficiency of activities in corporations,
services,
while
enhancing
independent thinking. Access to infor– transformation of business data into a form
mation
is
not
available
without the use of new technoconvenient for flexible decision-making.
logical,
software
and
organizational
tools aimed at inModern ERP solutions cover a crucial part of busiformation
processing.
Each
company
has a set of inforness processes; therefore, it can be stated that one of the
mation
contained
in
files,
databases
and documents.
most important tasks in determining the information
This
information
is
vital
for
decision-making
at all levstrategy of the enterprise is to pay sufficient attention
els of management. To make the most masterly decito determining the most appropriate ERP system.
The most important reasons for implementing sions, managers need to have access to the right, accurate and consolidated information at the right time.
ERP systems are:
company does it a little differently and chooses
– providing the enterprise with a wide range of Each
different strategies. It is important to constantly defunctions, covering a great variety of core activities,
velop and adapt the management system to the external
– support of internal and external processes and conditions and new vision, which the company has deability to optimize them,
cided to apply with the use of the state-of-the-art man– the feature to reduce the number of operating agement technologies provided by IT tools. An imsystems,
portant factor for the successful development, i.e. main– ERP is a foundation stone of corporate IT ar- taining the competitiveness of economic entities, is the
chitecture,
introduction of economic information systems that pro– globalization requires the introduction of a vide competitive advantages in domestic and foreign
markets through the effective use of information. The
unified ERP system,
– effective corporate strategy based on aggres- economic information system is an important part of
the corporate information system. It is primarily fosive and effective use of information technology,
– competitive advantage or being equal compet- cused on collecting, processing and providing information that illustrates the real economic condition of
itors [11-13].
the corporation. It is necessary that the accounting softRequirements for system functions, links, or criteware application provides databases that meet operaria for solution providers are important and should be
tional, tactical and strategic needs – this is the basis of
clear. Business analytics helps refine results, optimize
a properly designed business information system. Acoperating models and maintain a flexible and fast decicounting system should be understood as an integral
sion-making process. The following definition of busipart of the business information system. Automated
ness intelligence (BI) is generally accepted: it is a set of
processing of accounting information can be considtargeted procedures, processes and technologies for efered routine. In this regard, the software solution is imfective and expedient support of decision-making proportant. Firstly businesses could choose from desktop
cesses in corporations. It represents a set of programs
versions, but the trend in this area is leading to cloud
that support analytical and planning activities of enterones. Cloud computing is considered to be the concepprises and organizations based on specific, the so-called
tual in provision information technology services over
OLAP technologies, and their modifications. Recently,
the Internet. Electronic information is processed and
the term Business Intelligence has been used to replace
stored on external servers in large data centers. The curthe term MIS (Management Information System). The
rent trend of ICT development, the demand for early
areas covered by BI are not clearly defined; e.g., it is
and relevant information forces companies to use cloud
used to support business strategy and marketing. Comsolutions and integrate the accounting module into expetitive intelligence (competition and competitive enisting IS or implement complex ERP systems. In our
vironment analysis), expert systems or DSS (decision
opinion, in order to make the processes more efficient,
support system) are examples of areas often included in
it is expedient to choose the option which leads to the
BI; however, they can also be considered as separate
increased competitiveness of the enterprise, although
units.
cloud computing also has certain risks. The most imThere is still a low level of implementation of
portant risk is associated with information security, acbusiness intelligence among enterprises, what can be
cess to confidential data and reliability of the provider.
explained by the low level of information about the
It can be said that information and communication
available software. Business intelligence programs are
technologies are important for increasing the competialso important for agricultural enterprises. Modern
tiveness of agricultural enterprises as well as agri-tourbusiness intelligence programs focus, in particular, on
ism businesses. They create a competitive advantage
flexibility, interactivity and the ability to obtain the
and offer the opportunity to change the market situamost accurate information in the shortest possible time
tion, strengthen market positions and attract new cusand in the easiest way in order to obtain new facts from
tomers. Information and communication technologies
it and thus create the added value for decision-making.
are powerful tools for strengthening competitiveness in
The most accurate and complex data that can detect
agriculture and rural development, even in developing
background effects that lead to undesirable deviations,
countries [14-16].
are necessary for the daily operational and tactical deFixed capital is influenced by technical, technocision-making, as well as for some important strategic
logical and managerial innovations aimed at acquisition
resolutions. Business analytics applications help manand use of energy and resource-saving technologies and
agers find answers to many questions [14-16].
34
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management systems meant to production process auA negative factor, which is not typical of most
tomation. Working capital is related to biological, other countries, is that Ukrainian agribusiness is more
chemical, managerial and commodity innovations, in- susceptible to macroeconomic stress than, for example,
cluding high-yielding varieties and breeds, plant and the banking sector. That is why the degree of some risks
animal protection, inventory and product quality man- in agriculture is so threatening for the producer that it
agement.
puts agricultural production on the verge of bankruptcy,
Intellectual capital is influenced by technological, what negatively affects the entire economy. Agriculture
managerial and marketing innovations that facilitate the is one of the most important industries in the country,
definition of strategic guidelines in production and forming its own budget. And the largest share in the
marketing activities of the enterprise. Human capital is commodity production of the industry belongs to small
based on the introduction of technological, managerial enterprises, whose condition is the most sensitive to
and marketing innovations aimed at the staff profes- these stressful situations. In addition, this is a decisive
sional development. Social capital is formed under the factor for the emergence of other problems, such as eminfluence of management and marketing innovations ployment ones.
that help improve the image and business reputation of
Automatic information systems for the risk analythe enterprise and increase its value in rural community sis and assessment are not able to work without accudevelopment.
mulation, evaluation and processing of information
The information components of technical, techno- about the factors influencing the risks. The work should
logical, chemical and biological innovations are meth- be performed continuously and, preferably, automatiodological and guiding documents that reflect the pe- cally. This is primarily due to the large amounts of unculiarities of their implementation and application, stable information, ever-changing trends that somewarranty obligations, quality certificates for consuma- times change to the opposite, etc. In developed counbles, production licenses, patents, right to use plant and tries, database of factors influencing the risks of
animal breeds, databases and electronic services of in- agricultural production has been formed over many
novators with their proposals (veterinary drugs, plant decades. These bases are formed not only at the state
protection agents).
level, but also in individual regions. Unfortunately, in
Information components of management are a set Ukraine the only database that is systematically filled
of information flows of the enterprise and the adequate in and maintained at the state level is the database of
software for data collection, processing and transmis- weather factors. Thus, there is an urgent need both to
sion between management units and investors, auto- use the analysis automatic information system (hereinmated means of production process management, in after – AIS), and to assess risks and their impact on the
particular, information systems in accounting, decision economic activity of Ukrainian agribusiness entersupport, electronic document management tools etc. prises, as well as to develop databases of various types
The information components of marketing innovations of risk factors.
are automated databases of customers, license agreeFor the other types of non-agricultural business,
ments for sales, analytical reviews and forecasts for in- there exists some different set of risks. This complidustry markets, contracts for the products supply, ware- cates the use of risk analysis tools that have shown
housing lease or freight services contracts, electronic themselves successful in other sectors. The relative
means of sale.
weight of risks that have a greater impact on the activiBesides, the significant influence of seasonal fac- ties of the enterprise is different for agribusiness, e.g.
tors in agriculture should be pointed out. On most other the risk of uneven cash flows, which, in most cases, due
human activities seasonality has almost no effect. How- to seasonal character is inherent for agriculture. This
ever, it is seasonality that creates new types of risks in creates certain requirements for cost planning, the need
agriculture. One example of this is the large time gap to take into account the risks associated with the seabetween works that require the use of all types of re- sonal nature of production. Such a tool as futures sales
sources, including financial, to obtain income from the is not yet common in the economic activity of agribusisale of products, as these incomes can be obtained only ness, so it does not eliminate the problem of the revenue
after the harvesting. The situation is complicated by the seasonal nature [7-11].
fact that the impact of certain common macroeconomic
Economic system of an agricultural enterprise
risks on agriculture in Ukraine has different character consists of systems that, in combination with the techand different dimension compared to those in other nical, technological and organizational system of procountries. For example, the degree of risk in the agri- duction, form the integrity of the enterprise. The main
cultural sector of Ukraine is so high that it threatens in- task of the enterprise in current business conditions is
vestors. In some cases, foreign investment in Ukrainian the search for the ways of transition to modern methods
agriculture becomes impossible. Therefore, the direct of production management and improving the ecouse of automated information systems for the risks nomic condition of the organization, automation of proanalysis, forecasting and optimal management actions, duction accounting and reporting, search and developwhich are successfully used in other countries, is im- ment of strategic advantages over competitors, what inpossible in Ukraine. As the experience of adapting such duces the use of modern information systems and
systems to Ukrainian conditions has shown, despite the technologies in agricultural production. Introduction of
significant amount of money spent on it, the use of such information technologies in the economic system of an
systems in Ukraine is extremely low [11-12].
agricultural enterprise occurs mainly according to the
design methodology. Implementation of the project in
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the economic system consists of two phases: design and network, etc. Although traditional economic theory asimplementation of the technology in production. It sumes that information is invaluable, information in deshould be noted that the implementation process is veloping countries is rarely symmetrical or invaluable.
closely associated with significant costs.
This happens partly due to the high cost of obtaining
Agricultural information resources can be divided information through traditional means such as travelinto two categories: one is for the traditional use of nat- ling, radio or newspaper. As a result, information asymural resources for agricultural production; the second metry can be a significant barrier to the introduction of
contains features of modern agricultural production, agricultural technologies in developing countries. The
which characterizes it as socio-economic information. role of ICT in agriculture is also to overcome inforThe first category of information includes information mation asymmetries and create an equal playing field
on natural resources, including climate, information on for the parties concerned. The information systems play
soils, water resources, crop growth, pests and diseases, an important role in coordinating the activities of agriand natural disasters. The socio-economic information cultural enterprises and providing farmers with reliable
provides data on the functioning of agricultural mar- information from reliable sources [1-4].
kets, legal and administrative information, showings of
Information systems can be used in various fields
agricultural science and education. Information on the of agriculture, as many researchers assert. Some of
use of natural resources is a major part of agricultural them have made the lists of areas of application of ICT
information resources, and, regardless of traditional ag- in agriculture. Some of them are:
ricultural production and the use of long-term inforI. Information systems should be used to monitor
mation, is a modernization of basic information needed supply and demand for agricultural resources. Based on
for agricultural production. Socio-economic infor- the annual production plan, it is possible to assess the
mation differs from the information on traditional agri- costs, and accordingly provide their control. Inforcultural implements for production efficiency increas- mation on the availability of seeds, fertilizers and pesing and improving its structure. Information technolo- ticides in some other region may become accessible to
gies and systems that improve the quality of farmers. This will help them to make rapid purchase of
information to ensure the economic stability of enter- raw materials at a lower price.
prises are encouraged.
II. Information on the availability of quality plantToday, the information technology market can of- ing material in various public nurseries and agricultural
fer a range of full-featured personnel management sys- universities should also be regularly reported to farmers
tems that are not inferior to Western counterparts in through information systems.
terms of functionality or technology. These systems alIII. Agricultural universities and other national inlow to perform the following tasks: management struc- stitutions regularly produce improved varieties of difture and staffing of the enterprise; human resources ferent crops. The main features of these varieties, such
management; personnel records; time management; as their productivity, disease resistance and adaptabiltime cards management; calculation and accrual of ity, should be announced to farmers through IS.
wages, bonuses, taxes, single social tax; administrative
IV. Timely detection and control of pests and plant
work process of personnel management and accounting diseases is important to reduce further damage to crops.
work, certification and identification of needs (educaV. Weather plays a significant role in the incition, training) of employees; generation of statistical dence of certain pests and diseases. A disease forecastdata, forms and various reports for internal and external ing module needs should be developed to identify posuse.
sible pests and diseases in advance and to take prevenThe requirements of the system of organizational tion measures to reduce economic losses.
processes to its information system are as follows:
VI. In agriculture primary data can be obtained by
remote
sensing, where attributes such as ownership,
– the information system should, as far as possible, support all business process activities, i.e., it should soil fertility, crop character, etc. can be added to the
survey maps. This data can be integrated and analyzed
be covered by their functionality;
– the information system must support the busi- at different levels to facilitate decision making. This
data can also be transferred to different departments.
ness processes management;
VII. Integrated information systems should be de– the information system should, as far as possi- veloped
for the various components of watershed deble, support all structures of the relevant business, so its
velopment programs, which can be controlled at differfunctioning should be exercised in compliance with all
ent levels if appropriate monitoring and evaluation softrestrictions and rules of the business;
ware has been developed.
– the information system must provide a natural
VIII. The use of satellite imagery data information
transformation of business processes, so it is not able to should be used to predict rainfall, crop area, yield estiprevent its conceptual or other structural changes.
mates, and soil properties.
Farmers have different types of information needs
IX. It is necessary to prepare an interactive module
at each stage of the production process. This need may to help farmers prepare a harvest budget, what will help
be conditioned by pest attacks, weather forecasts, culti- them to document data on the production costs and
vation practices, raw materials, prices and disease con- profits [9, 16].
trol. Information systems are designed to provide farmApplication of new and modern information and
ers with information on those issues. Farmers can re- communication technologies (ICT) for rural developceive information from a number of different sources, ment and agriculture has progressed quite rapidly over
including fellow farmers, members of the same social
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the last ten years. Current analysis recognizes that ICTs
Information and computer technology (ICT) is
used in agricultural and rural development processes changing rapidly. Digital technology allows people to
include equipment, software and applications for digi- connect around the world at high speed at any time.
tal content creation, management and presentation (for Even those in remote developing regions are increasthe user), knowledge management and sharing, as well ingly able to connect to the Internet through telephone
as aspects of institutional management and organiza- and ISPs. The capabilities of satellites and drones can
tional structures that are related to the exchange of in- provide remote real-time sensing of data on seasonal
formation, data and knowledge. This mix of practices growth and crop development, soil moisture and other
and processes can be called information and communi- dynamic variables. High-performance computing can
cation management (ICM), where digital technologies be used to process large amounts of data in a short peplay a significant, if not dominant, role.
riod of time, to comprehend large amounts of structured
ICT infrastructure components include hardware, and unstructured data collected using new sounding
software, networks, wireless networks, computer sys- technologies, and to scale and test models in ways that
tems, Internet access, mail systems, servers, video con- were not previously possible. Internet and cloud techferencing equipment, etc., plus human resources that nologies allow these capabilities to be available to a
manage and operate the ICT infrastructure. In the eco- large number of end users with convenience and cost
nomically developed countries, these components are that were previously unthinkable. As a result of these
fully accessible, while in developing countries, these and some other events, society expects that more and
tools are poorly advanced, which clearly indicates the better information will be provided to support daily deneed for improvement in the basic ICT infrastructure in cision-making. Our enthusiasm for these new technolthe less developed countries. Important new ICT tech- ogies in the agricultural sciences must be dampened by
nologies, such as video conferencing, which previously the realization that our modeling and decision support
were available only in the developed national systems, systems do not keep pace with technology. Indeed,
are becoming an important communication tool in most many of the frameworks used in these systems date
less developed countries. They play an important role back to the 1980-90s, to the time of emergence of modin disseminating information to communities in remote ern data collection, computing, storage, access, proand rural areas, which are managed by the communities cessing technologies, software languages, and coding
themselves and are mainly initiated by the civil society standards. Thus, we see two different possibilities of
organizations with the financial support of international using modern ICT for modeling agricultural systems.
development agencies. The use of cell or mobile phones First, advances such as big data, crowdsourcing (i.e.,
is almost ubiquitous and has become an important way obtaining data and information through distributed netof transmitting the content adapted to local use that works of respondents), remote sensing, and high-permeets the needs of local agricultural communities and formance computing can be used to improve the sciindividuals. It can be used in conjunction with printing, ence of agricultural systems modeling. Second, new
postal services, radio (medium-wave broadcast), TV technologies can be used to transform the practice and
(cable, direct home or broadcast) and newer ways to ac- application of agricultural systems modeling, making it
cess the Internet using 4G+ technology. This approach, much more common, widespread, flexible and accessinamely the opening of diverse and mixed communica- ble.
tion channels, has even greater potential to supply serThe science of agricultural systems modeling is
vices to agricultural communities in rural areas.
steadily advancing and introducing various new ICT
Agricultural research management is highly de- technologies to improve science in each specific case.
pendent on high-quality information about projects, However, the practice and application of agricultural
project locations, experts, funding sources and research systems modeling is not developing so fast, which leads
priorities. These are components of the research man- to the lack of applications using agricultural systems
agement information system. This information is cru- models. Thus, there is no feedback from the applicacial for the process of institutional change, project mon- tion, and it must be established for the processing sysitoring and evaluation, results management, etc. It is in- tems models. Thus, the focus of this review is not on
tended to guide and monitor needs-based research, plan relevant ICT technologies for the scientists working at
and prioritize investments, build capacity, aggregate the university or research institute, but on ways to prothematic focus, and be effective in collaboration and mote the involvement of actors outside the academy.
partnership. Such information is not available openly Such participation will result in the NextGen modeling
and publicly, which hinders the involvement of various community, which includes not only models and model
actors and stakeholders in formal research processes developers working in different industries, spatial and
and inhibits collaboration within and outside research time scope aimed at using new data sources and creatsystems. This may be due to a mismatch between in- ing and applying new models, but also developers of
vestments and the high level of human experience and software for creating NextGen modeling platforms,
support systems needed to generate such information data processing applications and visualization tools
for decision-making. Intensive cooperation between [10-13].
different subject experts is not so easy to be achieved in
Information technology and agriculture were conthe less developed countries. Without clear policy guid- sidered incompatible ten years ago, but now the sceance, there is likely to be a lack of appropriate struc- nario has changed. Today, the information system is
tures, workflow tools, and applications to generate and widely integrated in agriculture. Information technolmanage this information [14-16].
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ogy has always been able to improve the quality of ag- intensifying due to the increase of knowledge in farmriculture and agricultural products, but requires effi- ing systems due to the availability of larger amounts of
ciency and information in every field of agriculture. data. In addition, when considering environmental isThe World Trade Organization has recently made com- sues, farms are increasingly using new technologies to
mendable efforts to promote information technology as maintain the sustainability of agricultural production.
an integral part of agriculture around the world.
However, the introduction of these technologies inITs should play a significant role in all aspects of volves uncertainty and balancing. According to the
Ukrainian agriculture. In addition to promoting and im- market analysis, factors that would promote the adopproving the efficiency of farmers’ productivity in agri- tion of sustainable agricultural technologies include
culture and related activities; using the potential of IT better education and training of farmers, exchange of
to improve the quality of life of farmers by providing information, easy availability of financial resources and
timely data and entering data for decision-making is in- increased consumer demand for organic food. Using
evitable.
these new technologies is aimed at getting something
Farmers working for the benefit of Ukrainian do holistic and valuable information, as the data itself is
not always have access to the latest agricultural prac- not useful, it’s just numbers or images. Farms that have
tices, which hampers their ability to serve the commu- chosen to be managed by IT-technology revealed valunity effectively. Recent developments and changes in able benefits, such as saving money and labor, increasthe structure of IT in rural Ukraine contribute to the ef- ing production or reducing costs with minimal effort,
fective penetration of IT for information needs. They producing quality food with more environmentally
examine possible bottlenecks that may arise in rural friendly practices. For example, raw measurements of
Ukraine in connection with the WTO system require- basic crop parameters need to be processed efficiently
ments, as well as solutions for them.
so that numbers or images become valuable inforInformation and communication technologies mation. Precision farming that came into being thirty
(ICT) are usually related to the expansion of a set of years ago has certainly been transformed in the modern
technologies used to process information and provide digital information age. Traditional field management
assistance in communication. These include hardware, is a visual inspection of crop development to establish
software, storage media for the collection, storage, pro- diagnosis by which farmers make decisions and carry
cessing, transmission and presentation of information out various treatments for their crops. This approach is
in any format (i.e., voice, data, text and images), com- based on field experience and information perceived
puters, the Internet, CD-ROM, e-mail, telephone, radio, through the eyes of farmers. In addition, associate mantelevision, video, digital cameras, etc. The advent of ufacturers may follow the recommendations of cooperpersonal computers, the Internet, and the mobile phone ative technicians or engineers hired by the company to
over the past two decades has provided a much wider which they belong. In farms with advanced technolochoice of collecting, storing, processing, transmitting, gies, field management depends on the operating cycle.
and presenting information in a variety of formats to This management system is based on objective data in
meet the diverse demands and skills of people. It is be- the field and sensible decision-making. Data include inlieved that ICTs contribute to social and economic de- formation obtained directly from the parameters condivelopment by creating favorable conditions. Almost tioned by yield, soil or environment. There are several
every single activity in the modern world is becoming ways to retrieve data from sensors, from inserting a
increasingly dependent on the use of ICT for a particu- drive into a USB port to receive files to retrieving data
lar use. The benefits of ICT reach even those who do from software programs that are synchronized with the
not have first-hand access to it. For example, with the Internet. The relationship between data and decisionhelp of ICT, a doctor in a rural village can obtain up-to- making stage involves filtering artificial intelligence
date information on certain diseases and can use this procedures and algorithms to obtain only the right data
information to consult and treat patients; the agricul- and help the manufacturer make the right decisions. Fitural worker can study new technologies, precipitation nally, operation refers to the physical execution of the
forecasts, commodity prices and use this information in action ordered by the decision-making system, and is
order to advise farmers in rural areas, etc. The use of usually carried out using advanced equipment that can
ICT in development has long been recognized very im- receive orders from a computerized control unit [4-7].
portant and access to ICT has even been identified as
Conclusions. Agricultural management systems
one of the goals of sustainable development, which em- can process data in such a way that the results are orgaphasizes the benefits of new technologies, especially nized to address individual decisions for each agriculICT in the fight against poverty [14-16].
tural enterprise. Agricultural enterprises are facing a
The agricultural sector is undergoing a transfor- growing trend of computerization in all areas of crop
mation due to new technologies, which seems very production, animal husbandry and management. ICTs
promising, as it will allow this predominant sector to digitalize the following processes: seed selection, soil
move to the next level of productivity and profitability. preparation, sowing, harvesting, processing, storage
Precise agriculture, which is the use of input (what is and distribution. They are included in the management
needed), when and where it is needed, has become the system and are ultimate for receiving, processing and
third wave of the modern agricultural revolution (the storing data. Modern technological tools, machines, defirst was mechanization, and the second – the green rev- vices and mechanisms work due to the software appliolution with its genetic modification), and today it is cations and systems. Process virtualization with the
help of cloud computing creates a single modern and
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complex system of agricultural smart enterprises sup9. Kuncova, M., Hedija, V. and Fiala, R. (2016)
ported by ICT. Effective business software is becoming “A Comparison of Specialised Agricultural Companies
an integral feature of agricultural enterprises.
Performance”, International Scientific Conference on
Quantitative Methods in Economics – Multiple Criteria
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ORGANIZATION OF CONTRACTUAL WORK IN THE CONDITIONS OF FEA OF THE
ENTERPRISE
Abstract.
The article reveals the economic essence and significance of the foreign trade agreement as a guarantee of
economic security of the business entity. The basic conditions of deliveries of 2010 and 2020 are considered, their
comparison is carried out. The admissibility and legality of the use of the rules of 2010 are established, with the
mandatory fixation of such a choice in the relevant order of the enterprise. On the basis of the processed array of
information the general information according to Incoterms rules is formed.
The risks that arise when concluding foreign economic contracts are considered and ways to minimize them
are proposed.
Keywords: organization, contract work, risks, foreign economic activity, economic security, terms of deliveries, Incoterms rules.
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Conducting foreign economic activity requires the contract to be concluded.
business entities at all stages of its implementation of
In general, a foreign trade agreement must contain:
the relevant knowledge and skills, because its imple- name, agreement number, date and place of its conclusion;
mentation has its own characteristics. The specificity of full name of the parties, powers of the representatives of
such activities is already evident at the stage of for- the parties; subject of the contract - name, nomenclature,
mation of a foreign trade agreement.
range, requirements for quantity and quality of goods; the
Properly drawn up and legally executed contract is amount of work performed or services provided; contract
a guarantee of economic security of the business entity term; price and total amount of the contract; terms of payin carrying out foreign economic activity.
ments (order of settlements); the order of acceptance-deThe official definition of the term of a foreign eco- livery of goods (works, services); the procedure for filing
nomic agreement (contract) is given in the Law of complaints, the responsibility of the parties; force majeure
Ukraine "On Foreign Economic Activity" according to circumstances; arbitration clause (competent arbitration
which "foreign economic agreement (contract) is an body, applicable substantive law, etc.); legal addresses of
agreement of two or more foreign economic entities the parties, their payment and postal details [6];
and their foreign counterparties aimed at establishing,
6) special requirements for the applicable law.
changing or terminating their mutual rights and respon- Thus, in determining the content of the contract, the
sibilities in foreign economic activity "[4].
rights and obligations of the parties to the contract are
However, it should be noted that the term "con- determined by the law of the country chosen by the partract" is used alongside the term "contract". The term ties at its conclusion or as a result of further agreement;
"contract" has a broader meaning.
if the parties have not agreed on this issue, their rights
A contract is usually understood as a contract in and obligations are determined by the jurisdiction;
writing. The oral form is not applied to the contract.
7) peculiarities of the procedure for consideration
In general, the features of international commer- of contractual disputes - determination by agreement of
cial agreements (contracts), which allow to distinguish the parties with the relevant fixation in the contract or
them into a separate group of civil and commercial separate agreement of the jurisdiction (state courts of
agreements, are the following [6]:
Ukraine or another state or a specific international arbi1) legislation that determines the terms of interna- tration court / arbitration established in Ukraine or antional agreements in Ukraine. It should be noted that a other country as institutional (permanent) ) and ad hoc
foreign trade agreement (contract) is a kind of eco- arbitration) [6].
nomic agreement, which, in turn, is a kind of civil law
Particular attention in the formation of a foreign
agreement. Therefore, it should be noted that the legal trade contract should be paid to the basic conditions of
regulation of relations arising from foreign economic supply. Because the size and composition of the costs
agreements (contracts), in addition to the Law of of the entity, its final financial result will depend on the
Ukraine "On Foreign Economic Activity" [4], also uses selected group.
and applies the rules of the Central Committee [7] and
Delivery basis  are special conditions that determine
the Civil Code of Ukraine [1], the Law of Ukraine " On the obligations of the parties to a foreign trade agreement
Private International Law ”[5] and other normative le- for delivery of goods from seller to buyer and establish the
gal acts of national legislation, as well as international moment of transfer of risks of accidental death or damage
treaties, agreements, conventions, etc., the binding na- from goods from supplier to buyer, as well as the exporter
ture of which was approved by the Verkhovna Rada of or importer . They establish the basis of the contract price.
Ukraine (Article 9 of the Constitution of Ukraine) [3];
In addition, the basic terms of supply affect the cost struc2) the scope of foreign economic agreements (con- ture, including the customs value of goods, together with
tracts) - foreign economic activity, which is the activity the forms of payment specified in the foreign trade conof economic entities of Ukraine and foreign economic tract, affect the organization of accounting settlements
entities, based on the relationship between them, which with foreign suppliers [8].
takes place both in Ukraine and abroad (h 1 of the Law
Incoterms rules have been developed and apof Ukraine "On Foreign Economic Activity") [4];
proved to summarize information on the basic terms of
3) special subject composition - two or more sub- supply.
jects of foreign economic activity and their foreign
Today, businesses have a choice: to apply the rules
counterparties [6];
of Incoterms 2010 or 2020. That is, the parties to the
4) special requirements regarding the form of the agreement may use Incoterms, not necessarily the curagreement: as a general rule, the written form, unless rent version. This right is granted to Ukrainian business
otherwise provided by law or a valid international entities by the Law of Ukraine “On Amendments to
agreement, the binding nature of which has been ap- Certain Legislative Acts of Ukraine Concerning the
proved by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine;
Determination of Conditions of Supplies” dated
5) features of the content of the contract. The con- 05.07.2012 № 5060-VI.
tent of the contract consists of conditions (clauses) deThe advantage of Incoterms 2010 is that the partermined at the discretion of the parties and agreed by ties to the agreement do not need to separately prescribe
them, and conditions that are mandatory in accordance in the contract a complete list of their rights and obligawith the acts of civil law. At the same time, the contract tions under the contract. Unified interpretation of terms
is concluded if the parties have duly agreed on all the allows to reach such mutual understanding at which the
essential terms of the contract [7].
parties of the foreign trade contract will not have disaThe essential terms of the contract are binding for
40
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greements concerning its conditions. The norms of In- it is considered that the parties to the agreement stipucoterms 2010 are of a recommendatory nature and are lated such exclusions from Incoterms 2010 in the interapplied by agreement of the parties. If the contract pretation of certain terms of delivery [8].
specifies the specific Incoterms 2010 in determining
Incoterms 2010 identifies four groups of types of
the basic terms of delivery, they become legally bind- contracts. This classification is based on the following
ing and compliance with the terms included in the con- principles:
tract becomes binding on the parties. At the same time,
1. Definition of obligations of the parties in relaif the contract refers to the basis of delivery "Incoterms tion to transportation of the delivered goods;
2010", and some clauses of the contract do not meet the
2. Increasing the responsibilities of the seller [8].
terms of delivery "Incoterms 2010", the provisions of
According to Incoterms 2010, the basic terms of
the contract apply, not "Incoterms 2010". In this case, delivery are grouped into 4 groups: E, F, C, D (Table 1).
Table 1
Basic terms of delivery "Incoterms-2010"
Group E
Any type of transport
EXW
Ex-works (place name)
Shipment
Any type of transport
FCA
Free carrier (name of place).
Group F
Maritime and inland
Basic transportaFAS
Free on board (name of port of shipment).
water transport.
tion, unpaid by the
Maritime and inland
seller
FOB
Free on board (name of port of shipment)
water transport.
Maritime and inland
CFR
Cost and freight (name of port of destination).
water transport.
Group С
Maritime and inland
Cost, insurance and freight (name of destination
CIF
Basic transportawater transport.
port).
tion paid by the
Any type of transport
CPT
Freight / transportation paid to (name of destination).
seller
Freight / transportation and insurance paid to (destiAny type of transport
СIР
nation name)
Any type of transport
DAТ
Delivery at the terminal (name of the terminal).
Group D Delivery
Any type of transport
DАР
Delivery at the point (name of the point).
Any type of transport
DDP
Delivery with payment of duty (name of destination)
Source: [9]
Under Group E, the seller's obligations to deliver
the goods are deemed to have been fulfilled after the
goods have been presented to the buyer at his enterprise. In this case, the seller is not obliged to load the
goods on the vehicle and pay the cost of delivery of the
goods.
Under Group F, the seller's obligations are deemed
to have been fulfilled after he has delivered the goods
to the carrier in accordance with the contract. Thus
chooses the carrier and the buyer, instead of the seller
concludes the contract with it. The seller receives instructions from the buyer as to whom, when and how to
transfer the delivered goods.
Under Group C, the seller is obliged to pay the
transport costs associated with the delivery of the goods
to the destination, but the risk associated with the delivery of the goods passes from the seller to the buyer
at the time of transfer of the goods to the carrier.
Under Group D, the seller's responsibilities include the delivery of the goods to the buyer's country.
At the same time, the risk associated with the delivery
of goods passes from seller to buyer [8].
The scope of Incoterms 2010 extends to the rights
and obligations of the parties under the contract of sale
in terms of delivery of goods. Basically, the basis defines responsibilities; cost and risks arising from the delivery of goods from seller to buyer; indicate how the
responsibilities of the parties for transportation and insurance are distributed; ensuring appropriate packaging
of goods; performance of loading and unloading works;

establishing the moment of transition of the risk of accidental death or damage to the goods; to obtain export
and import licenses; fulfillment of customs formalities
for export and import of goods; the procedure for notifying the buyer of the delivery of goods and providing
him with the necessary transport documents. Note that
the principle of construction of "Incoterms" is that with
each subsequent condition of delivery increases the responsibilities of the seller and reduces the responsibilities of the buyer to deliver the goods to the final destination [8].
The DDP basis is the most effective for the buyer.
The seller fulfills the maximum obligations under the
terms of delivery of DDP bears the costs and risks of
delivery, customs clearance and payment of taxes and
duties (for exports, imports and transit, through third
countries). Under this basis, the buyer is obliged to provide the seller at his request at his expense and at his
own risk full assistance in obtaining any import license
or other official permit required for the import of goods
[8].
Under the basic terms of CIP delivery, the supplier
has more responsibilities. It is he who is obliged to provide the goods to the carrier designated by him, to insure the goods, as well as to carry out customs clearance
of goods for export. The buyer can enter into an insurance contract with a large coverage. The buyer bears all
the costs of customs formalities payable on import of
goods. The costs of customs clearance and payment of
customs duties, taxes and fees in transit through third
countries may be borne by both the buyer and the seller,
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depending on the terms of the contract.
bases of delivery. This delivery is most often used in
When using "delivery of goods by sea or river" for international trade, as it involves the use of any mode
the seller the most acceptable sale of goods on FOB and of transport and the use of any place of delivery of
CIF. In both cases, the seller removes the risk of acci- goods located in the country of the seller. The new rules
dental death or damage to the goods from the moment will divide the FCA into two types: for land delivery
of loading the goods on the ship and receiving the bill and for sea container deliveries.
of lading at the port of departure. The seller receives
4. Change of FOB and CIF delivery terms for conpayment immediately after delivery of the goods and tainer transportation. Today, the terms of delivery FOB
presentation of the relevant documents to the bank, ie (Free On Board - Free on Board) and CIF (Cost, Insurlong before the buyer receives the goods sent to him. ance and Freight - Cost, insurance and freight) are relThus, on the basis of the basic conditions specified in evant for goods transported by water by placing the
the foreign trade contract "Incoterms 2010" calculate goods on board the vessel in bulk or in packaging.
the contractual (export) price of goods, determine the When placing the goods in the container, the seller
obligations of the seller and buyer to submit and pay for transfers the goods to the carrier at the terminal, and
commercial documents, distribute between the parties does not place it on board the vessel. Therefore, in the
the risk of loss or damage [8].
new rules, the terms of delivery of FOB and CIF will
Incoterms 2010 has no provisions on the moment be applied to the transportation of containers, which is
of transfer of ownership of the goods. This provision very important for participants in foreign economic acmust be specifically provided for in the foreign trade tivity who trade in container packaging. In addition, the
contract. Otherwise, this issue will be resolved on the insurance obligations between the seller and the buyer
basis of applicable law.
under the terms of CIF and CIP deliveries also change.
It is better to specify in the contract that the trans5. A new term is introduced - CNI (Cost and Infer of ownership of the exported goods occurs at the surance). This term means that the seller has made the
time of transfer of the goods to the carrier, ie at the time delivery when the insured goods are placed in the specof delivery under this basic condition. Proper use of the ified port of shipment. The basis of delivery of CNI will
updated Rules of the International Chamber of Com- be included in group "C", ie the risk of transportation
merce "Incoterms 2010" greatly simplifies the process and damage to the goods will be transferred from the
of concluding a contract and avoids or at least signifi- seller to the buyer at the port of departure. CNI will alcantly reduces the uncertainty of different interpreta- low the seller-exporter to be responsible for internations of trade terms in different countries [8].
tional cargo insurance. The CNI delivery terms are deThe new rules of Incoterms 2020 have undergone signed to fill the gap between FCA and CFR / CIF
the following changes:
terms. Unlike the FCA term, the terms of delivery of
1. Abolition of the term EXW (self-pickup). This CNI will include the cost of international insurance at
supply was canceled because its terms are used by com- the expense of the seller-exporter, and unlike CFR / CIF
panies in many countries only for domestic trade and - will not include freight.
are practically not applicable to international trade. In
6. Two new terms are introduced: DTP and DPP.
addition, the basic condition of delivery of EXW in the They are based on the terms of delivery of DDP, which
edition of Incoterms 2010 contradicts the provisions of is consequently canceled. Terms of delivery DTP (Dethe new Customs Code of the European Union, as the livered at Terminal Paid) means that the seller is reexporter's liability arises after the export customs clear- sponsible for any transport costs with payment of cusance of goods for export.
toms duties and delivery of goods to the terminal (port,
2. Abolition of the term FAS (free along the ship's airport or logistics center) in the destination country of
side). This condition of delivery is used if the goods are the buyer. Terms of delivery (Delivered at Place Paid)
delivered to the seller in the port of departure of the ex- means that the seller is responsible for any transport
porting country therefore it is applied very seldom. costs with payment of customs duties and delivery of
Thus, if the term FAS is used and there is a delay in the goods to any place other than the transport terminal [9].
arrival of the vessel, the goods will be in the dock for
Thus, in view of the above, the new version of Inseveral days available only to the buyer, and, con- coterms 2020 has not undergone major changes comversely, if the vessel arrives in advance, the goods will pared to the previous version of the rules of Incoterms
not be available to the buyer for shipment. In fact, the 2010 [9].
terms of delivery of FAS are used only for the export
General information on the rules of Incoterms are
of mainly bulk goods (minerals and cereals).
given in table 2.
3. Division of the term FCA (free carrier) into two
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Table 2

Incoterms * 2020 (ICC Incoterms® 2020)
Areas of responsibility
of the seller (1) and the
buyer (2)

Universal conditions (any transportations and types
of transport)

EXW FCA CPT CIP DAP DPU DDP
Packaging
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Payment for loading
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
work
Domestic transporta2
1
1
1
1
1
1
tion
Export duty, customs
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
duty, taxes
The cost of passing the
terminal at the place of
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
departure
Loading on the ship
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
Freight
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
Insurance
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
The cost of passing the
terminal at the destina2
2
1
1
1
1
1
tion
Import duties, customs
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
duties, taxes
Delivery to the destina2
2
2
2
2
2
1
tion
*Incoterms – trademark of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC).
Source: formed based on the results of the study

"Marine" conditions
(sea / inland waterway
transport)
FAS FOB CFR CIF
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2
2
2

1
2
2

1
1
2

1
1
1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

There are a number of risks when concluding foreign trade contracts. Each of the parties to the FEA
seeks to obtain maximum profit at minimum cost.
Contractual relations are complicated by a foreign
element, which means risks:
1. difficulties in checking the counterparty and

predicting his behavior;
2. different perceptions of agreements;
3. difficulties in bringing to justice (including the
search for assets that can be recovered) [2].
The main risks in concluding foreign trade agreements and ways to avoid them are shown in Table 3-7.
Table 3
Risk 1. Insufficient counterparty verification
Ways to minimize
Additional actions
Risk 1. Insufficient counterparty verification
With regard to a foreign counterparty, it is necessary to check 1. Use search engines that are popular in
both at the negotiation stage and during the cooperation:
counterparty countries (for example, infor1. statutory documents (preferably notarized copies with a certi- mation about counterparties from China is
fied translation; it is worth paying attention to the powers of the best searched through Baidu, which as of
director and the signatory, the amount of liability of shareholders 2020 covers about 72% of the local market,
(participants) of the counterparty, etc.);
while Google holds about 2%);
2. confirmation of the authority of the persons who will sign the 2. Additional information can be found
FEA contract and perform other legally significant actions (pref- through: (I.) disputes in which the countererably notarized copies with a certified translation);
party is a party (see local registers); (II.)
3. the fact of registration, documents on registration with the tax Profiles of counterparty officials in social
authorities, confirmation of registration as a taxpayer;
networks (for example, LinkedIn); (III.)
4. availability and validity of permits, licenses, etc. (if necessary); Reviews of the counterparty (including re5. sphere of activity;
views of its employees on Glassdoor).
6. financial condition and dynamics, availability, location and
value of assets.
Source: formed based on the results of the study
These actions will minimize the risks (I.) of violation of the terms of the foreign trade contract, its termination,
invalidation, etc .; (II.) Difficulties in bringing the counterparty to justice; (III.) Negative reputational consequences for your business due to the unreliability of the counterparty.
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Table 4
Risk 2. Insufficient control over communication with the counterparty
Ways to minimize
All communication with the counterparty should be regulated and controlled:
1. check the authority of persons who communicate on behalf of the counterparty;
to record in the FEA contract the e-mail addresses and telephone numbers of the persons authorized to
2.
communicate on behalf of the parties; communicate only through such agreed contact details;
indicate in the foreign trade contract that correspondence by mail, courier delivery, etc. must provide con3.
firmation of delivery; prescribe when the notice is considered delivered for each method of delivery;
always check (I.) by whom and from what address the documents related to payment are sent and (II.)
4.
whether the received bank details differ from the agreed ones.
Source: formed based on the results of the study
Table 5
Risk 3. Insufficient fixation of everything that is important for the relations related to the FEA contract
Ways to minimize
When working with a foreign counterparty it is important:
to decide whether the negotiations that preceded its conclusion significantly complement the FEA contract
- if so, you should: (i) record important understandings and expectations in the correspondence and the
1.
FEA contract and (ii) avoid the provision according to which the FEA contract contains all agreements of
the parties;
to make sure that the parties equally understand the essential terms and conditions, to record such an un2.
derstanding;
avoid any verbal agreements; if it is not possible, subsequently record with the counterparty the results of
3.
such agreements in writing;
to ensure the fixation and orderly storage of all documents and correspondence for each foreign trade con4.
tract.
Source: formed based on the results of the study
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Quite often, the source of problems with the foreign trade contract is a standard agreement of one of the
parties, because standard agreements are usually:
1. are prepared by one or more employees of the
company and are not reviewed for a long time or in the
future, which leads to their inconsistency with changes
in legal regulation;
2. are prepared without proper diversification by

groups of contractors (a standard contract for contractors from one country may not be radically suitable for
contractors from another);
3. are prepared without proper analysis of their actions in the case of worst-case scenarios.
That is why you should keep in mind the risk of
confidence in a standard contract of one of the parties
and use ways to minimize it.
Table 6
Risk 4. Confidence in a standard contract of one of the parties
Ways to minimize
1. diversify their standard contracts;
2. update them regularly in the light of legislative changes;
3. conduct their "stress tests" with colleagues who were not involved in their training, or external consultants.
Source: formed based on the results of the study
When preparing a foreign trade contract, it is important to make sure that it clearly, thoughtfully and in
sufficient detail spelled out:
1. subject and term of the foreign trade contract;
2. price and payment mechanism;
3. conditions, place and term of delivery, performance;
4. the scope of responsibility of the parties;

5. mechanism of action in case the party violates
its obligations;
6. force majeure (not regulated in all countries);
7. applicable law and dispute resolution procedure
[2].
If this is not done, the risk of ill-considered terms
of the foreign trade contract increases.

Table 7
Risk 5. Recklessness of the terms of the foreign trade contract
Ways to minimize
It is important to check carefully:
1. names of the parties, their codes, addresses, bank details, contact details;
clear indication of terms: (I) which day is the first day of the term - the term is calculated from the day
following a certain action / event, or from the day when such action / event took place; (II) it is a question
2. of working or calendar days; (III) at what time the day is considered over; (IV) how the difference in time
zones, weekends and local holidays, etc .; (V) the absence of differences in the language versions of the
FEA contract and the compliance of the prevailing language version with the agreements of the parties.
Source: formed based on the results of the study
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Thus, the formation of a foreign trade contract for
5. On private international law: Law of Ukraine of
the relevant operations is a very painstaking and time- June
23,
2005
№2709-IV.
URL:
consuming process that requires professional compe- http://www.rada.gov.ua/.
tence and attention. It is its provisions that protect the
6. Saksonov VB Legal features of foreign ecoentity from additional costs and losses due to unfore- nomic agreements (contracts) of Ukraine. Scientific
seen circumstances and dishonesty of the partner. Due Bulletin of Dnipropetrovsk State University of Internal
to the constant changes and additions to the current leg- Affairs. 2012. №2. Pp. 252-260.
islation, the covered topic does not lose its relevance
7. Civil Code of Ukraine, adopted on January 16,
and requires constant research.
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RISK MANAGEMENT AS AN ELEMENT OF AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT
Анотація.
У статті зроблена спроба позначити сутність і зміст ризик-менеджменту. Розглянуто та проаналізовано операційні ризики, які супроводжують підприємницьку діяльність аграрних підприємств, і управління якими є одним з ключових елементів системи ризик-менеджменту.
Дана характеристика основних факторів, що впливають на ступінь операційного ризику. Описано
комплексний підхід до оцінки інтегрального ризику за напрямками діяльності учасників аграрного ринку.
У центрі системи управління ризиками лежить процедура виявлення ризиків, яка повинна відповідати
теоретичним рекомендаціями і бути внутрішньо і зовні збалансована, а так само орієнтована не тільки
на запобігання шкоди, а й на підвищення ліквідності підприємства.
Abstract.
The article attempts to identify the essence and content of risk management. The operational risks that accompany the entrepreneurial activity of agricultural enterprises and the management of which is one of the key
elements of the risk management system are considered and analyzed.
The characteristics of the main factors influencing the degree of operational risk are given. A comprehensive
approach to the assessment of integrated risk in the areas of activity of agricultural market participants is described.
At the heart of the risk management system is the procedure for identifying risks, which must comply with
theoretical recommendations and be internally and externally balanced, as well as focused not only on preventing
damage, but also on increasing the liquidity of the enterprise.
Ключові слова: підприємство, інноваційний менеджмент, ризик-менеджмент, фінансові ризики, інтегральний підхід до управління ризиками, ризик - фактори.
Keywords: enterprise, innovation management, risk management, financial risks, integrated approach to risk
management, risk factors.
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Introduction.
The aim of the study.
Modern market conditions are under the constant
The main purpose of this work is to generalize and
influence of external factors, which in turn affect the develop theoretical and practical foundations, developoperational and strategic development of the enterprise. ment and implementation of a modern system of effecFierce competition, the development of technology, the tive risk management, as well as highlighting the funccomplexity of management systems - all this is associ- tions, responsibilities and tasks of participants in the
ated with the emergence of new risks for organizations, risk management process of business structures in the
which requires improving the quality of enterprise agricultural sector.
management.
Research methodology.
Every day, each of us faces a large number of risks
Theoretical and methodological basis of the study
in everyday life: from risks at home, at work, in busi- were formal-logical, complex, systematic approaches,
ness and ending with political risks.
structural analysis and synthesis, graphic and other
In the current Ukrainian reality, traditional man- methods. The information base of the study was legal
agement methods do not provide the expected effect, as documents, reference documents, materials of sites on
they are focused, to a greater extent, on the relatively the Internet, author's research in the field of risk manstable market environment of developed countries. In- agement in the activities of agricultural enterprises.
creasing the dynamics of the external environment, reResults of the research.
ducing the time spent on the adoption and implementaThe need to build a risk management process in
tion of management decisions, increasing the degree of modern conditions is beyond doubt. This situation is esexploitation of available resources and increased com- pecially relevant for industrial and agricultural enterpetition, place increased demands on the enterprise prises, as they do not have specific requirements for
management system.
risk management, as established for enterprises in the
The various risks inherent in any economic activ- financial sector of the economy (banks, insurance comity, including in the agro-industrial complex, are espe- panies and others). This fact most likely indicates the
cially exacerbated in the context of economic transfor- insufficient development of risk management status in
mation. During the period of administrative and Ukraine.
planned management of the national economy, the
The existing concept of "risk", of course, is inexmain risks that negatively affect the activities of the ag- tricably linked with all human economic activity and
ricultural sector were reduced mainly to natural, cli- begins its existence since the emergence of civilization.
matic and industrial. With the development of market In today's world, the term "risk" is most often used in
relations, the negative impact of business and financial the economic sphere. Most of the representatives of this
risks increases.
field of activity, namely: financiers, economists, finanTo be successful and win in the competition, com- cial managers, investors and entrepreneurs deal with
panies are forced to take on new types of risks, which, risks most often, because their activities in one way or
in turn, causes both the need for risk management and another affect this specific area.
growing demands for quality management.
However, to build a more complete picture of the
Thus, in today's market economy and growing risk management system, it is necessary to have a clear
competition, risk management is becoming one of the understanding of the term "risk". Risk is a multifaceted
most important elements of the management system of phenomenon and the association of risk only with the
industrial enterprises. In addition, companies face the occurrence of adverse events is a one-sided approach to
need to manage not only certain types of risks, but also the consideration of this term. There is another positive
to build a comprehensive risk management system.
side of "risk": risk contributes to economic developThe greatest danger to the agro-industrial complex ment, progressive movement forward.
of the country is represented by all types of risk, ie the
Risk is a combination of three factors: threats, vulprobability of adverse effects of environmental factors nerabilities and consequences [1].
on doing business in the agricultural sector.
J.M. Keynes considered the risk inherent in the
One of the main areas of enterprise management value of the product, identifying its main types: the risk
is risk management. In our opinion, the basis in risk of the entrepreneur (borrower); creditor risk (debtor's
management is the timely detection of this risk, deter- evasion of debt payment); the risk of depreciation of the
mining the probability of risk, the possible time and cal- currency (inflation risk) [2].
culation of possible damage in the event of this risk.
Risk is the probability of losses, losses, loss of
The problem of risk management is devoted to the planned income, profit. Risk is understood as the probscientific works of many scientists: R. Brayley, J. Bai- ability (or threat) of loss of part of its resources by the
ley, D. Messen, S. Hughes, K. Redhead, V. Vitlinsky, enterprise, loss of profits or the occurrence of additional
G. Grabovoy, S. Petrov, M. Lapusta, L. Sharshukov, N. losses as a result of certain production and financial acPetrakov, V. Rotary, G. Kleiner, R. Kachalov and oth- tivities [3].
ers. Most of the work, both domestic and foreign proRisk in the general case should be considered as
fessionals, are usually reduced to the tasks of managing an opportunity or threat of deviation of the results of
financial, investment or insurance risks. In this article, specific decisions or actions from the expected ones.
the problem of business risk management is considered That is, the concept of "risk" is identified as the threat
from a more general standpoint, with the inclusion in of loss of part of its resources, loss of income or the
the range of analyzed aspects of the industrial enter- emergence of additional costs as a result of specific acprise of various risk factors.
tivities [4].
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Today, the presence of risk in the activities of agThe concept of risk is multifaceted, this is due to
ricultural enterprises operating in market conditions is the presence of factors that characterize the type of acnot a disadvantage in today's environment. Moreover, tivity, industry, enterprise and other conditions.
the absence of risk, ie the danger of unpredictable and
There is no single generally accepted classificaundesirable for the enterprise consequences of its own tion of risks, it is carried out on the basis that is accepted
actions, usually harms the economy, as it undermines today (Table 1).
its dynamism and efficiency.
Table 1
Risk classification
Classification feaTypes of risks
Risk characteristics
ture
1
2
3
the set of uncertainties that arise in the development of the system
economic
as a whole and its elements
manifested in the form of losses or reduction of profits due to pubpolitical
lic policy
ecological
related to civil liability for causing damage to the environment
By sphere of manifestation
characterized by internal conflicts and indicators of food accessisocial
bility for the population in the economic and physical sense
technological
the risk of losses associated with the use of obsolete technologies
belong to the risks associated with the manifestation of natural
natural
forces of nature
untimely delivery of raw materials or materials or their insufficient
resource
quantity or improper quality
associated with the probability of default by the company under its
industrial
contract or agreement with the customer
associated with the firm's failure to meet its financial obligations
financial
to the investor
By types of activity
risk of losses during the implementation of inefficient innovation
innovative
projects
investment
risks associated with capital investment
marketing
due to the uncertainty of demand for products
the probability of loss of property, equipment during transportation
transport
or transportation
available to all market participants, arises as a result of market resystematic
lations
By source
not systematic
does not depend on the market situation, but is manageable
affects the business activity of enterprise management, the choice
internal
of optimal marketing strategy, policies and tactics and other factors
By area of origin
external
not related to the activities of the enterprise
Continuation of table 1
1
2
3
clean
the possibility of obtaining a loss or zero result of activities
Depending on the
possible result
speculative
the probability of obtaining both positive and negative results
risks that can be predicted based on business practice and assessed
predicted
with great accuracy
Depending on the
partially predicta- risks for which it is impossible to predict the moment of their manpossibility
ble
ifestation and can be estimated only approximately
prognostication
risks of which nothing is known, so it is impossible to estimate
unpredictable
their impact and size
unlikely
risks that occur quite rarely
Depending on the
probable
risks that arise from time to time due to repetitive processes
probability
risks that arise frequently in the course of operating activities of
occurrence
guaranteed
the enterprise
minimal
risks for which losses are small
allowable
risks, the maximum losses of which are estimated as average
Depending on the
level of financial
critical
risks characterized by a high level of losses
losses
are determined by the partial or complete loss of property of the
disastrous
enterprise
controlled
the possible level of which can be minimized at the enterprise level
Depending on the
possibility
force majeure circumstances that cannot be predicted and taken
unmanageable
management
into account
Source: adapted by the author
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The theory of risk management identifies the fol- price risk: prices for livestock and crop products
lowing distinctive features of entrepreneurship, which can change significantly in a short period of time.
must be taken into account when assessing the possible
- market risks: fluctuations in exchange rates (in
consequences of risk:
the case of exports), the emergence of cheaper import
- the target orientation of the organization to make substitutes on the market;
a profit from its activities;
- technical risks: breakage, moral or physical wear
- differentiation by type of business activity;
and tear of machinery and equipment used in the pro- liability for contractual obligations to the client;
cess of agricultural work;
- the need to make management decisions taking
- risks associated with the requirements for food
into account the consequences of risk [20].
safety and environmental standards;
To create an effective risk management system, it
- innovation risk: the probability of losses that ocis necessary to know what methods of influencing risk cur when investing in the renewal of the technological
can be adopted by a modern organization. The world process and the production of new products.
and domestic economies, which are changing dynamiThe problem of reducing the degree of risk in the
cally, dictate the need for active use of risk manage- agro-industrial complex should not fall on producers.
ment tools to ensure the stability of business and busi- The state should take an active part in its decision.
ness development, as well as to increase management
Therefore, to promote sustainable development
efficiency, regardless of the size of the organization or provided with state support in determining the risks in
the specifics of its activities. The study of the peculiar- agriculture, the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine
ities of the functioning of modern Ukrainian business adopted the Resolution of 15.08.2021 on № 841 "On
structures shows the relevance of building risk manage- approval of the Procedure for recognizing risks in agriment systems for their effective economic activity.
culture as catastrophic and providing and using budget
The inevitability of business risk is caused by the loans (state financial assistance) in case of their occurobjective laws of the market mechanism, freedom of rence "[6]. The resolution defines the mechanism for
enterprise and competition [8].
recognizing catastrophic risks in agriculture, providing
Any activity is exposed to a large number of risks. and using a budget loan (state financial assistance) at
Risk exists in all areas of economic activity of enter- the expense of the reserve fund of the state budget in
prises. One of the special industries to risk is the agro- case of such risks.
industrial complex.
Emergencies of man-caused and natural nature,
Undoubtedly, the agro-industrial complex plays caused by natural forces (drought, hail, frost, floods,
an extremely important role in the formation and pros- etc.) and human activities in the process of creating maperity of the economy of any country, as it provides terial goods (accidents, fires, etc.), are the criteria for
food to society, is the basis of human life and reproduc- recognizing catastrophic risks. Also, the resolution stiption of labor. In addition, the agro-industrial complex is ulates that catastrophic risks are risk circumstances that
a supplier of goods for industrial purposes and the pro- cause damage or destruction of more than 30 percent of
duction of non-productive consumer goods.
crop areas insured in accordance with the Law of
Therefore, the risk in agriculture can be defined as Ukraine "On features of insurance of agricultural prodthe probability of harm to agricultural production as a ucts with state support" [7].
result of various natural and climatic factors, as well as
Insurance risks of crops in agriculture, insurance
the influence of factors that are due to economic activ- against which can be carried out with state support in
ity of the agro-industrial complex.
accordance with the periods of their cultivation.
According to its characteristics, agricultural risks
Today, market risk is associated with losses that
can be fully attributed to the category of risks that pose may occur due to factors that have a significant impact
a risk of damage to the agricultural enterprise due to on the entire market. Of course, the agro-industrial
disruption of the normal course of the production pro- complex is characterized by a fairly high potential as an
cess [5].
attractive object of investment. In addition, the imThe following groups of risks are distinguished, to portance of the agro-industrial complex for Ukraine is
which, in our opinion, the agro-industrial complex is also very high and this is due to the following factors:
most exposed:
- extraction of commercial benefits;
- natural and climatic risks: the impact of weather
- creation of new jobs;
conditions on crop yields, diseases of cultivated plants
- production of products capable of competing for
and animals, environmental risks, changes in weather export;
(climate) which can reduce yields;
- improving the nutrition structure of the country's
- environmental risks - environmental pollution;
population.
- the risk of "wear" of the land, resulting in a deWith regard to the agro-industrial complex, the
crease in soil quality and fertility;
most difficult in terms of risk management are:
- imperfect infrastructure of the agro-industrial
- dynamics of prices for manufactured products;
complex, which in turn leads to significant losses of
- dynamics (change) of prices for raw materials
products during its transportation and storage;
and supplies;
- production risk: irrational use of raw materials,
- dynamics (change) of exchange rates.
increased loss of time for production, rising production
These risks can be overcome by the state developcosts;
ing a new risk management program. However, in addition to the listed risks, there is a classification of the
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main investment risks that are inherent in the agricul- concentration of resources in the most promising
tural sector. In modern market conditions, one of the areas;
main problems of the agricultural sector of Ukraine's
- constant introduction of innovations into the proeconomy is to attract investment resources needed to duction process;
modernize the agricultural sector and ensure on this ba- improving product marketing policy;
sis the production of competitive products. Therefore,
- social development, introduction of a system of
the decision of potential investors depends on several motivation for employees.
main groups of factors (risks):
It should be noted that innovation risks are reala) investment and financial;
ized with a lower level of frequency due to the low level
b) epizootic;
of investment attractiveness of this sector of the econc) production;
omy. Innovation risk management in the agro-indusd) political.
trial complex is a system of economic and financial
Among the main components of these risks that measures aimed at identifying, assessing, preventing
affect the investment attractiveness of the enterprise, as and controlling the risks that arise in the implementawell as the possible consequences of their implementa- tion of innovative projects in the agricultural sector.
tion, we can highlight the following:
One of the most important stages of innovation risk
a) abolition or reduction of state support (in the management is the development of a system for asform of subsidy programs) of the enterprise of the agro- sessing and monitoring the market situation.
industrial complex, increase of interest rates on loans or
Conducting agricultural production in conditions
refusal to issue a loan, as well as the abolition of import of risk is a constant problem of agricultural production,
quotas. These conditions can lead to aging (and, conse- which leads to its instability and requires the improvequently, backwardness) of production assets, which in ment of agricultural risk management systems. Thereturn will reduce the profitability of sales due to rising fore, an important activity of the agricultural sector is
costs.
to assess the situation and choose a method of business
b) the possibility of an outbreak of various danger- risk management to reduce it.
ous diseases (bird flu). The need to get rid of the inThe purpose of risk management is its assessment
fected part of the livestock, which will reduce revenue and classification, which will allow most agricultural
and turnover. The possibility of banning the export of enterprises to implement ways to minimize them. Risk
these products, additional costs for treatment and pre- management in agricultural production is a way to
vention, possible reputational costs of the enterprise.
avoid the loss of funds, property, as well as a mechac) violation of the production process (both exter- nism for making management decisions that allow to
nal and internal factors), lack of qualified production increase the financial performance of enterprises. Risk
and management staff, rising costs (feed, machinery management is associated with analytical activities,
and equipment, utility bills), equipment failure (funds). which helps to determine the analysis of risk factors.
These conditions can lead to low product quality, Risk analysis is a procedure for identifying risk factors
higher costs, increased production cycle time due to and assessing their significance for the agricultural enlack of qualified personnel, which in turn can lead to terprise, including their assessment and methods of
reduced competitiveness of the enterprise, reduced minimizing adverse effects.
profits and loss of trust from customers.
Risk analysis manifests itself in two types that
d) international sanctions, change of the current complement each other: qualitative analysis and quanstate strategy for the development of the agro-industrial titative risk analysis. A manifestation of qualitative
complex. These risks can lead to a general decrease in analysis is the identification (identification) of factors,
the investment attractiveness of this sector of the econ- areas and types of risks. Quantitative analysis is based
omy, limiting markets, increasing production back- on information obtained by qualitative analysis and dewardness of the agricultural sector and a general slow- termines the quantification of the size of individual
down in the industry.
risks as a whole.
Among the main factors that can potentially inAccording to AS / NZS Standard 4360: 1999, the
crease the investment attractiveness of the agro-indus- risk management process can be defined as the systemtrial sector, it is necessary to highlight:
atic use of methods, techniques and techniques availa- creation of marketing potential of the agricultural ble to managers to address risk-related tasks: contextusphere;
alization, analysis (detection and assessment), impact,
- positive dynamics of growth of profitability and monitoring and communication [9].
volumes of production of this sector of economy;
The process of risk management in accordance
- a small share of unprofitable enterprises;
with the ISO 31000: 2009 standard begins with the def- dynamic development of knowledge-intensive inition of goals that the organization wants to achieve
technologies;
and internal and external factors that may affect the
- positive indicators (for several analyzed periods) achievement of planned goals. This stage is called “esof productivity and productivity;
tablish the context”, and it precedes the stage identifi- positive growth dynamics of average annual live- cation of risks.
stock and sown area.
Risk assessment according to ISO 31000: 2009
The main ways to increase the investment attrac- consists of three stages:
tiveness of the agricultural sector are:
Stage 1 - identification;
Stage 2 - analysis;
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Stage 3 - direct assessment [11].
months late. 289 retail markets, which account for a sigRisk management solves the main tasks for enter- nificant share of sales of vegetables, fruits and animal
prises - is the prevention of risks; minimization of dam- products, were closed. All products in supermarkets
age caused by risks; maximizing the additional profit that were previously packaged by customers depending
that the company receives as a result of risk manage- on their needs (for example, bread, vegetables and
ment.
fruits by weight, sweets and cookies, etc.) are offered
However, it should be noted that due to increased already packaged.
competition in all sectors of the economy, the emerOwn research by the German-Ukrainian Agropogence of international corporations and the complexity litical Dialogue project, based on statistics published in
of risk management systems - also complicated the pro- Ukraine, indicates that the spread of the SARS-CoV-2
cess of formation and integration of risk management coronavirus is less intense in rural areas. According to
system as a whole.
the Law of the Cabinet of Ministers of 30.03.2020 №
Farmers should use risk management tools. They 540-IX [13] the state regulation of prices for so-called
can be divided into two main groups: strategies to re- social products (including buckwheat, sugar, flour,
duce risks in the enterprise and strategies for the trans- milk, bread, eggs), eight medicines and two medical
fer and sharing of risks with other economic entities. means of protection (masks) was renewed and gloves)
The first group includes such risk management tools as [14].
diversification of industries and production methods,
Support for agriculture provided by the state
maintaining sufficient liquidity, creating reserves, budget for 2020 remained - despite the above. The state
choosing products and production methods with the program to overcome the economic and social conseleast risk exposure and short production cycle, phased quences associated with the coronavirus pandemic №
investment, search for additional sources of income.
1201150 "Financial support for agricultural producers"
The strategy for transfer and risk sharing includes from February 19, 2020 approved financial support of
contract-based production, vertical integration, hedging about 4 billion hryvnias (about 4 euros / ha of private
in futures and options markets, insurance. It should be agricultural area) [15] . In particular, support for farmnoted that the tools of risk management in the enterprise ers is provided under the programs:
can be used by farmers themselves, while the tools of
- livestock development (UAH 1 billion);
transfer and risk sharing involve the appropriate insti- partial compensation for the cost of agricultural
tutional environment and market infrastructure.
machinery and equipment of domestic production (1
Diversification of production allows you to find billion);
the optimal combination of different activities and thus
- financial support of measures in the agro-indusminimize the set of internal risks and increase the sus- trial complex by reducing the cost of loans (1.2 billion
tainability of production. But this is in theory. In prac- UAH);
tice, it is often impossible, for example, to allocate ag- development of horticulture, viticulture and hop
ricultural land for the construction of a barn, etc. The growing (UAH 400 million);
land allocation procedure is complicated by the bureau- support for the development of farms (UAH 380
cratic costs of local authorities.
million)
Vertical integration has recently become wide- support for family households (UAH 20 million)
spread in the agro-industrial complex. Combining en- [16; 17].
terprises in different areas of agriculture, allows you to
In our opinion, state support for the agricultural
remove some of the problems associated with price sector in the period associated with the coronavirus
risks in both agricultural and processing industries, as pandemic will reduce the risks for all agriculture, but
well as reduces the financial risks of enterprises. Cur- state support will help cover unforeseen circumstances
rently, integration processes have affected almost all that will arise in business.
sectors of agriculture: dairy farming, vegetable growThe basic purpose of risk management is to ensure
ing, feed production, production of eggs and poultry an economic balance between the level of risk in the
meat, beef cattle and pig farming.
enterprise and the cost of protective measures [10].
A study of the German-Ukrainian Agrarian Policy
The risk management includes all operations that
Dialogue emphasizes that the agricultural sector is can be performed on the risk:
likely to be less negatively affected than other sectors
- minimization - selection and implementation of
of the economy [12]. In this context, due to the coro- countermeasures to close violations of the basic charnary virus pandemic, there will be a significant increase acteristics of resource security (the process of risk minin the importance of the agricultural sector in the struc- imization occurs after its assessment);
ture of Ukraine's economy. The Government adopted a
- neutralization - risk mitigation by performing opResolution of 11.03.2020 "On prevention of the spread erations aimed at countering threats [18];
of acute respiratory disease COVID-19 caused by the
- in the field of agriculture, risks cannot be comcoronavirus SARS-CoV-2" on special elements related pletely ruled out because some of them are out of reach
to the agricultural sector and food industry. For exam- of the enterprise, for example, natural disasters, so they
ple, the supply of means of production and machinery are accepted - this is done, for example, with risks that
for agriculture was clearly excluded from the re- are unlikely or significant and will lead to low costs ;
strictions. Individual entrepreneurs, including many ag- residual risk or one that cannot be completely
ricultural enterprises also file their tax returns three covered, usually the responsibility for it is transferred
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to a third party, the transfer of risk or insurance is a sys- climatic factors, as well as factors that are due to the
tem of measures to protect the interests of individuals activities of the subject of agricultural activity.
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METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH, EVALUATION AND MODELING OF VEGETABLE MARKET
DEVELOPMENT IN UKRAINE
Abstract.
Management of the economic system, as a rule, aims to achieve a certain desired state, which would be
characterized by significantly better parameters. This requires modeling of both the system itself and the change
management process as a whole. The object of research in the article was the market of vegetable products in
Ukraine. Like any market and economic system, in addition to a static description of its state, it is necessary to
determine the dynamics, to reflect the changes in this market over time. To define certain basic concepts in identifying such dynamics, the author of the article proposed a «matrix of market dynamics», which provides an interpretation of the main vectors of change in the state of these objects in terms of quantitative and qualitative transformations. Thus four basic variants of a condition can be defined: development, degradation, growth, decline.
Defining such zones of market state is important, first of all, from the point of view of forecasting the movement of
the real market to a better state, where, taking into account the dialectical law of interdependence between quantitative and qualitative changes, only two alternatives to the vector of change.
In turn, the author's methodology had a feature of direct interpretation of types and models of the market.
Determining the ideal, desired state of the market (perfect / effectively functioning) requires a study of market
structure, the allocation of different types (models) of the market depending on the market behavior of enterprises
and groups of agents, features of market prices, sales, demand and supply of goods or of other quality, etc. Within
these tasks, it is important to study, first of all, the factors of institutional nature that lead to the transformation of
market processes, as well as methods of their identification by the criterion of the effectiveness of the economic
system as a whole.
The developed model of vegetable market assessment in Ukraine outlines critical limitations based on the
analysis of the existing model of this market, which in general are critical environmental dysfunctions, insufficient
level of functionality of almost all market components and minimization of market value due to low industry potential.
Keywords: methodology, market, model, evaluation, market of vegetable products.
Any economic theory can be evaluated by its applied value, the ability to provide specific proposals for
improving or modifying the management system of the
object under study. Based on this, a new management
task is formed.
Management of the economic system, as a rule,
aims to achieve a certain desired state, which would be
characterized by significantly better parameters. This
requires modeling of both the system itself and the
change management process as a whole. The market of
vegetable products, like any market and economic system, in addition to a static description of its state, needs

to determine the dynamics, ie to reflect the changes in
this market over time. Comparing the current state of
the object with the past and future – predicted – state
allows us to answer the following questions: 1) how
perfect this state is compared to the past and expected /
possible; 2) what is the history of the dynamics of the
object and how much its condition improves and deteriorates; 3) what determines the essence of deterioration or improvement in terms of the history of dynamics
and how it can be taken into account by the control system [1, p. 6].
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The conceptual foundations of the application of
Degradation – changes in the structure of the mardynamic models to the analysis of economic processes ket, which are expected to lead to a deterioration in the
and the significant methodological potential of such an totality of its characteristics in the future in line with
approach were substantiated, as is well known, in the the global trend relative to more efficient markets;
70s of the twentieth century. a number of economists,
Growth – an increase in market indicators (value
such as the Nobel laureates in economics J. Tinbergen in the first place, as well as: sales volumes, the number
[2] and R. Frisch [3] and others.
of market transactions, the number of speculative transTo define certain basic concepts in identifying actions, the value of speculative transactions, etc.);
such dynamics, we proposed a "matrix of market dyRecession – a decrease in market indicators (value
namics" (Fig. 1), which provides an interpretation of in the first place, as well as: sales volumes, the number
the main vectors of change in the state of these objects of market transactions, the number of speculative transin terms of quantitative and qualitative transformations. actions, the value of speculative transactions, etc.);
Criteria interpretation of matrix positions:
Depression is steady trend of lack of positive
Development – changes in the structure of the changes in qualitative and quantitative content during a
market, which are expected to improve the set of its clear and well-defined period.
characteristics in the future in accordance with the
global trend relative to more efficient markets;
ІІ
IV
Growth
Zone extensive
Zone progress («Market
growth
intensification»)
Lack of significant
Іа.
quantitative changes
Depression zone
Quantitative
ІІІ
І
changes
Optimization zone
Recession
The zone of decline
(«Market collapse»)
Lack of significant
Degradation
Development
structural changes
Structural (qualitative) changes
Figure 1. Description of possible scenarios of market dynamics
Source: author's research
Thus four basic variants of a condition can be defined, namely: 1) development (changes of structure of
the market which can be recognized as positive); 2)
degradation (changes in market structure that are recognized as negative); 3) growth (increase in quantitative indicators and market dynamics – value in the first
place, etc.); 4) recession (decrease in market indicators)
and depression (steady state of the system/facility in an
inefficient state). In general, this approach to classification can now be considered generally accepted, the basis of which was at one time – in the 70-80's of the
twentieth century. research and work of such Nobel
Prize winners in the field of economics as S. Koval [4],
A. Lewis [5], T. Schultz [6], R. Solow [7] and others.
The importance of this scheme is as follows: the
combinatorial matrix mapping of possible market positions in the author's interpretation provides an idea of
possible scenarios of dynamics. In this case, each of the
sectors of the matrix is realistic, because it is confirmed
by the history of the domestic market of vegetable products (which is presented later in the paper). In order to

reflect the most general proportions of these alternatives, some characteristic indicators of market conditions in different periods are given in table. 1. Such positions should be defined as «zones» of market dynamics, the content of which is designed to reflect, above
all, the characteristics of the market in certain time periods of its own evolution.
In the scheme in fig. 1 the ideal state is position IV
or so-called. «Progress zone». In the table 1, this was
associated with positive qualitative changes in the market structure, which were considered as the main impetus for change and at the same time, its growth, the classical model of intensification; for Ukraine, this situation is considered desirable in the long run a priori.
The author's approach assumed that a positive assessment of the existing qualitative changes in the market should be associated with the effect of a multiplicative nature, which naturally determines the growth of
perfection, efficiency and effectiveness of the system in
the future.
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Table 1
Interpretation of the state of the vegetable market in Ukraine according to the matrix of market dynamics
Growth and opti- Strategic perGrowth
Degradation
Optimization
mization trends
spective
Indexes
1990 y.
1995 y.
2000 y.
2019 y.
2025 y.
The other half
The other
Temporal interpretaThe first half
90-х yy.
half 80-х
With 2010-х yy.
Prognosis
tion
90-х yy.
- beginning
yy.
2000-х yy.
Volume of vegetable
1300,0production,
million
765,0
199,2
56,8
1136,3
1500,0
dollars USA*
Consumption of vege128,0
114,0
101,7
164,9
185,5
tables per 1 person, kg
The share of fire in pro27,0
73,0
83,0
85,0
65,0
duction,%
Application of mineral
164,0
73,5
23,0
205,0
300,0
fertilizers, kg / ha
Exports of vegetable
products, million dol106,0
85,7
14,7
299,3
550,0
lars USA **
Notes: * - 1990 - the course of nat. currency up to 1 dollar USA - 0.60 rubles; 1995 - exchange rate UAH 1.76;
2000 - course UAH 5.75; 2019 - exchange rate UAH 27.0; prognosis - UAH 25.0;
** - according to FAO [8].
Source: author's research, interpretation of the content of fig. 1.
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Accordingly, the «zone of decline» (I) means the
deterioration of both quantitative and qualitative characteristics at the same time. That is, it is a recession in
terms of quantitative changes and degradation of the
structure at the same time; as an example – for the domestic market of vegetable products this is typical primarily for the 90's. A special case is the lack of clearly
defined significant quantitative and qualitative changes
in the market – the so-called. «Zone of depression»,
which in practice, obviously, can not take place for a
long time, but is transformed into zones of optimization, growth or decline.
In essence, intermediate positions II and III reflect
the state of the market, respectively:
- for the «zone of extensification» (II) as such,
where, for example, the volume of intensive vegetable
growing is minimized, but this is compensated by the
outstripping growth of quantitative parameters (sown
areas) due to technologically and organizationally
primitive systems; At the same time, modified market
exchange systems became widespread: for example,
due to little or no uncontrolled natural markets, and so
on. Thus, this is typical for Ukraine from the second
half of the 90s and the beginning of the 2000 s;
- for the «optimization zone» (III) is characterized
by stagnation or even a decrease in quantitative indicators (or some of such – sown areas, for example) market
against the background of positive structural changes
and improved economic indicators (production, profitability, profitability, etc.) – for the domestic market of
vegetable products, this is typical for some time periods
since the 2000s.
We would like to note that in practice it is quite
problematic to clearly define the state of the market for
the current period, because it is often possible to argue
about trends or / and change of a group of indicators
against the background of the stability of others. It is

more correct to state the predominance of the characteristics of a zone for a particular market at the moment
(a detailed analysis of the domestic market of vegetable
products for these characteristics and typology of zones
is given in [1]). In other words, as already mentioned,
the industry and the market will never have unambiguous characteristics of a zone, instead there will be a
combination of features of different zones with the predominance of one of them.
Nevertheless, in our opinion, the state of zones I
and II is, in turn, the plane of the so-called.
«Marginalization» of this market as a regional in the
structure of international markets. The term
«marginalization» used by F. Brodel in [9, p. 244], applied as synonymous with «operation» in terms of individual economic territories and regional markets.
Hence, the marginalization of a market means a state of
subordination to the existing international division of
labor and the world market, when the marginalized
market is in conditions of unequal, non-equivalent exchange. Arguments that the Ukrainian market of vegetable products falls under the signs of marginalized, are
given in the article [10, p. 62], which indicates the economic cost of losses from these effects.
Defining such zones of market state is important,
first of all, from the point of view of forecasting the
movement of the real market to a better state, where,
taking into account the dialectical law of interdependence between quantitative and qualitative changes,
there are only two alternatives to the vector of change.
I - III – IV. Hence, the movement to a better state along
these trajectories is proposed to be defined as
«normal», while the degradation vectors – «abnormal».
In this case, the hypothesis may be the statement about
the impossibility of direct transformation by the vector
I - IV. Conceptually normal changes are expected to be
realized in the economic system of the capitalist type
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with a high level of economic liberalism and minimiza- virtually impossible model of pure competition. Hence,
tion of regulations; anomalous changes are associated the market for vegetable products can actually vary
with an inefficiently functioning economic system, from a state of oligopoly to monopolistic competition.
which has the characteristics of a capitalist-market, but In this case, the state of monopolistic competition
which is characterized by unreasonably high levels of seems the most acceptable, and this state, as already
inefficient regulation, dysfunction of the competitive noted, is present.
environment and other market elements.
This statement has the following arguments: 1)
In turn, the author's methodology had a feature of only such a market acquires the maximum socialization
direct interpretation of types and models of the market. (ie the largest possible number of beneficiaries); 2) only
An important condition for the successful devel- such a market can to the greatest extent realize the poopment of any state is the effective development of a tential factors of competitiveness of monopolistic conmarket economy, as it will allow the state to strengthen tent, and this will be manifested in all types of ecoits position in the foreign market, improve the invest- nomic activity, at all levels; 3) only in such markets can
ment climate, increase production, better meet people's be realized the most stimulating effect of market pricneeds, etc. In the study of theoretical and methodologi- ing mechanisms; 4) in such a market there is a high
cal foundations building in Ukraine a market model of competitiveness of the economic environment by minmanagement is important not only an adequate under- imizing barriers to entry into the industry, the actual imstanding of the processes of economic transformation possibility of cartels, as well as minimizing the possiin market conditions, but also the formation of full- bility of opportunistic behavior of certain groups of
fledged markets in order to adapt to the requirements of agents on rent [14, p. 126].
the world economic environment [11, p. 43].
We consider it expedient to separately note the
It should be emphasized that determining the need to clarify the methodology of research on the deideal, desired state of the market: according to the au- velopment of different types and models of the market
thor's version – perfect / effectively functioning - re- of goods and services in Ukraine in the context of transquires a study of market structure, selection of different formational global change. Specific approaches to
types (models) of the market depending on market be- combining the interests of the subjects of this market in
havior of enterprises and groups of agents. , supply and the context of the functioning of Ukraine in the WTO
demand for goods of one quality or another, etc. The and multifaceted integration into the EU should be
market structure also includes internal connections be- promising.
tween parts of a single whole – the market: the relationWithin these tasks, it is important to study, first of
ship of sellers and buyers with each other and with each all, the factors of institutional nature that lead to the
other, as well as the relationship of potential sellers transformation of market processes, as well as methods
with potential buyers and competitors.
of their identification by the criterion of the effectiveIn an organized market environment, market rela- ness of the economic system as a whole. Thus, accordtions, which are formed between buyers and sellers, ing to T. Ostashko, «the difference between the methcreate opportunities for the free exchange of material ods of the theory of sectoral market structures from the
goods in different competitive markets, provided that methods of microeconomic theory is, on the one hand,
the principle of equivalence of exchange is observed. It greater coverage of market processes, and on the other
is well known that market competition is characterized – greater specification of institutional details» (final ciby economic struggle between producers, suppliers and tation) [15, with. 130]. In this case, we agree that such
consumers of goods under the most favorable condi- a methodological approach provides significant adtions of production, sale, consumption. At the same vantages in the analysis of a representative market, estime, it is a method of choosing the optimal business pecially in terms of its active institutional formation,
solution. The economic feasibility of choosing the right where market imperfections (insufficient efficiency)
solution is confirmed by the state of market equilibrium may be associated with unregulated and unpredictable
between supply and demand in a particular product interaction of formal and informal market institutions.
market and the achievement of optimal parameters of
The institutional approach is considered producindicators that characterize this market.
tive for assessing the effectiveness of markets, their
Based on the conditions where competitive ad- structural elements and structural changes. After all,
vantages are the basis, the following most typical mod- guided by this theory, in general, the market can be reels of market structures are traditionally distinguished: flected as a system of institutions, both formal and in«pure (perfect) competition», «monopolistic competi- formal, which provides a certain level of transaction
tion», «oligopoly», and «pure monopoly». Analysis of costs, usually at the level of individual contracts. Acthe domestic market of vegetable products for these cordingly, the efficiency of the market is due to the defour positions suggests that this belongs to the model of velopment of institutions, which is expressed in low
monopolistic competition. In this statement there are transaction costs.
key points that can be considered as the basis for further
Domestic scientists believe that the high cost of
optimization of the market.
market transactions in transition in Ukraine was signifThus, first of all, we should proceed from the ide- icantly influenced by informal factors, among which
alism (the absence in real life, as a rule) of the model of the largest was the contribution of uncertainty of the fupure competition, which was proved in the early 30's of ture, which distorted the motives and behavior of marthe twentieth century. J. Robinson [12] and E. Cham- ket participants [16, p. 12]. On the other hand, it is emberlin [13]. In turn, for this market due to its features is phasized that the primary reason for the high cost of
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market transactions is that market transformations in
The first stage of such analysis is the assessment
Ukraine began and took place without a comprehensive of the basic structural conditions of the market, which
government program, uncertainty of a consistent state characterize, on the one hand, the peculiarities of propolicy to reform economic sectors and a transparent na- duction and consumption of goods and services, and on
tional market.
the other - the specifics of the situation in Ukraine. It is
As you know, at the stage of formation of market under the influence of basic market conditions on the
institutions, the factors of transaction costs themselves part of supply and demand are formed features of the
are in the process of formation and can not as a func- structure of this market, the ratio of which is the main
tional factor to influence and thus ensure the efficiency component of the market mechanism, which, in turn, is
of markets. That is, the instability of the institutional adjusted by the functional influence of other elements
environment causes the inefficiency of markets. In par- [17, p. 44].
ticular, the high cost of transaction costs in the domestic
The most influential system-forming element of
market of Ukraine determines the orientation of market the market is effective demand, absolute and relative
agents to short-term goals and adaptation to an ineffi- indicators of its characteristics: the absolute size of
cient institutional system instead of a long-term bal- household incomes and their dynamics, the value per
anced development strategy, as well as the formation of capita, territorial and group differentiation. Regarding
new effective institutions and organizations. The latest the proposal, the most influential basic market conditrend in the growth of transaction costs of participants tions determine the peculiarities of production of goods
in national markets has been the process of integration and services, which cause instability and lower than pointo the WTO, the EU, namely – the growth of transac- tential profitability of market participants in the case of
tion costs, which are associated with the adaptation of institutional incomplete market formation, inefficient
goods to the requirements of international standards. production, low technical and technological armament,
That is, as we see, the theoretical schemes of institu- as in Ukraine.
tionalism have a direct applied manifestation.
With regard to demand, the basic conditions of doAn important argument in favor of the application mestic markets include the specific dynamics of elasof the methodology of analysis of sectoral market struc- ticity of demand for goods and services, which causes
tures in the study of market formation and development special price elasticity, linking demand to the physiois a comprehensive approach that provides an analysis logical needs of the population (for example – in the
of the relationship between the structure and patterns of case of vegetable market), limiting demand due to low
development of these markets. For this analysis of mar- purchasing power. unstable conditions of world market structures it was advisable to use already tested ap- kets, etc.
proaches, for example in the works of O. Ostashko [15,
The second stage in the analysis of market strucp. 130–138]. Thus, the scheme of analysis of structural tures is to determine the scale and methods of their state
changes and market performance, which specifies the regulation, because it largely depends on the effectiveparadigm "structure → behavior → performance", can ness of the market. It is well known that the influence
be implemented through a systematic approach, which of state policy on market structures can be due to inis presented in Fig. 3. The above scheme shows that the vestments, prices, production volumes through taxes,
functional impact on market performance has three hi- subsidies, tariffs, import quotas, antitrust policy and so
erarchical tiers. Thus, structural-institutional and be- on. Experience shows that the state can be quite an inhavioral characteristics are influenced by factors of two fluential market player. In the realities of the market of
orders [14, p. 132]:
the XXI century, declaring the goal of supporting pro1) the so-called basic conditions (author's term), ducers and regulating markets, the state most often uses
which determine the peculiarities of the formation of such tools as pricing policy, tax policy, budget support,
the relationship «supply and demand» in specific his- soft loans. For Ukraine, the problem of creating suffitorical conditions;
ciently functional (effective) background conditions for
2) the so-called background conditions (author's the market is, as argued, primarily the difficulty of
term) – government regulation, market infrastructure, transforming public policy from administrative to marthe functionality of the monetary system and the place ket-oriented type.
of the studied national market in the world system on
The third stage of the analysis of market structures
the criterion of exchange equivalence, which, in turn, is the study of structural characteristics of the market,
determine the marginal ratio of supply and demand. namely: quantitative characteristics of sellers and buyThe term «basic conditions» in relation to factors influ- ers; market differentiation; barriers to market entry;
encing the market means the determinant role of the ra- cost structures; level of vertical integration, from protio of «supply and demand» in the functioning of any duction to retail; diversification of production, etc. It
market, while the aspect of «background» conditions – should be noted that the analysis of market differentiathat the market will exist under any, even very unfavor- tion has a specificity, which is that along with product
able conditions. inefficient – according to social criteria differentiation, market competitiveness, an important
of perfection – state.
role is played by institutional differentiation, including
This logical reflection of causal relationships in market infrastructure, spatial differentiation of rethe model of market functionality allows us to conclude gional, national and foreign markets, as well as temthat it is appropriate to carry out a systematic analysis poral differentiation, the development of market strucof the market according to a certain algorithm.
tures over time.
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The next stage of the analysis is to determine the not only to preserve but also to expand their niche in
functionality of the legal field in which market partici- the market to strengthen their position in it. By deterpants operate, business environment, marketing strate- mining the level of price increase, it is possible to make
gies, investment in production and behavior of other predictions about the possibility of production and sale
market participants – intermediaries, consumers, the of better products based on the analysis of market constate.
ditions. Given the reality of this sale, you can decide to
In the general context of the issue, the behavior of incur additional costs to improve product quality, leadmarket agents largely depends on the pricing strategy, ing to an increase in its cost. Interest in high-quality
which directly or indirectly relates to prices and pricing products is directly related to the growing demand in
of goods and services. When studying the issues of world markets in recent times.
market pricing, it is important to analyze fluctuations
The final stage examines the effectiveness of the
and price ratios, the main directions of which are: as- market, which is based on an assessment not only in
sessment of different prices for one type of product or terms of production efficiency and resource allocation,
product group; price variation over time; price variation but also in terms of employment and social justice, fair
in regions, zones; price discrepancy in individual sub- distribution of income among market participants. At
markets (public, cooperative, private); price variation this stage, the price parameters and the level of demand
in the case of purchase of goods by different socio-eco- satisfaction in the domestic market are also studied.
nomic categories (income groups). The analysis of flucIn general, market conditions, the economic situatuations and the ratio of prices is based on the scope of tion that has developed in the market at a particular
variation, which characterizes the gaps between the time, can be assessed using a system of indicators that
minimum and maximum prices for goods and indicates characterize certain aspects of its manifestation. For
the differentiation of consumption.
this purpose, a refined one by T. Dudar was proposed
In a market economy, market participants have the [18, p. 42] the author lists the criteria and indicators
right to independently determine the price of their own (Table 2). The latter are a logical reflection of the criteproducts, as well as the right to determine it on the basis ria for evaluating the market according to the author's
of agreement with consumers (buyers) when conclud- methodology, which provides for the complexity of
ing sales agreements between them. This is what leads market requirements, which is a feature of the post-into price competition between manufacturers. There- dustrial market.
fore, each of them seeks to sell their product, as well as
Table 2
Market situation assessment system
Criteria
Indicators
Dynamics, volume, structure, cost.
Оffer
Production and raw material potential.
Elasticity.
According to the degree of satisfaction of needs, forms of origin, the
state of the market and place of purchase.
Demand
Concomitant consumption potential: market capacity of means of production, resources, services.
The ratio of supply and demand.
The ratio of markets for means of production and consumption parameters. Commodity structure of trade.
Structural and institutional character- The structure of sellers by forms of ownership and organizational
istics of the market
forms.
The structure of purchases: wholesale, retail.
Regional market structure.
Market distribution by small, medium and large businesses.
Market dynamics
Growth / decrease rates of sales, prices, inventories, profits.
Coefficients of variation of sales, prices, inventories.
Trends of oscillations, cyclicity
Seasonal fluctuations, fluctuations in production volumes.
Regional variation of supply and demand.
Regional variation of the level of demand (per 1 person).
Regional features
Regional variation of the dynamics of the main parameters of the market.
Portfolio of orders.
Business activity
Size and dynamics of transactions.
Degree of capacity utilization.
Commercial, investment, credit risks.
Risks
The risk of making production, logistics, sales, marketing decisions.
Market scale
Total sales of products (goods).
Source: author's interpretation of [18].
It is necessary to emphasize the role given by scientists and practitioners in the process of integration of
Ukrainian markets into world ones. Recently, this has
been manifested through Ukraine's accession to the

WTO, large-scale association programs with the EU, as
well as other integrative processes. First of all, the issues of adaptation of national quality standards and
marketing institutions to Western requirements of the
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international market for product quality, access of for- Such an econometric model describes the actual avereign goods to the domestic market, as well as the pos- age for the "prehistory" trend of the process. It is assibility of gaining access to international product mar- sumed that through the time factor (t), it is possible to
kets with competitive products are relevant. We believe express the influence of all major factors, over time the
that the economic content of this complex and lengthy accumulated action of major factors and their expresprocess involves minimizing the negative effect of non- sion in the trend equation as a reflection of both the
equivalent exchange, which has traditionally func- mechanism of patterns and trends. The real mechanism
tioned domestic markets.
of influence on the value of the time series in the existWe envisage increasing the level of equivalence of ing form is not taken into account.
market exchange through integration into world marAnalytical trend equalization is a fairly common
kets.
method of forecasting. Trend extrapolation can be apThe process of building a predictive analytical plied only if the development of the phenomenon is
model of the market under study should begin with a well enough described by the constructed equation and
description of the already known model of its operation the conditions that determine the development trend in
for 1990-2017. This was developed on the basis of the the past do not undergo significant changes in the fudynamics of a set of indicators, [1, p. 7].
ture. Under these conditions, extrapolation is perThe process of building the model includes a num- formed by substituting in the trend equation the value
ber of stages, the sequence of which is given in Fig. 2. of the independent variable t, which corresponds to the
value of the forecast horizon.

Statement of the research problem
Theoretical analysis of the economic essence of the researched problem
Selection of effective and factorial features
Collection and preparation of initial data
Choice of econometric model (form of communication)

Pair correlation

Multifactor correlation

Linear

Nonlinear

Calculation of statistical characteristics and parliaments of the equation

Yes
Statistical and logical assessment of
the adequacy of the model

Calculation of additional indicators on the basis of
the received parameters and characteristics of
model

Making the necessary adjustments and repetitions

Economic analysis of the studied indicators. Conclusions for modeling
Fig. 2. Algorithm for building an econometric model
Source: author's research
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where, p – is the value of the forecast horizon, ie
the periods for which the forecast is made.
Methods and models for assessing the quality of
forecasts. An important stage of forecasting is the verification of forecasts, assessing their accuracy and validity. At the stage of verification use a set of criteria,
methods and procedures that make it possible to assess
the quality of the forecast. The most common retrospective estimation of the forecast, estimation of the forecast for the past time.
To do this, the source information is divided into
two parts, one of which covers earlier data and the other
– later. With the help of the data of the first group (retrospection) the parameters of the forecast model are estimated, and the data of the second group are considered as actual data of the forecasted indicator. The retrospective forecast error obtained to some extent
characterizes the accuracy of the applied forecasting
technique.
All indicators used to analyze the quality of the
forecast can be divided into three groups: absolute,
comparative and qualitative. Absolutes are indicators
that allow you to quantify the magnitude of the forecast
error in units of the predicted object or as a percentage.
These are the standard error a, the absolute error Apr,
the mean absolute error D|f, the relative error epr and
the mean relative error of the forecast epr.
Absolute forecast error can be defined as the difference between the actual value (y) and the forecast
(у*):
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The standard error of the forecast is calculated by
the formula:
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It should be noted that for a large class of statistical distributions there is a relationship between the
mean absolute deviation and the standard deviation,
which can be represented as:  е

 1,25   пр .

The disadvantage of these indicators is that the
value of these characteristics significantly depends on
the scale of measuring the levels of the studied phenomena.
Absolute forecast error εпр can be expressed as a
percentage of the actual values of the indicator as follows:
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and the average relative error (approximation error) is calculated as:
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This metric is typically used to compare the accuracy of forecasts of disparate forecasting objects. Typical values for medium-term forecasts and their interpreThe average absolute value of the error will be:
tation are given in table 3.
Table 3
Forecasting and interpretation data

 пр  yt  y * .

(2)

 пр

Interpretation

<10
10-20
20-50
>50
Source: author's research

High accuracy
Good accuracy
Satisfactory accuracy
Unsatisfactory accuracy

The mean absolute and root mean square errors
record the mean value of the error at each forecast state
without taking into account this error. The average error allows you to determine which type of error is the
most common – underestimation or overestimation of
the forecast. It should be borne in mind that

 пр

equal

to zero only when уt- у* for each t, in the case of a perfect prediction. A similar statement is unfair to an absolute error, because there can be mutual compensation
of errors. Both absolute values of variables and their increments can be used to calculate these indicators.
Comparative indicators of forecast accuracy are
based on the comparison of the error of the considered
forecast with the reference forecasts of a certain type.
One of the types of such indicators (K) can be generally presented as follows:
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where, p * – the predicted value of the reference
forecast.
Simple extrapolation, simple growth rate, etc. can
be chosen as a reference forecast.
A special case of indicators of this type is the mismatch coefficient, in which p * = 0 for all types:
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If V> 1, then the prediction by simple extrapola2
tion gives the best result.
The comparative indicators include the correlation
(8)
coefficient between the predicted and actual values of
the variable R:
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You can build various modifications of the mismatch coefficient, namely: 1. The mismatch coefficient
(КН1) is calculated as the ratio of the standard error of
the forecast to the same error that would occur if we
take as a forecast for each year the average value of the
variable for the whole period:
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If КН1> 1, then the forecast at the level of the average value would give a better result than the obtained
forecast.
2. The discrepancy factor V is the ratio of the
standard error of the forecast to the same error that
would occur if we take as a forecast for each year the
value aligned with the analytical trend
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where yt – extrapolating the value of the studied
value at the time t.
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One of the disadvantages of using a correlation coefficient as a measure of the accuracy of predictions is
that a complete positive correlation only indicates the
presence of a linear relationship between a number of
predictive and actual values. As a result, the correlation
coefficient is most suitable for analyzing the predictions of cyclically evolving variables.
Qualitative indicators of forecast accuracy allow
to analyze the types of forecast errors, to divide them
into components. Such an analysis is especially important for cyclically variable variables, when it is necessary to predict not only the general direction of development, but also the turning points of the cycle.
One of the methods of such analysis is the
«forecast – implementation» diagram. The essence of
the method is to construct point predictions in coordinates in which on one axis the real value of the variable
is plotted, on the other its predicted value (Fig. 3). The
use of the diagram allows to evaluate the quality of different forecasts, to calculate the coefficients that analyze the quality of turning point forecasting, to identify
the most common errors (underestimation or overestimation of changes). To analyze more general types of
forecast errors, their classification by sources of origin
can be used.

y1 – actual values of variables;
y1* – prognosis.
Fig. 3. Diagram «forecast – implementation»
Source: author 's research using approaches to estimating forecast error by [19]
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G. Tale divided the forecast error into fractions of
where, p – is the number of forecasts confirmed by
discrepancy: the fraction of the shift (Vμ), the propor- actual data;
tion of variance (VS ) and the share of covariance (Vk)
q – is the number of forecasts that are not con[19].
firmed by actual data.
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The share of the shift indicates the presence of an
error in the assessment of the central trend, Vμ>0, when
the arithmetic mean of the forecasts differs from the
arithmetic mean of the actual data. In the «forecast –
implementation» diagram, the absence of this error
means that the center of gravity of point forecasts lies
on the line of forecasts.
The part of the variance reflects the degree of coincidence of the standard deviations of the forecast and
the actual values. Vі =0 in the event, that а = 0. Thus,
this indicator reflects the correspondence, the degree of
instability of the predicted values of the degree of instability of the actual dynamics.
The share of covariance Vk is zero when the correlation coefficient is equal to one between the predicted
and actual values. On the «forecast – implementation»
diagram, this corresponds to the case when all points lie
on one line.
All of the above indicators of forecast accuracy are
used to verify the accuracy of the forecast obtained in
the form of point estimates. If the forecast is an internal
forecast, the measure of accuracy of the forecast can be
considered the relative number of cases to the total
number of cases (15): if η = 1, then all predictions are
confirmed; η = 0 they are not confirmed.

The above indicators of forecast accuracy can be
used only if there is information about the actual values
of the studied indicator. All of them are of great value
when comparing different forecasting techniques.
If such data are not available, then the problem of
accuracy can be considered as a comparison of a priori
qualities and properties with the inherent alternative
prognostic models. Thus, when forecasting by statistical methods, the concept of a priori accuracy of the
forecast can be related to the size of the confidence interval. In this case, the forecast model is considered
more accurate if at the same confidence level it has a
narrow confidence interval.
The choice of indicators of forecast accuracy depends on the plans set by the researcher in the analysis
of forecast accuracy. The quality of forecasts obtained
by different methods and models can be judged only by
a set of comparisons of forecasts and their implementation.
The implementation of the above intellectual complex was carried out through a mathematical interpretation of the efficiency of the vegetable market in Ukraine
for 1990-2019 on the basis of the author's methodological approach to describe such efficiency according to
the «market formula». Accordingly, the efficiency of
the market (Y) was evaluated in relative units (from 0.0
to 1.0 units), as well as all components (x1… x5). The
expression of this was the following regression equation (16):
Y= -0,328+ 0,083x1+0,204 x2 +
+ 0,118 x3+0,122 x4 +0,169 x5
(16)
де, х1 – the ratio of supply to demand;
х2 – state regulation;
х3 – the state of the competitive environment;
х4 – market infrastructure;
х5 – monetary system;
Y – general state of the market.

The correlation coefficient was 0.98 in. from (ie
the connection was very tight), the model is adequate
(F criterion was 145 and its significance was 6.84E-14).
p

,
(15) For the last three years, the forecast was determined by
pq
the model and compared with the calculated data (Table 4).
Table 4
Forecast indicators based on the representative market model
Calculated valAbsolute forecast
The average absolute value of
Total absolute forecast
Forecast
ues
error
the error
error
0,0464
0,05028
-0,0039275
2,1382E-05
-8,473226905
0,0452
0,04582
-0,000664
1,8511E-06
-1,470457968
0,0346
0,02791
0,0066812
3,5816E-05
19,31473901
5,9049E-05
Average
0,00069655
0,00443657
3,123684712
Source: author's research
Thus, the model can be recognized as suitable for
predicting and predicting values in assessing the effectiveness of a representative market.

Graphical representation of the model is shown in
Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Evaluation of the efficiency of the vegetable market in Ukraine
for 1990-2019, relative units
Source: author's research according to the methodology, methodology and mathematical apparatus of evaluation proposed by the author
According to most trends (see Fig. 2), both the
market and its functional components can be characterized by a fairly bright positive dynamics during the 90's
and in general the achievement of the most favorable
situation by 2010; In the future, the state of the market
did not improve dramatically, and in some positions
even worsened after the political events of 2014.
At the same time, the most destabilizing effect, obviously, historically in this period of time was demonstrated by the factor of national monetary policy. In our
opinion, the positive trends in the market were almost
primarily due to the strengthening of the monetary system in 1995-1996 and 2000-2008; in turn, with a diametrical orientation, the market has suffered serious
shocks due to financial crises and the inability of the
domestic monetary system to perform the necessary
functions.
The special role of such components as infrastructure and competitive environment for the studied market should be emphasized. In the first case, the market
for a relatively short period has formed a sufficient
functional infrastructure as a whole; it should be added
that since the times of the former USSR, a significant
part of the infrastructure of production and sale of vegetable products has been quite effectively implanted in
new market mechanisms. On the other hand, the dissertation has already emphasized the positive historical
role of the fact that since the early 90's the Ukrainian
vegetable market has been influenced by the highly
competitive and generally functional economic environment against the background of high socialization

and – on the contrary – very low role of oligarchic monopolization. in all its aspects [20-21].
A similar general graphic orientation of the trend
of the functionality of regulatory policy in the industry,
however, has its own specification, which at the same
time may have conflicting interpretations. Thus, as already noted, this market (unlike other markets for agricultural products) has again historically been formed
since the early 1990s under the influence of very limited regulations. This factor obviously had critical limitations only at the beginning of market reforms. Later
in the industry there was a global effect of the actual
leveling of any state support on the one hand and the
refusal of the government to control (including significant tax pressure) – on the other. Obviously, this example can be considered as confirming the profitability of
such a model of development and regulation, including
(unlike others in Ukraine). According to our estimates,
the regulations lost some functionality after 2010 and
further after 2014 due to purely political processes.
If we summarize the above information, we can
say that this model outlines the critical limitations of
the existing model of the market, which in generalized
form are as follows:
1) critical environmental dysfunctions due to the
lack of economic interpretation of soil fertility losses in
Ukrainian vegetable growing;
2) insufficient level of functionality of almost all
components of the market, especially infrastructure,
monetary policy, supply and demand (low purchasing
power of the population, insufficient supply efficiency,
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low wages and incomes of recipients, etc.), regulatory
5. Lewis, W. A. The Slowing Down of the Enpolicy, etc.;
gine of Growth. American Economic Review. 1980.
3) minimization of market value due to the low September. Рр.555-564.
level of realization of the industry's potential, insuffi6. Theodore W. Schultz Human Capital in the Incient domestic demand, lack of access to foreign mar- ternational Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences. N.Y.,
kets.
1968, vol. 6. 84 р.
Hence, the directions of modernization must
7. Robert Merton Solow. Growth Theory: An
somehow start from certain market imbalances.
Exposition. Oxford University Press, 1988. p. 109.
Conclusions. The author's position was based on
8. FAOSTAT.
URL
:
the assumption of the possibility of developing a meth- http://www.fao.org/faostat/en
odology for studying the dynamics, individual types,
9. Brodel F. Material civilization, economics and
market models and market structures, which should be capitalism: XV-XVIII centuries. T. 3. Moscow: Mir,
taken into account in order to achieve targeted and ef- 1992. 550 р.
fective management of market development.
10. Logosha R.V. Transformations of the vegetaTo determine the dynamics of the market, a "ma- ble market in Ukraine. Economy. Finances. Managetrix of market dynamics" has been developed, which ment: current issues of science and practice: Allprovides an interpretation of the main vectors of change Ukrainian scientific and production journal. 2016. Vip.
in the state of these objects in terms of quantitative and 3 (8). Pp. 55–67.
qualitative transformations. Determining the state of
11. Lohosha R. V., Pidlubnyi V. F. Interpretation
the market is important, first of all, in terms of forecast- of the author's theory in the model of the universal maring the movement of the real market to a better state, ket. Colloquium-journal. 2020. № 31 (83). C. 4. Р. 39where, given the dialectical law of interdependence be- 50.
tween quantitative and qualitative changes, only two al12. Robinson J. Economic theory of imperfect
ternatives to the vector of change.
competition. Moscow: Yurayt, 1986. 450 p.
The intellectual elements of the methodology used
13. Chamberlin E. The theory of monopolistic
in the research process, such as the systems approach, competition: reorientation of the theory of value. Mosprovide a fairly complete picture of the direction and cow: Yurayt, 1996, 650 p.
geometry of possible market dynamics, which in turn is
14. Logosha R. V. Formation of the posta well-argued methodology for predicting favorable de- industrial market of vegetable products in Ukraine:
velopment models. This logical reflection of causal re- monograph. Vinnytsia: CJSC «Vinnytsia Regional
lationships in the model of market functionality allows Printing House». 2017. 515 p.
us to conclude that it is appropriate to carry out a sys15. Ostashko T.O. Market transformation of the
tematic analysis of the market according to a certain al- agricultural sector. Kyiv: Phoenix, 2004. 280 p.
gorithm.
16. Ostashko T.O. Structural and institutional
The proposed model of assessing the market of analysis of the agricultural market. Kyiv: Institute of
vegetable products in Ukraine outlines the critical lim- Economics and Forecasting, 2006. 56 p.
itations of the existing model of the market, which in
17. Logosha R.V. System approach in the methgeneral are critical environmental dysfunctions, insuf- odology of agricultural market research. Market infraficient functionality of almost all market components structure. 2017. Vip. 8. Рp. 43–49.
and minimization of market value due to low industry
18. Dudar T.G., Dudar V.T. Formation of the marpotential, insufficient domestic demand. lack of access ket of competitive agro-food products: theory, methto foreign markets.
ods, prospects: monograph. Ternopil: Economic
Thought, 2009. 246 p.
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INCREASING THE INVESTMENT POTENTIAL OF RURAL UNITED TERRITORIAL
COMMUNITIES
Abstract.
The article is devoted to finding ways to increase the investment potential of rural united territorial communities in the context of the implementation of public administration decentralization reform. The essence of the
concept of "investment potential" is investigated. The main investment sources through which communities can fill
the local budget and develop entrepreneurship in the region are analyzed. It was established that effective state
regulation of rural development should be based on systemic principles that should take into account the specific
features of rural areas as an object of state regulation. It is substantiated that the effectiveness of regulating the
development of rural areas depends on the mechanisms of state influence on their development, in particular on
the investment potential of the community. The tools, methods and ways of actions of public authorities in the
context of each mechanism are considered. It is noted that the peculiarities of investment development of rural
areas are the real unity of their main structural elements: economic base, social and environmental spheres. This
research serves as both a practical and theoretical example of the formation of investment potential of communities and will allow them to optimize the process of filling local budgets with sufficient funds needed for their proper
functioning.
Keywords: united territorial community, decentralization, local self-government, investment potential, investments, budget decentralization, own revenues, local budgets, general fund of local budgets.
Formulation of the problem.
For a long time, under the influence of technical
and technological progress, which characterized by accelerated industrial development, significant changes
took place between cities and villages, both social, environmental and economic, which led to lower living
standards and intensive migration of the rural population. Migration from rural to urban areas has a significant impact on the environment of the living network,
manifested in changes in the size of rural areas, which
requires the reproduction of rural infrastructure. As a
result of this situation, as evidenced by a review of scientific publications of foreign and domestic scientists,
developed countries are concerned about the balance of
rural-urban relations and the revival of rural areas,
which are custodians of cultural, spiritual and unique
values.
The problem of planned rural development is one
of the most difficult problems in the modern world, because, in fact, involves a balance between the need to
preserve rural areas from an economic, environmental
and socio-cultural point of view on the one hand and
the trend towards modernization of rural life on the
other.
In many developed countries, the problems of rural development have reached significant proportions
of local and national importance, which occupy a special place in the development strategy of countries. This
is due to the large area occupied by rural areas, a significant proportion of the population living in rural areas, as well as the importance of rural life in all its complexity.

According to domestic scientists, villages in
Ukraine are a major part of the country and play an important role in the economic and social development of
rural areas. Thus, the development of regions, districts
and villages should be planned rationally and consistent
with the overall objectives of the country.
In recent years, Ukraine has undergone fundamental changes in the system of local self-government in
terms of local budgets aimed at creating united territorial communities with the possibility of expanding
sources of financial resources, which is a stimulus for
rural development.
The main problem of the united territorial communities (UTC) in the conditions of transformational
changes in the economy is the provision of sustainable
budget revenues. Financial security and fullness of
community budgets is the key to socio-economic stability and a guarantee of regional development. For
most communities, it is problematic to attract investment effectively or receive consistently high revenues
to the local budget, so it is important for them to find
new sources of income, optimize existing ones and increase their financial capacity.
Analysis of recent research and publications.
Problems of formation of investment potential of united
territorial communities in Ukraine are studied by such
scientists and practitioners as O. Artyukh, V. Baldinyuk, O. Vasylyk, O. Getmanets, O. Kyrylenko, V.
Kravchenko, O. Kuzmenko, O. Moroz, V. Nikolenko,
A. Nesterenko, A. Nechay, O. Orlyuk, K. Pavlyuk, V.
Plaksienko, O. Suntsova, N. Tkachenko and others.
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The purpose of the article is to study the problem- countries in general. Objective differences will be deatic issues of increasing the investment potential of ru- termined by institutional opportunities in access to relral integrated territorial communities, which in turn will evant resources at each level, natural resources, sociocontribute to the development of the regions.
economic and other features of the territories.
Presentation of the main research material. The
Based on the above definitions of investment poeffectiveness of the decentralization reform process in tential, the investment potential of territorial communiUkraine requires the formation of an effective socio- ties should be interpreted, first, based on the main subeconomic mechanism for the development of united stantive determinants of the concept of investment poterritorial communities that are financially viable in the tential, but in the context of units of administrativefuture. Therefore, the main reason for community asso- territorial division of local (basic) level - territorial
ciations at the level of settlements, villages and cities is communities. Secondly, it is necessary to pay attention
to achieve the ability to function more effectively in the to the fact that the investment potential is characterized
financial, social and economic environment. After all, by a certain delayed effect, which has a socio-economic
given the underdevelopment of the regions and the low or social nature. But the very fact of the manifestations
availability of all the necessary resources of communi- of the results of the use of potential at a certain time
ties, it becomes almost impossible for individual com- means the possibility of not obtaining a useful effect or
munities to develop independently at the same level as reducing its value due to the choice of wrong and inefthe communities that came together. The association it- fective management decisions. Therefore, it is assumed
self opens new horizons of opportunities, the system that the investment potential of the local community
becomes complementary and stronger, within the UTC acts as an object that depends on the effectiveness of
some communities stimulate the development of oth- management by local governments. Third, the investers, and the formation of a joint budget allows to dis- ment potential of the territorial community is deterpose of such financial resources that would be suffi- mined by a set of objective factors due to its natural,
cient not only to support the economy within the UTC socio-economic, socio-political and other features [2].
at a certain level, but also to start forming an economic
Thus, under the investment potential of the territosystem capable of developing itself, avoiding excessive rial community we propose to understand the set of rebureaucracy and corruption in the distribution of sources and opportunities (natural resource, social, fibudget funds.
nancial and economic, institutional and managerial,
Decentralization reform began in Ukraine in 2014 etc.), which are the object of management by the auand as of March 1, 2021, were created 1,470 united ter- thorities of the territorial community, aimed at attractritorial communities, whose financial capacity is deter- ing investment resources to address the problems of termined by their own revenues in the general fund of lo- ritorial development.
cal budgets, so the issue of developing these newly creIn fact, we are talking about the possibilities of inated communities remains important. That is why vestment support for the development of the territorial
increasing the investment potential of the community is community and the ability of their purposeful transforrelevant today, because with stable sources of invest- mation into a flow of investment resources.
ment, communities will be able to continue to develop
Examining the essence of investment potential, we
in socio-economic terms and ensure their viability as a should pay attention to the point of view of E. Weissterritorial unit for a long time.
man, who points out that investment potential is not a
Before proceeding directly to the study, it is nec- simple, but in some way an ordered set of potential inessary to explore the essence of the concept of "invest- vestment resources localized in the territory, which alment potential". Thus, the interpretation of the concept lows to achieve synergy when using them [3].
of "potential" should be approached in two ways: in a
Another domestic scientist V. Gordienko analyznarrow and broad sense. In the first case - the term "po- ing the investment potential of the region, emphasizes
tential" comes from the Latin word "potential", which that it is associated with the formation of investment
means - strength, power. In the second - a set of avail- demand from regional economies in the form of investable opportunities, resources, tools that can be used to ment needs, interests and priorities that form the basis
achieve a certain goal. Investment potential is a motive of investment projects and programs of socio-economic
to which, in addition to the owner of investment re- development of the territory. In this case, the investsources, entities that need investment and want to ob- ment potential is an interconnected system of organized
tain economic benefits in the future should be involved sets of investment interests, investment needs and pri[1].
orities of various investment entities in the region,
Another scientist O. Shcherbatyuk notes that the which forms the overall investment demand in the reinvestment potential is a set of investment resources in gional market, based on strategic objectives of sociocombination with opportunities, means and conditions economic development [4].
of their attraction and use. In our opinion, both potential
In the context of territorial communities, the coninvestment resources and opportunities and conditions cept of their investment potential should be considered
for their attraction should be considered as factors of in terms of resources and opportunities that can be moinvestment potential.
bilized to shape the flow of investment in the creation
This concept of investment potential can be cor- and development of enterprises and infrastructure facilrectly applied to a particular local business entity - en- ities of communal property (community property), as
terprise, and to territorial and administrative units at well as enterprises of other forms of ownership, which
different levels, from local communities to regions and will perform work and provide services on the basis of
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public-private partnership, ensuring the implementaComponents of the investment potential of the tertion of the powers and tasks of territorial communi- ritorial community are a number of factors at the natiesas administrative-territorial entities in the field of tional, regional and local levels (Fig. 1).
utilities, education, health, culture, social protection,
environmental safety, etc.
Investment potential of the territorial community

Fig. 1. Components of the investment potential of the territorial community
Source: built by the authors
These components affect the formation of investment potential and it depends on the overall development of the territorial community at the village level,
the availability of all the above resources and support
serves as an additional guarantee for a potential investor to protect his investment.
The development of the region's investment potential is a rather difficult task and accordingly requires a
number of actions on the part of administrative units. It
is also necessary to find compromises to meet their own
needs and the potential investor without harming the
economic, social and environmental development of
the region.
The community must be prepared for the fact that
the investor's business and the project proposed for implementation on its territory may not coincide with the
traditional vision and make changes to the usual life of
the community. You need to be prepared for this and
demonstrate to potential investors your willingness to
change if they bring positive opportunities to the community.
The UTC investment strategy should follow from
the existing vision of community development. Controversial issues should be subject to public consultation
to limit the risk of conflicts related to the emergence of
a new entity. Local development priorities should be
identified - the main benefits of attracting an investor
may be the reduction of unemployment or the revitalization of the local economy, rather than direct income
from real estate tax.
It is also important to identify the strengths and
weaknesses of the community, as well as opportunities
and threats, ie to conduct a SWOT analysis. A community promotion strategy can be developed based on the
strengths and development opportunities that will form
the basis of the united community's competitive advantage in the struggle for the investor. It may be:

 price or nature of property;
 availability of skilled labor (opportunities and
limitations of community investment capacity);
 level of professional training of potential
workers;
 offer of investment discounts and incentives;
 quality of transport infrastructure and communications;
 geographical location, which determines the
availability of markets;
 availability of raw materials, etc.
Each of these parameters can also be a weakness
or identify shortcomings and limitations of the local
supply.
Communities should also pay attention to the costs
associated with attracting potential investors, so it is
important to anticipate such reserve costs in the local
budget.
It is necessary to allocate a budget for the possible
costs associated with the following communication
with investors:
 costs of environmental and technical assessment, sociological research;
 preparation and placement in open sources of
community strategy, investment passports and investment proposals;
 costs of salaries, attracting and ensuring the effective work of the coordinator and / or the team involved in attracting investment;
 various activities aimed at establishing contacts, cooperation with potential and existing local and
external investors (including trips to regional, national
and international forums and conferences, negotiations,
meetings of investors, communication with them, etc.);
 coordination and registration of the legal status of investment-attractive objects;
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In
order
to
perform
their
professional
duties
qual organization of trips of potential investors to
itatively and efficiently, those responsible, especially
the community and other expenses.
Without these preconditions, there is a high risk the first contact staff (those who answer calls and ethat due to the large number of routine tasks, the work mails), must overcome their fears and start communion attracting investment will not be systematic or will cating regularly, asking questions to those who have
not be carried out at all, as it will remain less priority subject competencies.
The process of hiring new employees to attract infor local government employees compared to routine
tasks and acute current challenges. On the other hand, vestors should be gradual. An important step in preparthe allocated resources can pay off in the first year of ing a new employee is to provide assistance from a senoperation due to the increase in tax revenues after the ior specialist. The implementation of projects by an inexperienced employee should take place under the
successful attraction of investors.
Next, what we will pay attention to is directly to supervision of a specialist, whose task will be to train
the people who should be involved in the development and verify the correctness of the application of estabof investment potential of communities. Thus, we can lished procedures.
If today the level of competencies demonstrated
say that in the process of attracting investors, communities should not do it on their own, they need to hire by UTC specialists does not meet the expectations of
people who are knowledgeable in this area, have some the community and the strategy of attracting investexperience and, accordingly, are professionals in nego- ment, it is always possible to involve any specialist to
work in a remote format. Today it is a publicly availatiating with entrepreneurs and investors.
Qualitative implementation of the community in- ble and widespread format of interaction.
The next step to pay attention to when increasing
vestment strategy requires the presence of an individual
or even an entire structural unit in local government. investment potential is to hold meetings and events
Those responsible must have sufficient authority and within the community with potential investors. The
main task of such events is to synchronize the vision of
qualifications to carry out this important work.
Currently, there is no program that would system- community leadership and local entrepreneurs on the
atically and fully train specialists in this field for UTC, following aspects:
although with the help of donor organizations such
 How community resources are used, whether
work has already begun in Ukraine. Therefore, the re- there are reserves for development;
quirement to have higher education from specialists
 What external investors are interested in comwhom the UTC administration engages in working with munity resources;
investors should not be an obstacle. Higher education
 What conditions should the community create
is just a pass to work. Very good results are usually for the investor;
shown not only by specialists in economics or finance
 What are the current and future needs of entrewho have relevant university degrees, but also by other preneurs;
specialists whose main feature is a modern worldview,
 What are the current and future needs of UTC;
desire to learn, develop and, most importantly - high
 What can be simplified in administrative promotivation to change the community and an optimistic cesses from the point of view of entrepreneurs;
attitude to change. Even if a small community manages
 What are the long-term plans of the commuto attract an experienced professional from outside, the nity.
lack of the above characteristics will be a serious obstaIn addition, such meetings are an opportunity to
cle to its effectiveness.
communicate with entrepreneurs who have already inIt is important to have a number of competencies vested in the community, to inform them about what
to be possessed, acquired and demonstrated by invest- their tax revenues are spent on, and to demonstrate high
ment professionals in united territorial communities. standards of transparency and accountability of comSuch competencies are:
munity leadership. For a significant proportion of en Understanding of local economic develop- trepreneurs, both those living in the community and
ment and community investment strategy;
abroad, trust in the work of the local council and the
 Skills of quality formulation of investment efficiency of public funds is an important factor in esprojects;
tablishing constructive cooperation.
 Knowledge of the specifics of communication
Meetings do not have to end with specific deciwith investors;
sions. However, it is important to analyze all requests
 Understanding the principles of marketing ar- and wishes, to form some preliminary agreements, beeas;
cause the successful implementation of even small
 Legal literacy;
agreements helps to increase mutual trust and better co Basic ideas about project management;
operation in the future and creates a community image
at the state level as ready to cooperate with entrepre Computer / IT literacy.
Also, such specialists should have certain univer- neurs and help them develop their own business.
United communities should maintain constant
sal skills, which include:
contact with the investor throughout the life cycle of
 Communication skills;
 Presentation skills (ability to convincingly their projects to ensure the synchronization of business
and self-government, as well as provide ongoing legal
present community opportunities);
and administrative support.
 Teamwork skills;
 Ability to learn.
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Communication with local investors is the most this relationship by UTC can the person responsible for
accessible and intensive, can take place without inter- the investment cooperation.
mediaries, on a regular basis. You can consider the folThe successful existence and development of cluslowing cases of communication:
ter structures requires the implementation of a special
model of communication interaction, in which in addi with the expanding medium-sized business;
tion to medium, small and micro enterprises (potential
 with microbusiness;
investors in the community) the community itself par with cooperatives and clusters.
Communication with medium-sized businesses in- ticipates on equal terms.
Based on this, we consider it necessary to pay atvolves the existence of a functioning medium-sized entention
to improving the mechanism for managing the
terprise that is ready to expand its own operations. In
implementation
of the investment potential of territorial
this case, regular contact is established at the level of
communities,
highlighting
its role and place of manathe company's business expansion department. For key
gerial
influence,
which
is
schematically
shown in Fig.
decisions can organize meetings between the management company and the investor community. To support 2.
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Fig. 2. Mechanism for managing the realization of the investment potential of the united territorial community
Source: built by the authors
The essence is to reveal the vector and content of
management actions of local governments and public
administration bodies of the territorial level both for investors and to increase the investment potential of local
communities through an effective management component.
For investors, the main purpose of management
actions should be to stimulate and encourage their activities, including the use of public-private partnership
instruments, partnership at the territorial community
level, cooperation of territorial communities, development of effective programs for their development and
investment projects, which, in particular, allow to attract external sources of funding.
With regard to investment potential, the main emphasis of local governments should be on its positioning to investors, which would allow them to make a
choice in favor of a particular territorial community.
Special attention should be paid to the need for
managerial influence aimed at community management
bodies to level the negative factors influencing the investment potential and their transformation into opportunities favorable for the realization of potential.
The above provides grounds for considering the
investment potential of the local community in the context of resource-institutional approach, ie as a set of factors and features of the local community, which with
effective management efforts by local governments are
able to meet its investment needs.

Unfortunately, given the current conditions for the
formation of budget revenues and inter-budgetary relations, the possibility of using local budgets for investment purposes is significantly limited. This situation
necessitates the intensification of management efforts
of local communities to include internal investment reserves, as well as the creation of favorable conditions
for attracting foreign investment to address the problems of socio-economic development of communities.
Continuation of research in this direction will be of
great practical importance.
It should be noted that in order to identify the peculiarities of rural development and the formation of
competitive investment potential and climate, it is necessary to take into account the peculiarities of rural areas as an object of management and the main problems
of the modern village. It is important to pay attention to
the development of three main areas within rural areas:
economic, environmental and social. This approach
from the standpoint of sustainable development takes
into account the real unity and interaction of the main
structural elements of rural areas. It is advisable to single out the non-productive sphere, and more broadly the economic base of rural areas, which must include
production and transport infrastructure. The basis of the
economic base of rural areas is agriculture, as well as
other sectors of the primary sector of the economy: forestry and fisheries. A prerequisite for strengthening the
economic base is the development of processing enterprises of the agro-industrial cycle: food and light industry. The development of infrastructure - production,
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transport, market - is not only the key to the efficient
Having considered the peculiarities of the organioperation of basic enterprises, but also a competitive zation of activities within the united territorial commuadvantage in attracting investment.
nity, which are aimed at improving the mechanism of
The social sphere is also a factor in assessing the investment in the regions and exploring the existing
investment potential of rural areas. The social sphere problems, we should proceed directly to consider inincludes the population, as well as its economically ac- vestments, namely their types and how to attract them
tive
the community can develop further. We can say with
part - labor resources. The share of the working popu- confidence that investment is an important source of inlation is an important indicator when assessing the state come for UTCs and without them it is difficult for comand prospects of rural development. The mismatch of munities to solve existing socio-economic problems.
quantitative and qualitative characteristics of labor re- The community can attract investment by creating a fasources in the workplace is a serious problem in rural vorable investment potential and climate, corporatizaareas, which also leads to the existence of problems of tion of communal enterprises, public-private partnersocial infrastructure development and changes in the ships and leasing.
resettlement system.
Community development investment resources inThe environment is also the object of state regula- clude resources attracted to the local economy to create
tion as a natural basis for socio-economic development new assets. Investment resources can be both privately
(soils, forests, surface water and other components of owned and fully or partially communally. It also makes
nature), which requires their rational use to increase the sense to allocate investment resources that are directly
investment potential of the region. In addition, the area controlled by the municipality, ie those that are carried
of objects of the nature reserve fund has been signifi- out at the expense of local budgets, as well as entercantly expanded recently, which is not always continu- prises and organizations of communal ownership. In
ous in its localization and is interspersed with lands of practice, there are various mixed forms of investment
agricultural enterprises, forestries, and land plots of the made in the mode of co-financing from different
population. Management of their use requires a special sources. Investment is a key factor in the economic deapproach, regulatory framework and mechanisms of in- velopment of regions. The investment process at the lofluence.
cal level is aimed at solving various problems. First of
Each of these areas has its own characteristics and all, investments in the municipal sphere are focused on
in its own way affects the investment potential: the eco- providing the population with new, additional or imnomic base develops according to economic laws and proved services, creating new jobs, creating new infraprovides for maximizing the profits of enterprises; the structure and ensuring the modernization of existing insocial sphere in a market economy does not always de- frastructure; reducing costs and improving the quality
velop comprehensively and needs government support, of construction, operation and maintenance; ensuring
especially financial; the environmental sphere is signif- timely and adequate maintenance throughout the life of
icantly negatively affected primarily by enterprises, as the assets; use of experience and technologies of the
well as social facilities: social infrastructure, settle- private sector; replenishment of budgets by increasing
ments, the operation of which leads to the accumulation the tax base [6].
of solid waste.
The first thing we pay attention to is the corporatiHaving outlined the peculiarities of rural develop- zation of communal enterprises. In Ukraine it happens
ment, it is necessary to identify long-term and short- by:
term tasks facing the authorities in connection with the
 creation of communal enterprises in the form
existence of urgent problems of rural development that of a business association by local self-government bodmay hinder the growth of their investment potential. ies;
These problems have been repeatedly formulated by
 transformation of a communal enterprise of
various scientists and indicated in development plans unitary type into a business partnership;
and strategies of the industry, individual regions and
 acquisition by a local self-government body of
the country as a whole. The main problems of rural de- more than 50% of shares (stakes) of the authorized capvelopment include:
ital of the company.
 high plowing of soils, their significant polluCorporate communal enterprises can be estabtion and loss of fertility;
lished in the form of a joint stock company or a limited
 unresolved issue of land ownership;
liability company.
 high level of depreciation of production assets
After the local self-government body transfers the
of agricultural enterprises, unsatisfactory condition of separated communal property as a contribution to the
infrastructure: transport, production, information, so- authorized capital of the company, the territorial comcial;
munity ceases to be the owner of this property. The
 high unemployment and low level of adapta- specified communal property becomes the property of
the company, and the territorial community receives in
tion of the labor force to market conditions;
return the corresponding volume of corporate rights [7].
 low level of state support for farms;
The corporatization of communal enterprises
 significant changes in the settlement system,
which are manifested in the high rate of "extinction" of helps communities attract new financial resources, improves the existing material and technical base, as well
villages;
 insufficient development of local self-govern- as creates new jobs and solves social problems.
ment [5].
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As for the public-private partnership, it provides communal economy, in particular the needs of the comfor permanent cooperation between the authorities, in- munal enterprises); vehicles; high-value equipment (for
cluding the municipal level, and private sector enter- social infrastructure institutions, including hospitals,
prises in order to generate resources for the implemen- schools, cultural institutions, etc.); energy saving
tation of infrastructure projects. Signs of a public-pri- equipment (for modernization of housing and commuvate partnership are the distribution of costs, risks and nal services); equipment for street lighting or traffic
future benefits between public and private partnerships. control (in particular, traffic lights).
The application of this mechanism allows the authoriThe cost of leasing depends on the size of the adties to meet the needs of economic development with vance payment and the term of the lease, and the size,
investment funds, without losing the impact on infra- method and frequency of lease payments take into acstructure and control over them. This influence is count the specifics of the subject of the lease and determainly realized through the preservation of ownership mine in the contract.
of the object.
The role of leasing as a tool for financing commuPublic-private partnership is one of the most com- nity economic development is due to the fact that local
mon mechanisms for financing large-scale infrastruc- governments, communal enterprises and communal inture projects in developed countries. In some places, stitution due to lack of funds and high cost of equipthis mechanism is beginning to be used to an incompa- ment are often unable to timely update the equipment
rably smaller extent in Ukraine as well.
necessary for their proper functioning. Under such conIt is worth noting that communities that do not cur- ditions, leasing becomes the most affordable way to uprently have local businesses should move in the follow- grade equipment for housing and communal services,
ing directions:
social and transport infrastructure, etc.. Leasing is that
 Stimulating the development of family micro- financial instrument that allows municipalities to purenterprises, for example, family dairy mini-farms, chase the necessary equipment on a gradual basis. In
addition, leasing plays a significant role not only in the
greenhouses, etc.
 Support for the development of cooperatives - renewal of the property of local communities, but also
expands the demand for products of equipment manuindependent enterprises are formed on their basis.
 Communication with companies from neigh- facturers, increasing aggregate demand in the economy.
The task of leasing as a financial instrument is to
boring communities. It is possible that they are looking
combine
the economic interests of producers and confor additional opportunities for expansion, and the resources and competitive advantages of your community sumers to achieve a common and mutually beneficial
goal. The consequences of mutually beneficial implewill be useful to them.
 Teaching entrepreneurship to schoolchildren, mentation of leasing projects are increased comfort, imstudents, youth. These are future entrepreneurs of the proved environmental condition and significant savings
community, and they can also encourage parents to start (reduction of costs) of local budgets.
For communal companies, leasing provides addia business.
tional
benefits, because the subject of leasing and deAnother tool for attracting investment funds is
preciation
are accounted for on the balance of the lesleasing. Leasing is an economic activity aimed at insee.
In
addition,
this financing instrument allows utility
vesting own or borrowed funds, which is to provide under the lease agreement by one party (lessor) for the ex- companies to simultaneously direct funds for developclusive use of the other party (lessee) for a specified ment and obtain a tax credit for certain types of taxes
period of property owned or acquired by the lessor, pro- (in particular, value added tax) [6].
Also considering investment sources of income, it
vided payments by the lessee of periodic lease payshould
be noted that the united communities can not
ments.
only
attract
investment, but also invest temporarily free
In world practice, leasing is considered as a form
funds
of
the
general fund of local budgets of the united
of public-private partnership, along with concessions,
territorial
communities
for the purchase of government
leases, production sharing agreements, agreements - on
the management of state and municipal property, agree- securities, namely domestic government bonds of
Ukraine. This tool for managing temporarily free
ments on joint activities.
Leasing operations are characterized by certain budget funds is relatively new and is hardly used by the
features that together determine the specifics of this fi- united territorial communities, therefore, it needs denancing instrument: payment (the lessee is provided tailed study.
It should be noted that domestic government
with equipment for use for a fee); maturity (the lessor
bonds
of Ukraine are government securities that contransfers the property to the lessee for a specified pefirm
the
obligation of Ukraine to reimburse the holders
riod); payback (provides for the coverage of all costs of
the lessor for the purchase of equipment and its transfer of these bonds for their nominal value with the payment
for use); purposefulness (the subject of leasing must be of income in accordance with the terms of placement of
used for a specific purpose and purposes); subjectivity bonds.
Thus, the placement of temporarily free funds
(the lessor retains ownership of the leased property, refrom
the local budgets of the united territorial commuceives lease payments, and the lessee obtains the right
nities
in government bonds is an effective tool for atto use the leased asset).
tracting
additional revenues to local budgets. This type
Most often, leasing operations in the field of ecoof
investment
is new for the united territorial communomic development of communities relate to the following types of equipment: means of production (for nities, and the procedure itself is quite difficult, but with
70
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the right approach by local governments and their study will be able to form a decent investment potential,
of all aspects of the mechanism of investing in domestic which will attract investors and entrepreneurs, which in
government bonds, local budgets will be able to get a turn will contribute to the economic development of
new source of sustainable annual income, which is territories and regions as a whole.
guaranteed at the state level.
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